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FOREWORD
The boundaries of space technology have been expanding at an ever-increasing rate
as more and more successful orbital flights and other space achievements have been
recorded. As a result, the scope of the design principles, details, and applications
with which the aerospace mechanism designer must be familiar has grown in variety,
comoloYiey, and volume.
It has been difficult for the aerospace mechanism designer to maintain a satisfactory
awareness and sophistication in the state-of-the-art since, in the past, aerospace
mechanisms have been discussed at conferences only as secondary aspects of other
main topics, such as guidance and control, gravity-gradient stabilization, or the
measurement of magnetism in space. It has been impractical, in many instances,
for the designer to attend the many such conferences, and sit through session after
session of specialized theoretical discussion providing only nominal consideration of
the various aspects of mechanism design and development.
To provide a better opportunity, therefore, for the aerospace mechanisms designer
to compare and correlate the specific knowledge gained from a wide variety of impor-
tant mechanism design efforts, the First Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium was held
on 19-20 May 1966. This Symposium, dealing exclusively with aerospace mechanism
design and development, was sponsored by the Jet Propulsion Laborato/'y of the
California Institute of Technology, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, and the
University of Santa Clara. The first aerospace symposium with such broad sponsorship,
is supplied the first forum for an extensive discussion in depth of ideas, problems,
and accomplishments regarding aerospace mechanisms. It stressed the practical
aspects, with emphasis on actual flight test data and correlation with analytical
predictions.
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This volume presents the papers offered at the Symposium in order to provide the
aerospace mechanisms designer with a useful source of ideas and information and
to serve as a stimulant to the continuance of a periodic professional interchange in
the field of aerospace mechanisms.
The Chairman is especially appreciative of the preparation effort and cooperation of
the Symposium participants whose papers are presented in this volume. In addition,
special thanks for making the Symposium possible are due to the Very Reverend
Patrick A. Donohue, S. J., President, University of Santa Clara; Dr. J. P. Nash,
Vice-President, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company; and Dr. W. H. Pickering,
Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.
The contribution of all phases of the Symposium organization and planning by Messrs.
R. K. Pefley, S. Weissenberger, and E. J. Fisher of the University of Santa Clara;
W. J. Shimandle and J. L. Adams of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory; and A. L. Rinaldo
of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company is greatly appreciated as is the assistance of
L. H. Goldich, M. E. Markley, and Dr. W. A. Kozumplik of Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company in the editorial preparation of this publication.
George G. Herzl
Symposium Chairman
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FLIGHT-PROVEN MECHANISMS ON THE NIMBUS WEATHER SATELLITE
By S. Charp and S. Drabek
Spacecraft Department
General Electric Company
SUMMARY
The second Nimbus* weather satellite is scheduled to be launchec] ifr early 1966. - The _
two satellites contain mechanical devices and subsystems of a complexity and number
higher than previously flown on spacecraft. These include a continuous motion solar
array drive, fluid thermal control sensors and drives, horizon scanners and momen-
tum generators, stored energy springs, hydraulic dampers, explosive-actuated bolt
and cable cutters, and pneumatic components. Designs for and performance of these
elements are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The Nimbus weather satellite (figure 1), one of the most complex spacecraft ever
orbited, is best known for its functional characteristics pertaining to observation of
the earth' s cloud cover, radiation temperatures, and weather phenomena. Not so well
known are the design and opera:_ing characteristics of its large number of mechanical
devices, mechanisms, and subsystems (figure 2). Many of these were designed specif-
ically for Nimbus; others were designed originally for earth use and were modified
for spacecraft use.
L
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Nimbus Project Office, Greenbelt, Md., has systems management responsibility for
the Nimbus series of spacecraft. Under contract to this group, the General Electric
Company, Spacecraft Department, designed and developed the 3-axis, active stabiliza-
tion and attitude control system; designed, developed, and fabricated the spacecraft
structure, temperature control, and various components; integrated experiments and
meteorological sensors; and tested the complete spacecraft.
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1 ROLL NOZZLES (2)
2 PITCH NOZZLES (2)
3 IR HORIZON SCANNERS (2)
4 YAW SUN SENSORS (2)
5 SLIP RING ASSEMBLY
6 PANEL 1 (1 OF 6) CLOCKWISE
LOOKING FORWARD
7 YAW NOZZLES (4)
8 FLYWHEELS (3)
9 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE MECHANISM
10 SOLAR ARRAY SUN SENSORS (2)
11 SOLAR ARRAY SHAFT
12 SHUTTERS
13 TEMPERATURE CONTROLS (2)
14 IR SCANNER SUN SHADES (2)
15 SOLAR ARRAY SENSOR
ALBEDO SHIELD
16 YAW SUN SENSOR
ALBEDO SHIELD (2)
17 GYRO
Figure 2 Nimbus Controls Package
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Nimbus A orbited the earth for 26 days. The solar array drive then seized because of
high-temperature deterioration of the lubricant in the motor drive. All other mechan-
isms operated in accordance with design. The second Nimbus satellite includes a
redesigned solar array drive, a sample of which has been operating continuously, in
simulated orbit cycling in a hard-vacuum environment, since May 1965.
The mechanisms on the spacecraft can be categorized as follows:
• Sealed components, continuous operation--horizon scanner, gyro, momentum
generators, and pneumatic components
• Unsealed simple components, single operation--booster attachment, separa-
tion springs, paddle unfold system, and paddle support
• Sealed components, single operation--paddle dampers (launch vibration),
bolt and cable cutters, switches
• Unsealed complex components, repeated operations--solar array drive
• Unsealed simple components, repeated operations--temperature controllers,
shaft bearings, shutter position indicators and slip rings
Q Other mechanical devices
These categories are treated in detail in the following sections of this paper.
SEALED COMPONENTS - CONTINUOUS OPERATION
Horizon Scanner
Two infrared horizon scanners (figure 3) are oriented parallel to the spacecraft body
roll axis--one looking forward, one backward. These scanners continuously provide
signals which, when processed, yield roll and pitch deviation angles between the
spacecraft body axes and the local vertical.
The scanners operate in the 12 to 18 a wavelength energy band, peaking at 14t,. They
detect the temperature difference, both day and night, between space and the relatively
constant layer of carbon dioxide that surrounds the earth at an altitude of approximately
85 n. mi. An aperture 6 by 8 deg rotates conically about a 90-deg-apex angle. Optical
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Figure 3 Horizon Scanner
scanning is provided by a prism mounted in a hollow shaft rotor, which rotates at
970 rpm following a single spur gear reduction of 8.25 to 1. A uniquely shaped sun-
shade above each scanner keeps out the direct rays of the sun.
The accuracies of the computed error angles are within ± 0.2 deg. To ensure such
accuracy, the scanner is aligned on the spacecraft to 3 min of arc in roll, 3 min of
arc in pitch, and 18 rain of arc in yaw.
An hysteresis synchronous two-phase motor operating at 8,000 rpm is driven from a
26-V, 400-Hz, square-wave power supply. It is a precision component having a
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design life of 10,000 hr. The rotor is balanced to 20 uin. oz at the synchronous speed.
After addition of the pinion gear to the rotor shaft, this rotating assembly is dynami-
cally balanced to better than 150 pin. oz at 8,000 rpm. Rotor end play is held to less
than 0.0003 in. with a reversing axial load of 1 lb. Radial play does not exceed
0.0005 in. when an 8-oz reversing load is applied not more than 0.25 in. from the
bearing face.
The minimum motor pull-in torque is approximately 0.23 in. oz. The motor uses
precision bearings and lubricants conforming to MIL-L-6085A. The preloaded bear-
ings are double-shielded, Class ABEC-7 (or better) stainless steel hardened to
Rockwell C58. The preloaded bearings (required for balance) are a major factor in
the coast-down time of the complete rotor assembly. From full speed to rest, it is
approximately 5 sec.
The optical system consists of a germanium window, a thermistor bolometer adhered
to the back of a germanium lens, and the rotating prism. The prism rotor subassem-
bly is dynamically balanced so that the unbalanced torque is no more than 150 pin. oz
at 970 rpm on its own bearings, and its slow-running torque must be below 0.20 in. oz.
The lubricant on prism rotor bearings and gears has low infrared absorption in the
12 to 18-_ wavelength region; it conforms to specification MIL-L-7870-A.
Yaw Gyro Reference Package
The _rro reference package consists of a floated, rate-integrating, single-degree-of-
freedom inertial gyroscope; electronics sensing and driving circuits for rate mode
operation; heater and heater-control circuits; and telemetry sensors and signal-
conditioning circuits. The control current of a feedback null system is proportional
to the angular velocity. For a 500 n. mi. altitude orbit, 1 deg of yaw error is sensed
by the gyro as 3.564 deg/min.
No special design changes were made in the gyroscope to satisfy the needs of the pro-
gram, although modifications were made in other parts of the package. The spin-
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reference axis is kept perpendicular to the mounting surface within 0.5 mil. The
output axis is perpendicular to the input axis to within 1.25 mil. The mounting surface
finish is no rougher than 30uin. A coarse heater (20 w) is used for quick warmup; a
fine heater (7.5 w) controls the temperature of the gyro flotation fluid to 162 ° + I°F.
The gyro measures angular rates over more than three orders of magnitude, from a
threshold of 0.1 arc sec/sec (maximum) to 324 arc sec/sec, the maximum rate to be
sensed. Hysteresis is less than 0.2 arc sec/sec so the gyro can respond rapidly to
spacecraft oscillations. Linearity is better than + 2 percent (6.48 arc sec/sec) to the
maximum rate to be sensed. During its evaluation tests, the gyro measures angular
rates to 7,200 arc sec/sec with a linearity of + 0.5 percent (36 arc sec/sec).
Long-life tests on several gyro reference packages indicate the unit should exceed
the design objective of 6 mo.continuous operation.
Momentum Generators
The fine attitude-control system includes three momentum generators, mounted one
on each axis. Each is essentially a hermetically sealed "inside-out" motor, with
integral speed sensors and flywheel having a high moment of inertia (41,400 gm/cm2).
The two-phase, 400-Hz motor can be driven in two directions. The fixed phase has a
single 26-v winding. The control phase has split, bifilar windings, each rated at 13 v.
At no load, the motor speed is 1,250 rpm; the stall torque is 2 in. oz minimum with an
input power of less than 4. 8 w.
A two-phase tachometer signal is generated whose frequency is proportional to rotor
speed. One cycle of signal is generated for each revolution of the rotor. Direction
is detected by monitoring the lead/lag relationship between the signals from the two
phases.
The momentum generator is required to operate for the full life period of the space-
craft. The quality of the bearings and the useful life of the lubricant are, therefore,
important elements of design. The bearings, size R4, are double shielded and made
of 440C stainless steel hardened to Rockwell C58. They have a two-piece retainer.
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Two momentum generators were disassembled after approximately three years of
combined shelf and service life. No significant deterioration that would affect in-orbit
performance was observed in either the bearings or the lubricant (MIL-L-6085).
The momentum generator is a hermetically sealed unit; two cover halves are bolted
together for strength, and each is soldered to a band for sealing. After initial assem-
bly, it is evacuated to an internal pressure of 10-5mm Hg, then filled with approxi-
mately 98 percent helium and 2 percent oxygen to a pressure of 0.5 atm. absolute,
through a fill port that is crimped and sealed. The leakage rate does not exceed 10 -5
standard cc/sec.
Pneumatic Components
The pneumatic system was originally intended for use with nitrogen at 2,500-psi stor-
age pressure. It was converted, however, for use with Freon 14 at 1,400 psi to in-
crease the strength safety margin of the tank and to obtain the increased propulsive
capacity of this gas. The only change from the original design is the shape of the
nozzles. The pressure regulator consists of a silicone rubber diaphragm on one side
of which are ambient pressure and a calibrated spring, and on the other side are
regulated (downstream) pressure of 35 psig and a balanced poppet valve. A tapered
land on the stainless-steel poppet moves against a sharp-edged nylon seat to control the
gas flow into the regulated pressure cavity in a single step. The poppet stem is sealed
with two butyl rubber O-rings. It is ported internally to achieve a pressure-balanced
design. Solenoid-driven pneumatic valves and the check valve have single,Buna-N
rubber,O-ring seal seats. Static O-rings, including those in the filter and fittings,
are also made of Buna-N. The tube fittings are a standard AN type with slightly
tighter dimensional control. Flared tube fittings are used in all locations except for
connections to the nozzles, where flareless fittings are used.
The major environmental influence is the pneumatic pressure within the components.
The vacuum in space tends to aggravate any leakage rate over that existing at sea-
level ambient. Carefully controlled tests under both types of laboratory environment,
however, do not always indicate differences in leakage rate. This is probably because
the total leakage is so low--usually less than 10 standard cc/hr--from the complete
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system, including a regulator, seven valves, a check valve, a filter, and all tube
fittings. The requirements of a space mission make it necessary to repeatedly prove
such low leakage bcfore, during, and after many environmental tests. The develop-
ment of good shop practices in clean room areas and the elimination of bulkhead-type
fittings have been the keys to success.
UNSEALED SIMPLE COMPONENTS- SINGLE OPERATION
Booster Attachment
An adapter section joins the spacecraft to the booster. The upper flange of the adapter
mates with a stepped flange at the bottom of the spacecraft. The two flanges are held
together by a segmented, circular vee-clamp assembly with a circumferential steel
band tightened by two, tangential nut and bolt units located 180 deg apart (figure 4).
B 5 IN. (TYP)
IN.(TYP)
Figure 4 Vee-Clamp for Adapter/Spacecraft
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The bolts are made of 8740 steel, hardened to Rockwell C 35 to C 40, and machined
to a shank diameter of 0.270 in. The vee-clamp segments are Teflon-coated to assure
low sliding friction against the flanges, and are coated lightly with silicone grease
where they make contact with the band. The two bolts are cut by what are believed to
be the most powerful bolt cutters qualified for space application. The cutter and anvil
are specially designed to provide clean cutting, without shattering or debris. The
explosive gas is contained behind an O-ring seal in a tight-clearance cutter assembly.
Upon release, the steel band immediately contracts its 0.5-in. preloaded stretch and
pulls the vee-clamp segments outward in a radial direction, providing instantaneous
release around the complete periphery.
Separation Springs
Four spring cartridges located inside the adapter shell push apart the spacecraft and
the adapter plus the Agena booster. The spring cartridges are carefully designed and
adjusted for the spacecraft to achieve a relative separating velocity of 4 fps minimum
and a tumble rate of less than 0.5 deg/sec around any axis.
The spring cartridges contain a central rod guided by two axial bearing assemblies.
The ends of the coil springs are carefully machined normal to the axis of the spring.
Although the springs can be compressed to solid height without taking a set, their
travel is limited so as to achieve the most uniform and repeatable gradient. Their
guide rods have screw and nut adjustments on each end to adjust for predetermined
initial force settings and spring travel. The adjustments to the four springs are
determined by digital computer analysis to assure low tumble rates even though the
spacecraft center of gravity is not at its geometric center, and the four springs have
different gradients as well as different force settings. The system is also designed
to produce a total spring force slightly greater than the weight of the spacecraft. This
condition causes a small gap between the two flanges when the spacecraft sits on the
springs. The size of the gap near each spring is measured and compared with the
calculated value obtained from the computer analysis. This serves as a check to en-
sure that the proper spring cartridge is located in its designated part of the adapter.
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Paddle Unfold System
The two solar array paddles are folded toward each other so that the two outer edges
touch at a series of points (figure 5). Each point has a hinge-like device with all the
HINGE
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/
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Figure 5 Paddle Unfold System
hinge pins of hard nickel-plated 303 Se stainless steel, tied together by a continuous
cable. The hinge-like parts on one paddle contain two hollow cylindrical sections of
303 Se stainless steel to support the pins with about 0.002-in. diametral clearance.
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1].
The mating parts on the other paddle contain a single cylindrical section of 303 Se 
stainless steel, which fits loosely around the pin in the region between the two cylinders 
of the mating part. The single cylinders are slotted to let the cable slip through for 
separation during paddle-unfold, but still restrain the pin to withstand vibration during 
launch. After separation from the adapter section, the bottom end of the cable is cut 
0 
by an explosive bolt 
the cable to pull the 
cutter (figure 6). This permits a coil spring at the other end of 
cable,moving all the pins out of position in the hinge-like devices. 
- 
Figure 6 Paddle Bolt-Cutter Assembly 
12 
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The hinge-like parts have been sprayed with MoS 2 to reduce friction. The slots in the
single cylinder sections now easily pass over the cable, as the two paddles are pushed
away from each other by a large number of coil and leaf springs. Gear motors,
located on the hinge line of each paddle, control the rate of paddle movement. Latch-
ing devices engage and lock the paddles in full-open position.
Paddle Support
Because of the high vibration-induced loading into the paddies during launch, they are
tied to a support to prevent destructive impact upon parts of the spacecraft and the
shroud. The bottom hinge-like device is modified to represent two flat plates, one
with a hole and one with a slotted hole. A modified, flanged pin fits through these
holes. The flanged pin clamps the two flat plates against a block that is supported on
two rods. The flanged pin is locked to this block with a nut tightened to a 2,000 lb pull.
A strain-gage load cell is clamped in the assembly to monitor this loading. Locking
the flanged pin in position automatically locates all the other pins in the paddle-unfold
system in their hinge-like devices. This flanged pin is cut 2.5 sec after the space-
craft is separated from the booster rocket, initiating the paddle-unfold sequence. A
microswitch on the supporting block, sensing the pulling of the cut pin from the lock-
ing position, powers the gear motors on the paddles. The system provides for a sec-
ond (upper) belt cutter to be fired in case the first (lower) bolt cutter is not successful.
The paddle-support system is stiff in the thrust direction but has loose pins to permit
movement in the lateral direction. This requirement is dictated by paddle strength.
SEALED COMPONENT - SINGLE OPERATION { PADDLE DAMPER)
To restrain the lateral excursion of the solar paddles during launch vibration, the
tie-down point is connected to two damper units (figure 7). Each is a single piston
and cylinder assembly filled with Octoil-S oil. The periphery of the 2024 aluminurx
piston is sealed with a single O-ring against a 2024 aluminum cylinder having a
16-_in. finish. A calibrated axial orifice through the piston permits a restricted
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Figure 7 Paddle Damper I 
flow of oil to damp piston movement. 
rod, which pierces both ends of the cylinder. 
mono-ball bearing for  attachment to the paddle tie-down point. 
rounded by a large mono-ball bearing for attachment to the spacecraft frame. Both 
bearings a r e  lubricated with Versilube G-300 grease. 
type backed by high-load bronze bushings to take the load. 
completely filled with oil, .all par ts  are individually wetted and all assembly, includ- 
ing final torquing of the end caps, is done while immersed in the oil. 
The piston is pinned to a 303 stainless steel 
One end of the rod has an integral 
The cylinder is sur- 
The rod seals are parback- 
To assure  the unit is 
Each unit is individually tested at  14 Hz to a s s u e  that i t s  performance falls within 
the envelope (figure 8). 
thermal testing to ensure that no degradation takes place after the spacecraft is put 
through its prelaunch test program. 
This performance must be repeated after exposure to vacuum 
14 
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PEAK-TO-PEAK DISPLACEMENT (IN.)
Paddle Damper Performance, Showing Limits of Displacement for a
Given Force Oscillating at 14 Hz
UNSEALED COMPLEX COMPONENT.- REPEATED OPERATION (SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE)
The solar array tracks the sun at 3.5 deg/min as the spacecraft is continuously oriented
for its meteorological sensors to face the earth. A set of sun-sensors on each shaft
provides signals that are amplified to control the drive motor. In the shadow of the
earth, the drive slews the array at about six times normal speed to position it to the
"dark period null," where it is ready to face the sun at the moment of "satellite
sunrise."
The solar array drive used on the first spacecraft was based on a standard Size 8,
two-phase, servo motor and a Size 15 servo gear box. Their primary adaptations for
space environment included the use of Versilube G-300 grease in the gears and
bearings and F-50 oil impregnated into a Nylasint cylinder slipped over the motor,
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with a cover can over both the cylinder and the motor. Analysis of performance of
the first flight indicated the motor rotor and bearings became too hot to benefit much
from this configuration. An extensive redesign was undertaken.
The revised design (figures 9 and i0) eliminates the multipiece approach that
used off-the-shelf servo hardware. The motor and gear assembly was redesigned
as an integral unit. Gear alignment is greatly improved, and each gear mesh has
controlled minimum clearance to eliminate binding at the expense of a greater mini-
mum backlash than is tolerated on new servo units. The gears are hardened 4340
steel. The solar-array drive now consists of a Size II 400-Hz, two-phase motor
directly coupled to a 12,121 to i, 7-mesh gear box. This unit is flange-mounted to
a gear box containing a 2.33 to i gear reduction to aclutch shaft, followed by a 3 to 1
gear reduction to a drive shaft collar. The collar slips over, and is pinned to the
shaft supporting the two solar array paddles. The motor gearhead contains size R-l,
R-2, and R-4 shielded ball bearings, Class 7 ABEC, lubricated with G-300 silicone
grease. The motor gearhead is given a 100-hr'_reen run"atfull speed, under load
in vacuum. This is followed by complete teardown, inspection, cleaning, relubrica-
tion, and reassembly to ensure a perfectly clean unit without sign of degradation of
any type. Only nominal provisions are made for sealing the assembly; no gaskets
or O-rings are used. The attachment flanges are wetted with grease for thermal
conductivity. Air and vapor leakage is permitted through a potentiometer assembly
and two large bearings on the main shaft collar.
An eight-ball, detent-type, spring-loaded clutch is located between the last two gear
meshes. This unit permits the paddle shaft to be rotated manually during handling
in assembly and testing without transmitting a high, back-driving load into the motor
gear box. It also prevents the accidental loading of full motor torque through the
gears if the shaft is locked during special ground testing. The clutch slipping level,
about 600 in. lb on the paddle shaft,in either direction, is high enough for the clutch to
be fully locked during all operations in orbit.
Extensive investigations were conducted to confirm the cause of the malfunction on
the first flight. The cause was soon determined to be excessive temperature in the
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Figure 9 Solar Array Drive 
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Figure 10 Solar Array Drive - Second Flight 
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rotor and its bearings. Temperatures over 300 ° F were measured in special
laboratory tests. The following changes were made to solve this problem:
• The Size 8 motor was replaced with a Size 11 motor which has a longer
rotor, providing for better torque and heat radiating capability.
• The voltage on the fixed phase was reduced from 26 to 10 v, reducing the
electrical heating, at all times, for the required torque-speed loading.
The voltage on the control phase was reduced from 18 to 12 v for maxi-
mum (slewing) speed, to further reduce the electrical heating during part
of the orbit cycle. (The higher voltages on both the fixed phase and the
control phase are available by ground control.)
• The rotor was painted black to achieve an emissivity of about 0.85, to
improve heat loss in vacuum by greater radiation from the rotor to the
stator.
• The conducting heat path from the outer race of the motor bearings to
the stator housing was improved.
• A thermally conducting aluminum strap was wrapped around the motor
and joined to the coldest spot in the control box.
With these changes, maximum inner-race bearing temperatures are expected to be
below 160°F during normal orbiting cycles, based upon infrared temperature read-
ings made in the laboratory in vacuum conditions. Two units have been on life test
in vacuum conditions and exposed to maximum expected spacecraft temperatures.
At this writing, one unit has been operating continuously in a simulated orbital cycle
for 9 mo. and the other 5 mo. of actual time. At the beginning of these tests, each
unit underwent "accelerated cycling" to achieve the equivalent of 6 too.of cycles in
1 mo. of actual time. A recent examination of the G-300 grease in the bearings
showed it to be almost entirely clean and milky-white. The exception was a faint
yellowing in a small portion of one bearing.
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UNSEALED SIMPLE COMPONENTS- REPEATED OPERATIONS
Temperature Controllers
Active temperature control is provided directly to 14 bays of the sensory ring and
2 parts of the control assembly. Further aided by internal heat conduction and
balancing, plus passive temperature-controlling surfaces, the sensory ring and the
control assembly are maintained at 25 ° ± 10°C. The active system (figure 11) con-
sists of a set of insulated shutters, closing to reduce heat radiated to space, and
opening to expose white-painted surfaces to cold black space to lose heat by radiation.
The shutters consist of thin, lightweight frames covered with multiple layers of
aluminum-coated mylar attached with adhesive tape. The assembly is fabricated with
rivets and epoxy adhesive. The frames are hinged on two small flanged pins sitting
in nylon bushings. Four or five shutters in each assembly are driven in unison
through adjustable links with pin and bushing ends.
RETURN
SPRING
t' I
CLOSE OPEN
BUBBLES
POSITION REED RELAY
LINKAGE BAR
MAGNET
INSULATION
Figure 11 Active Temperature-Control System
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The sensor and motive power for  the actuator-controller originates in a liquid-vapor 
temperaturesensing and force producing system (figure 12). A Freon-filled bellows 
assembly, mounted directly on an aluminum plate, operates the linkage system that 
moves the shutters. 
packages in the sensory ring. (In the configuration used in the control box, the plate 
is an integral part of the structure, and electronic components a r e  mounted directly 
on it.) The bellows assembly is also spring-loaded, and the output linkage system is 
adjusted to place it in the midpoint of i ts  travel at a temperature of 25OC and to achieve 
This plate is spring-loaded against the side of the electronic 
Figure 1 2  Temperature Controller 
full stroke in  about 6 ° C  above and below this temperature. 
connected to one point off the hinge line of one of the shutters.  
The linkage system is 
To provide against bellows-drive failure due to a leak, a second bellows is tied to the 
first through an open pipeline plus a free-running, slotted, linkage connection. During 
al l  normal operation, the fail-safe bellows is fully extended and has no effect on the 
linkage position. Should a leak occur, this fail-safe bellows would contract and pull 
the linkage system to place the shutters in a precalculated fail-safe position. 
20 
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Shutter Position Indicator
To provide engineering performance data useful in verifying the thermal design, the
orientation of the shutters for each active controller is measured, and the data are
transmitted to the ground. Two types of position indicators have been used: The
first flight spacecraft used an indicator assembly consisting of a ceramic magnet
moved by the shutter actuator over a circular array of three magnetically actuated
reed switches (figure 11). The three glass-enclosed switches and the magnet were
encased in an epoxy compound for mechanical protection. The appeal of this design
lay in the absence of friction and the slight opportunity for jamming, since a large
clearance was maintained between the magnet and the reed switches. Because of the
high incidence of breakage of the glass envelopes during manufacture, as well as the
desire for more detailed information on the shutter position, the second flight space-
craft uses miniature potentiometers. These potentiometers (continuous film units
lubricated with G-300 grease) are commercial stock units, except for minor changes
to insure orbital operation following flight acceptance tests.
Slip Ring Assembly
Sun sensor signals and power are transferred from the rotating solar paddles to the
stationary control system through a slip ring assembly on the drive shaft (figure 13).
This consists of 4 power rings, 20 signal rings, brushes, brush holders, and
associated hardware. Each slip ring is insulated electrically from other parts of the
assembly by a mineral-filled epoxy glass laminate, which provides at least 1,000-M_2
resistance between mutually insulated points. The insulation is designed to prevent
wear products from forming electrical conducting paths. Electrical leads are integral
with each slip ring--No. AWG 16 for power, and No. AWG 22, shielded, for signals.
Shields float at the slip rings.
Following extensive laboratory evaluation tests under simulated orbital conditions,
the materials selected were rhenium-plated silver for the slip rings and a combination
of 12 percent molybdenum disulfide and 88 percent silver for the brushes. These allow
continuous direct currents to flow at maximum levels of 10 amp for the power rings
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Figure 13 Slip Ring and Brush Assembly 
and 1 amp for the signal rings, with brush-to-ring contact forces of 80 to 100 gm for  
the power rings and 40 to 60 gm for the signal rings, The actual current level passed 
through the signal rings is less  than 20pa. The electrical resistance between a slip ring 
and its associated brush contact is  less than 10 MCl while carrying currents between 1 ma 
and rated current, and operating at speeds between 3 . 6  a r c  min/sec and 36 a r c  min/sec. 
OTHER MECHANICAL DEVICES 
In addition tu the mechanisms associated with the spacecraft proper, there are 
electromechanical devices in several meteorological systems. The single-channel 
High Resolution Infrared Radiometer* has a single small motor (2-phase, 100 Hz,) 
International Telephone and Telegraph Company * 
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that rotates p scan m i r r o r  and a radiation chopper. 
Resolution Infrared Radiometer* has two small motors (2-phase, 100Hz). One 
rotates a scan mir ro r ,  the other rotates an aperture plate which chops the radiation 
incident on each of the five detectors. 
The f ive-chzxe! M&um 
Each of the three cameras in the Advanced Vidicon Camera Systen?* is equipped 
with a variable iris. Signals derived from a potentiometer on the solar array drive 
o r  from ground command actuate a small dc  motor and gear mechanism (figure 14) 
in a null-seeking system, allowing the opening to vary from f/16 at the solar zenith 
to f/4 near the poles. 
System camera?.* the vidicon is exposed for 40 m s  by a two-bladed, solenoid- 
operated, focal plane shutter. 
In these cameras and the Automatic Picture Transmission 
Three tape recorders a r e  carried for the f i rs t  three 
Figure 14 Cameras of Advanced Vidicon Camera System 
*Santa Barbara Research Center 
**Radio Corporation of America 
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systems above and the telemetry systems. A l l  a re  in sealed containers, gas-filled 
to provide thermal convection and to reduce lubricant evaporation. Each is charac- 
terized by small size and a large ratio of playback to record speeds (approximately 
30 to 1). 
sal of direction of the recording medium. Momentum compensation is provided to 
minimize the effects of the tape-recorder rotating elements acting like flywheels o r  
momentum generators to prevent disturbing the spacecraft attitude. 
(See figure 15.) Two recorders use endless tapes; the other requires rever- 
\ 
Figure 15 Tape Transport for the Advanced Vidicon Camera System 
CONCLUSIONS 
The influence of the space environment upon the design of devices and mechanisms, 
although sigriificant in certain instances, is not severely limiting. The hard-vacuum 
environment influenced the choice of synthetic materials and lubricants, primarily as 
a function of their vaporization and outgassing characteristics. 
of-sight paths to the surfaces of sensitive optics, and by exposing subsystems and 
By controlling line- 
24 
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the complete spacecraft to extensive vacuum testing to eliminate initial outgassing
products, high confidence exists that this potential threat is controlled. While
better lubricants for non-space applications are available, the Versiiube G-300
silicone grease has proved most satisfactory for use with small, unsealed, motor-
gear drives and large, slow-speed bearings. Hard-vacuum conditions also influ-
enced the choice of materials for slip rings and brushes. The final choices did not
result, however, in problems for the Nimbus application.
The high-energy proton and electron bor_bardment from the van Allen belt and
from solar flares has not prevented the use of any mechanism or device on Nimbus,
which orbits at a nominal altitude of 500 to 600 n. mi. Likewise, solar ultraviolet and
low-energy proton and electron bombardment has not influenced design except with
respect to the thermal coatings used on outside surfaces of the spacecraft.
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EXTENDIBLE BOOM DEVICE
By W. C. Gamble
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
Requirements for extension devices for use in spacecraft configurations led to the
preparation of a matrix analysis of all known mechanical means of deploying long
booms from packaged extension systems. Requirements for high-density packaging,
deployment in a 1-g field, multiple extension and retraction, and high strength prompted
development of a unique device which forms a beam from three rolls of metal tape,
with the metal tape edges joined by Velcro tapes and snap fasteners. The mechan-
ism was designed, fabricated, and successfully tested.
INTRODUCTION
One of the pressing requirements of current spacecraft design involves the deployment
or extension of booms or beams. In many cases, the terminal of the extension system
must mount a device or several devices of varying masses and positional accuracies.
The development of large deployable parabolic antennas, for example, has imposed the
requirement for antenna feed booms of considerable length (e. g., 52 ft for an 80-ft parabola).
LMSC has participated in a number of NASA, USAF, and AEC programs and studies
that require the use of long-extension booms or the deployment of devices at some dis-
tance from the parent vehicle. The NASA Advanced Technology Satellite -4 Program
(ATS--4), for example, includes the aforementioned deployable parabolic antenna which,
in turn, necessitates the extension of a 52-ft antenna feed boom.
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With these requirements in mind, LMSC conducted a matrix analysis of all known
boom-extension devices. The result of this analysis is summarized in table 1. The
12 most promising types of extension devices were subjected to 8 evaluation criteria.
Of these, the more important were the capacity to extend and retract in a 1-g environ-
ment; to extend and retract consecutively and consistently; to provide capacity for
drawing cables, lines, and wiring during the extension operation; and the possession
of low thermal-distortion characteristics as well as high dynamic damping.
Although the summary table results are subjective, a detailed engineering analysis
was made of each boom device listed in table 1. Booms 1, 2, 7, and 11 met most of
the general requirements. Boom 2, the de Havilland system, was rejected because
it did not demonstrate predictable twist after extension. This characteristic will not
permit, for example, the terminal location of orbit-control gas jets. Further, the
extension mechanism of the de Havilland boom has an extremely low L/D ratio,
making the device difficult to mount in certain low L/D configurations and, in addition,
the mandrel does not permit the enclosure of cables or tubing.
Booms 7 and 11 exhibited all necessary characteristics. Their durability is question-
able, however, since multiple demonstrations revealed a progressive deterioration of
structural properties.
For continued development, and for determining the problems inherent in deployment
devices of this type, boom 1 was selected. Several working models were fabricated
and tested. This device is shown in figures 1 and 2.
DESCRIPTION OF BOOM MECHANISM
The boom mechanism is designed to assemble, extend, retract, and disassemble a
lightweight, thin-web beam of triangular, box, or other cross section. In the
development model, the beam is made of three preformed webs which are flanged at
30 deg along both edges. The mating portions of strips of Velcro tape, as well as
a series of mating fasteners at appropriate intervals, are bonded to each flange.
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NO. Configuration Illustration
Triangular
Extendible
Boom
Storage
Tubular
Extendible
Member
(Stem)
Interlocking
Extendible/
Retractable
Room
Telescoping
Cylinders
Self-
Extruding
Foam
Cylinder
inflatable
Tripod
__ o o o:/h
1
Manu- Background and
fact- Description Manufacturing
urer Experience
LMSC Preformed sheet metal Working model 4 in.
tapes unrolled from wide and 40 ft long,
storage drums; assem- with aluminum pan-
bled by pressing Velcro Eels; additional devel-
tape and snaps together
DeHavil- Preformed spring sheet
land stock unrolled from
Air- drum; overlapped into
craft tube through forming
Canada die for alignment
Melpar Preformed spring sheet
Inc., stock pulled from drum;
Virginia edge teeth interlocked
in forming die to main-
! tain alignment
Several
None
LMSC
Nested cylInders ex-
tended with gas; locked
in end flanges to main-
tain alignment and
rigidityin that position
Fiberglas clothpulled
from storage drum by
forming in die with
foam filler, resulting
in straight and rigid
member
Aluminized mylar
tubes inflated with
gas; aligned by a
system of spacers
and peripheral guy
wires tied in place
opment continuing
Many current appli-
cations up to 1,o00ft
long and from 0. 001
to 0.010 in. thick
Engineering work-
ing model construc-
ted; stillundergoing
development
Old concept used
extensively in pre-
vious applications
None; believed to
be new concept
which may prove
applicable to this
design
Working model,
I8-ft long, con-
structed and tested;
further develop-
ment proceeding
Flight
Experience
None to date
Advanced Tee]
nology Satellil
RAE, Gemini
and many othe
vehicles
None to date
Unknown
None to date
None to date
Structural Thermodynamic GroundProblems Problems Deployment
Demonstration
Slightlyhigher unit
weight than cylindri-
cal members, caused
by material distribu-
tion
Lacks torsional
rigidity;unsymmet Z
rical bending char-
acteristics;unpre-
dictable twist
Limit on torsional
and bending stiff-
ness due to crippling
in edge teeth
Physical property
restriction due to
diameter limitations;
possible solution by
use of graduated
sections
Latent problem
areas possible with
development of
working model
Low torsional and
bending _if_e ss
after releasin ! in-
flation gas in space
Requires external
sock to minimize
thermal gradients
and deflections:
Sheets isolated
Same as 1
Same as 1
Same as 1
Appears to offer
minimum thermal
deflection because
of nometsUic
construction
Spacing and size
of tubes may be
varied to mini-
mize thermal
deflection
Completely extend-
ible and retractable
many times in
ground environment
Completely extend-
ible and retractable
many times in
ground environment
Progressive deter-
ioration of struc-
tural properties
with multiple dem-
onstrations
Completely extend-
ible and retract-
able many times,
depending upon
detaildesign
Not repeatable;
many samples can
be made to dem-
onstrate system
Ground aids re-
quired for dem-
omstration
purposes
Impact Upon
Satellite
Configuration
Requires space
lbout centerline
of system for
three storage
drums and driving
mechanism
Requires relatively
long space on center-
line for storage drum,
form die, and driving
mechanism
Requires relatively
long space on center-
line for storage drum,
form die, and driving
mechanism
May require long
space on centerline,
depending upon rela-
tive dimensions of
cylinder
Space for clothstor-
age drum and foam
tank required but
forming die must
align _ cen_er-
line
Relatively small
space needed; re-
quires considera-
tion of possible
entanglement of
adjacent space-
craft protuber-
ances with strings.
Requirement for
Deployment Comment
Power
Motor to pull
tapes against
brake and press
flanges together
Motor to drive
tubing through
mandrel
Motor to drive
tubing through
mandrel
Power for re-
lease squibs
only; stored gas
provides deploy-
ment energy
Release of
foam pressure
theoretically
will force
cylinder through
mandrel lubri-
cated by resin
Power for re-
ilease squibs
only; deployment
energy provided
by stored gas
Probably one of the heavier
systems. Detailed analysis
may prove that offsetting
illumination holes can
eliminate thermal sock
Relatively heavy system
with proven reliability
record but twist unpredicta-
ble. Satellite arrangement
will determine applicability
of configuration
Appears to offer relatively
lightweight, stiff,and
torsionaily stable structure,
but manufacturing toler-
ances criticaland proper-
ties degrade with number of
activationcycles
Relatively heavy weight
because of Joints and taper;
stren_h and stiffness
dependent upon fixity achieve-
able in joints. Retraction
can be designed into joints
if required.
Relatively lightweight sys-
tem with good potential
stiffnessadd torsional sta-
bility;not retractable. How-
ever, system not developed
and reliability must be estab-
lished by multiple samples
Design probably lightest
weight concept but adequate
stiffness difficult to achieve.
Ground demonstration relies
greatly upon ground aids for
deployment
Table 1 Extendible-Boom Selection Matrix
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No.
10
11
12
Configuration Illustration
Edge- Locked
Triangular
Boom
Spring-
Actuated
Folding
Boom
Flattened
Tube Boom
Pantograph
Instaxect
Reel-Stored
Rigid Boom
Cable -
Actuated
Folding
Boom
 rdz
P L
i
I
S2tnu _
fact-
urer
LAtBC
Several
LMSC
LMSC
_ _o _ _D n Sanders
iiates,Nashua,..... .... N.H.
Several
Description
Preformed spring sheet
metal tapes unrolled
from drums; assembled
and aligned by pressing
tabs into mating slots
Several hinged links
swinging out and lock-
ing into straight beam
by action of torsion,
leaf, helical, or sheet-
coil springs
Preformed sheet
metal tapes joined with
fabric tape; assumes
shape upon escape
from storage drum
Structural panels
hinged together and
stabilized by attach-
ment to hinged beams
at edges; actuated by
motor
Three-piece boom
erected from flexible
reel of stored mater-
ial with required
spring properties
Several hinged links
swinging out and lock-
ing into straight beam
by applying tension to
cable inside links
Background and
l_umfacturing
Experience
None to date; concept
believed new and
offers promising
solution to problem
One of oldest means
of accomplishing
function; used exten-
sively
Aluminum working
model, 20 ft long,
constructed for
demonstration pur-
poses
Concept employed
for several con-
temporary solar
array systems with
resulting high
reliability
Working prototype
developed
Classic mechanical
device with many
contemporary appli-
cations
Flight
Experience
None to date
Unknown
None to date
Programs 46
and 770, and
several other
vehicles
Unknown
¸Unknown
,3/
Structural
Problems
Latent problem areas
possible with develop-
ment of working
model
Best combination of
torsional and bonding
stiffness provided by
cylinder; latching
method critical
Variation in bonding
stiffness around per-
iphery, and depend-
ence upon spring and
joint properties
Torsionally soft;
weak in bending in
one axis
Adequate tab-stiffness I
and hole-boaring
strength requiring
relatively high boom
unit weight
Links designed to
function as eccentric
columns as well as
beams and torsion
members; matching
important
Thermodynamic
Problems
Space illuminating
holes or thermal
sock usable as
means of minimi-
zing gradient and
deflections
External thermal
sock usable to
minimize thermal
gradients and de-
flections
External sock
required to mini-
mize thermal
gradients and
deflections
Dependent upon
application and
detaildesign
Required exter-
nal sock to mini-
mize thermal
gradients and
deflections
External thermal
sock to minimize
thermal gradients
and deflections
Ground
Deployment
Demonstration
Progressive deter-
ioration of struc-
tural properties with
multiple demonstra-
tions
No problem; com-
pletely extendible
and retractable
many times without
degradation;
requires aids
Completely extend-
ible and retractable
many times; may
require some
ground aid
Usually aided by
drapery rod sys-
tem, but extendi-
ble and retractable
many times
Ground-aids re-
quirement dependent
on de sign; extendible
and retractable
many times
No problem; com-
pletelyextendible
and retractable
many times
Impact Upon
Satellite
Configuration
Requires space about
centerline of system
for three storage
drums and release
mechanism
Requires some
storage space and
considerable clear-
ance to allow arms
to swing out
Must be wrapped
about large--dia-
meter rotating
storage drum and
guided during
release
Requires rectangular
storage area for
actuator and track
Requires space about
centerline of system
for storage drums
and mechanism
Requires some
storage space and
considerable clear-
ance to allow arms
to swing out
Requirement for
Deployment
Power
Necessary to
press tapes
together before
flight; unrolling
accomplished
in space without
aid
Power for re-
lease squibs
only; necessary
energy of de-
ployment stored
in springs
Motor to rotate
storage drum
and overcome
drag in guides
Customary use
of small motor
to actuate one
end and over-
come the hinge
drag; squib re-
lease device
Motor to drive
storage drums,
cams, and
rollers
Motor
release squib
and tension
spring
Comment
Design provides conduction
path between sheets, self-
indexing feature, and good
stiffness; however, toler-
ances are critical and
properties degrade after
first activation cycle
Very simple, direct, and
well established method
with many current and past
applications. Only simple
analysis needed, but re-
quires adequate space and
clearance and careful latch
design to be efficient
Flexibility in joint to per-
mit rolling for storage
causes some torsional and
bonding softness. Rela-
tively large cylindrical
space is required for
storage
Concept quite reliable and
suitable for solar array
deployment. Torsional
i and bonding softness may
limit use to this application
Relatively stiff member in
both bonding and torsion;
can be made of several
metallic or dielectric mat-
erials with required spring
properties
Very simple, direct, well
established method with
many applications; requires
careful latch design; mod-
erately heavy because of
multiplicity of load condi-
tions; considerable clear-
anee required
Table i (Contd)
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Figure 1 Extendible Boom Device - Side View 
~ ~~~~ - ~~ -_I 
Figure 2 Extendible Boom Device - Rear View 
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As shown in table 1 sketches, each web is loaded onto a reel situated on the underside
of a base plate. On the upper side of the base plate are three pairs of power-driven
pressure rollers, through which the beam flanges are passed. Above these pressure
rollers are three roller fair leads, one for each corner of the beam.
METHOD OF EXTENSION
The power-driven forming rolls pull the webs from the reels and press the flange
edges together. Extension is by means of friction between the rubber roller surfaces
and the web. Extension may also be accomplished by means of sprocket wheels and
appropriate sprocket holes in the web flange. In the demonstration model, an electric
motor provides power for extension of the boom. Power may also be derived from
hydraulic or compressed air motors.
The three sets of forming wheels are linked by jointed shafts, thus making all three
wheel sets drive at a constant rate. The three web reels are also linked by shafts.
The rate at which the web is pulled from the reel is determined by clutches on these
wheels, so that the tendency of the web to unwind because of spring tension is
controlled.
The webs pass from the reel over a rotating disc. This disc keeps the Velcro tapes
from touching until they are mated by the drive wheels. Between the disc and the
drive wheels is a machined finger, positioned just before entrance of the flanges to
the rollers. Adjustment of the position of this finger assists in alignment of the beam.
The length of beam that can be produced is dependent entirely on the length of the
webbing supplied in the storage reels. In the demonstration model shown in the
figures, the extension rate is 37 in./min. Beams exceeding 1,000 ft in length can
be produced in a zero-g condition. Extension under a l-g condition is limited by the
strength of the beam, the type of material used in the web, and the attitude of the
machine during extension. Vertically, the 4-in. beam described in the demonstration
model can be erected up to 60 ft.
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RETRAC]?ION
Retraction is accomplished by energizing the motor driving the reels through the fully
torqued electromagnetic clutch. Differences in gearing between the motors (constant
gear rate at pressure rolls versus increasing radius at reels) is taken up by slippage
of the electromagnetic clutches. The webs are separated by the fingers as they pass
over the pressure rollers.
VELCRO TAPE FASTENERS
Velcro is a patented fabric fastener consisting of nylon tapes joined by hooks imbedded
in a nylon pile. It is also produced from stainless steel. One tape contains rows of
nylon hooks; the other tape contains the nylon pile. When the tapes are pressed
together, they exhibit great adhesive strength in shear although they can be easily
peeled apart.
A design problem in the original machine developed from the use of Velcro. It was
found, during the tests, that though the metal tapes failed before the Velcro tapes
were parted (even with 0. 025-in. aluminum panels), the gradual take-up of the thou-
sands of hooks permitted considerable distortion of the beam when torqued. For
this reason, the snap fasteners were used to provide initial torsional rigidity. Since
the snaps are imbedded in the Velcro, parting of one snap at a strain point is limited
to that snap alone; no zippering effect is permitted.
MECHANISM DURABILITY AND TEST RESULTS
A complete series of structural tests is planned for both the booms and the extension
device. In general, the tests will involve strength characteristics of sample booms
fabricated of magnesium, aluminum, steel, and BeCu, in various cross sections.
Tests with the mechanism will involve extension accuracies and retractions. The
test model shown in figures 1 and 2 has been extended and retracted over 200 times
with only one failure. This failure occurred in the Norden bombsight clutch (from
World War II surplus) used in the retraction system.
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CONC LUSIONS
Continued testing of development models of the extendible boom device has provided
sufficient data to verify the validity of the original matrix analysis, and to lead to the
conclusion that the extended boom has the characteristics of strength, dimensional
accuracy, and reliability of operation necessary for a number of spacecraft applica-
tions. Should development funding become available, the structural tests of boom
samples will verify the structural integrity data which so far has been based on cal-
culations and extrapolation of design calculations.
Development work now under way by the Velcro Corporation in steel tapes appears to
have direct application to the boom device program. While these tapes are basically
intended for high-temperature applications, their use in the boom device should pro-
vide increased torsional rigidity and bending strength.
Successful testing of the device has continued, with the basic set of tapes. These
tapes have shown no tendency to fail or warp; the extended boom is both rigid and
straight. It is proposed to fabricate a device that will extend clinched tapes (without
retraction) of various material types and gages. It will be evaluated for ground as
well as space applications.
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MARINER-IV STRUCTURAL DAMPERS*
By Peter T. Lyman**
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
Structural dampers employed on the Mariner-IV spacecraft were c0hstrticted_f_spi'ing -
centered struts consisting of two concentric tubes whose annulus was filled with a very
viscuous silicone fluid. From early testing throughout the spacecraft development pro-
gram these dampers performed without difficulty. Since there were no telemetry
measurements which yielded direct performance of the spacecraft structure, satisfac-
tory flight performance by the dampers is inferred from the proper functioning of all
Mariner-IV subsystems.
INTRODUCTION
The structural dampers employed on Mariner IV (ref. 1) consisted of a pair of spring-
centered damper struts for each of the four solar panels, and two spring-centered
damper struts supporting the low-gain antenna waveguide. Figure 1 shows the relative
launch configuration of a solar panel and the associated damper struts during a develop-
ment test. The solar panel dampers are attached to the solar panel by means of a pyro-
technic pinpuller which is actuated after the spacecraft is separated from the launch
vehicle, permitting the panels to deploy to the cruise position. Figure 2 shows the low-
gain antenna waveguide supported by its two dampers during a development test.
*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100,
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
**The author acknowledges the efforts of William E. Layman of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for his efforts in developing the damper concept used on Mariner II,
and then demonstrating the feasibility of this concept for Mariner IV.
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Figure 1 Development Test of Solar Panel Structure and Solar Panel Dampers 
It is noted that the Mariner-IV spacecraft also had a set of dashpot-type mechanical 
dampers. .These devices were used a s  snubbers during the terminal phase of solar-  
panel deployment, and also were used to prevent a deleterious servo-elastic coupling 
between the structure,  the midcourse rocket motor,  and the autopilot. These damp- 
ers will not be discussed here because they were of a conventional dashpot design. 
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Figure 2 Development Test of Low-Gain Antenna Waveguide 
and Low-Gain Antenna Dampers 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Mariner II
Midway through the development of the Mariner-II spacecraft, a low-frequency (2 cps)
resonance of the extended high-gain antenna was observed which, it was feared, would
interact with the spacecraft autopilot, creating a dynamic instability during the
midcourse-maneuver rocket firing. The extremely short (9 mo) development time for
Mariner II did not permit the sophisticated testing necessary to establish the signifi-
cance of the antenna-autopilot interaction; therefore, it was decided that the resonance
must be eliminated. The obvious solution was to apply some type of damping to the
resonant antenna structure; however, no space-qualified dashpots were in existence at
that time, and very little time was available for the development of such a unit. It was
clear that whatever was to be used must be extremely simple, lightweight, easily manu-
factured, and thoroughly tested. It was decided to try a simple, sliding, concentric-
tube device wherein viscous fluid contained in the annulus was sheared by relative mo-
tion of the tubes. Typical damper dimensions of 3/4-in. outside diameter, 15-mil tube
walls, 5-mil annulus, and 6-in. overall length provided near critical damping of the
10-1b antenna structure, and the simplicity of two moving parts, coupled with the weight
of 1/8 lb, made the concentric-tube damper an acceptable solution to the antenna reso-
nance problem.
Shortly after the solution of the antenna resonance problem, a second and more severe
problem arose. The earth sensor-package resonances during boost were so severe that
the detector tube would be destroyed. Several unsuccessful attempts were made to damp
this resonance by using bumper pads and additional support struts. Finally, a pair of
auxiliary spring-loaded, concentric-tube dampers were attached to the earth sensor to
reduce the detector-tube resonances to acceptable levels.
Ranger Block III
The success of heavy structural damping in the control of structural resonances led to
a series of development tests on the Mariner-II structural test model spacecraft after
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the Mariner-II flight to Venus. In this series of tests, dramatic resonance reductions
were achieved in the spacecraft's solar panels and omni-antenna support tower. These
tests led directly to the use of damped struts in the Ranger Block-III solar-panel sup-
port structure, with an associated reduction of panel tip excursions from 3 in. to
0.25 in. (ref. 2).
Mariner IV
During the development of the Mariner-IV spacecraft, it became clear that the solar-
panel weight would be excessive if Mariner-H-type panels were used. Because of the
panels' locations on the Mariner IV, it appeared they would have to withstand more
vibration than the Mariner-II panels; yet, because the Mariner IV needed more panel
area per spacecraft pound, heavy-panel construction led to an unbearable penalty in
overall spacecraft weight. This resulted in the use of an unconventional damped-strut
support system for the Mariner-IV panels which protected the panels from vibration,
thereby allowing a significant weight reduction.
Concurrent with the development of the solar-panel damped support system, another
utilization of heavily damped structure was investigated for the Mariner IV. In this
case, both weight and space limitations required a very tall, slender structure for the
low-gain antenna support. This structure, 7 ft tall and 4 in. in diameter, supported
using conventional techniques, would have developed tip excursions in excess of 10 in.
during spacecraft vibration qualification and would have induced excessive loads into
the spacecraft upper structure. A damped support system was proposed for the con-
trol of this slender structure, and subsequent testing indicated that the damped support
system would reduce the structure's loads and excursions by a factor of more than 20.
The tests were conducted on a thin-walled aluminum tube controlled by previously des-
cribed concentric-tube dampers. A variation of damping-coefficient test series re-
vealed that the structure's resonant behavior was insensitive to reasonable variations
in damping.
From the previously described test, it was concluded that the utilization of damped
structures on the Mariner-IV spacecraft would result in large savings of structural
weight, and would allow the use of a desirable, lightweight, slender, low-gain antenna
support structure.
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DEVELOPMENT
Essentially the solar-panel boost dampers and low-gain antenna dampers differ only in
envelope constraints; therefore, the following discussion, while referring specifically
to the solar-panel boost dampers, also applies to the low-gain antenna dampers. In
arriving at a final damper design, the constraints considered included: function, enve-
lope, strength and stiffness, thermal environment, and material. Some of these re-
quirements were conflicting, making trade-offs necessary in order to arrive at a rea-
sonable solution.
Viscous Damping
As described earlier, damping was accomplished by shearing a layer of viscous fluid
in the annulus between two tubes. The expression for the damping force for this type
of damper is
V
F : # _ nDL (1)
where
# - the apparent viscosity
V = the relative shearing velocity
A = radial clearance between the tubes
D = the mean diameter of the annulus
L - the effective length of the piston
The damping coefficient is defined as the ratio of the peak damping force to the peak
velocity. The d_rnping coefficient is then given by
_DL
c = # /k (2)
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This is sufficient to design a viscous-type tube damper ifthe viscosity is a constant.
Unfortunately, the viscosity, or more correctAy, thc appaxe_iL viscosity, is frequently
a function of both shear rate and temperature. In other words,
where
V/A = the shear rate
T = the temperature
Damping Fluid
The first problem which had to be solved in the damper design was that of selecting the
damping fluid. In selecting a fluid, a tradeoff had to be made between two effects: fluid
shear rate and temperature. Typical hydrocarbon oils and greases show decreasing
viscosity changes of the order of 10 or 20 over reasonable temperature operating limits,
while typical silicone fluids (methyl-polysiloxanes) show decreases of the order of two
over the same temperature limits (ref. 3). The damped structure feasibility tests dem-
onstrated that changes in damping on the order of two or more could be tolerated without
noticeable effects. On this primary basis a Dow Corning 210 silicone fluid was selected
for the dampers. Additional considerations in selecting this fluid were its excellent
high-temperature stability and its very low vapor pressure.
To obtain the desired damping rates, a very viscous fluid was required. A fluid with a
nominal kinematic viscosity of 500,000 centistokes was selected. The shear-rate effects
for this fluid were determined, over shear rates of interest, to be approximately:
-1/2
# 1.58 × 106 (V) V > 10 (4)
= CS _ --
or
,: ib-sec/in. 2 V > 10 (5)A --
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When eq. (5) is substituted into eq. (3), the design equation for the damper with the
chosen fluid is obtained:
_DL
c(V) = 0.223 (VA)I/2_ Ib-sec/in. (6)
It is immediately obvious that the damper is nonlinear in behavior; in fact, it is clear
that the dampi, n_ force will be proportional to the square root of the velocity.
For the solar panel boost dampers, the following dimensions were selected:
D = 0.567 in. , L = 9.36 in. , /x = 0.005 in.
When these dimensions were substituted into eq. (6), the following design value is
obtained:
c (V) = 50.2 V -1/2 lb-sec/in. (7)
This can be compared to the following measured value from flight damper Serial
No. C-142:
Material
c (v) = 46.0 v -0"51 (8)
The materials used in the design of the dampers were all commonly used in space-
craft applications. The damper tubes were an anodic hard-coated 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy. The damper spring was fabricated from beryllium-copper spring stock, and
the damper spring plugs and various tube end fittings were fabricated from AZ-31B
magnesium alloy. The fluid sealing devices were a combination of Viton O-rings and
Teflon slipper seals. The various components were assembled using a common two-
part, heat-cured epoxy (Epon 901/B3).
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A Mylar boot was bonded over the spring assemblies on each end of the dampers to
prevent potential mltg_ssing ef thc damping fluid in case the sealing device leaked.
The internal volume of the damper was vented through a hole, which was directed
away from any part of the spacecraft, to prevent a buildup of internal pressure which,
during the boost phase of the launch, would tend to cause seepage of the damping fluid
past the seals. Except for the short, low-gain antenna damper, which was always in
the shade of the high-gain antenna, the dampers were kept cool by coating them with a
PV-100 temperature-control paint. This had the effect of maintaining a low vapor
pressure in the damping fluid.
Figure 3 is a schematic drawing of the short, low-gain antenna damper.
11.40 in.
12.76 in.
t
cY,,NoER-k SPR,NO-k
PISTON BOOT
SECTION A-A
Figure 3 Short, Low-Gain Antenna Damper
A
t
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the completed flight-type dampers. It should be noted in
figure 5 that over one-half the length of the damper is a tube which provides the re-
quired damper length. This tube was fabricated of unidirectional filament, epoxy
fiberglass cloth:which provided both a lightweight structure and a very low heat con-
duction path into the spacecraft bus.
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Figure 4 Short, Low-Gain Antenna Damper 
_ I  - 
Figure 5 Long , Low -Gain Antenna Damper 
* #  
Figure 6 Solar-Panel Boost Damper 
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The functional testing of the boost dampers consisted of measuring the spring rate and
the damping rate. The spring-rate measurement was performed on the spring, as re-
ceived from the vendor, at the subassembly level with the spring plugs installed, and
on the completed damper after environmental testing.
Damping-rate measurements were much more difficult to obtain than the spring-rate
measurements. The early, damped-structure feasibility tests were conducted with un-
tested dampers because proper test facilities were not available. As the resulting
damper development program progressed, efforts were made to utilize electrodynamic
shakers which were available in the environmental test lab as damper test devices.
Testing was accomplished by attaching one end of the damper to the shaker armature
and the other end to a rigid foundation. The shaker was then operated throughout the
desired spectrum of frequencies and g levels. This test technique, which was nec-
essary early in the program, had many serious disadvantages, including poor wave-
form control at low frequencies, undesirable low frequency suspensions of the electro-
dynamic shaker, dc shifts in the armature, and resonances in the foundation system.
Most of the above characteristics are tolerable in normal vibration testing, but are
disastrous when shaking against a rigid foundation. With the technical difficulties
associated with this type of testing, it became imperative, because of facility schedul-
ing, to develop some other test technique. This problem was further compounded be-
cause the Ranger Block-HI damper program was also utilizing the facilities on a prior-
ity basis.
To solve these problems, a subcontractor was requested to develop a damper test
machine to JPL specifications. This machine consisted of a variable-speed, variable-
displacement scotch-yoke drive capable of a frequency range of zero to 70 cps, and a
displacement range, dependent on the selected frequency, of ±0. 025 to ±0.250 in.
Figure 7 shows a solar-panel boost damper mounted in this test machine and figure 8
shows the test and control console used with the tester during the damper test program.
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h
Figure 7 Solar-Panel Damper Under- 
going Functional Testing in 
Damper Tester 
Figure 8 Damper Test Console 
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The test and control console_rovi_ed a programmed spe_d-co_trol signal to the test
machine which, in conjunction with a preset displacement of the test machine, provided
a programmed sinusoidal velocity to the damper. A feedback signal from the test ma-
chine tachometer was used to drive the X axis of an X-Y plotter. The Y axis of the
plotter was driven by a signal from a load cell which was placed in series with the
damper. The sinusoidal force signal was passed through an rms converter to obtain
dc signal to drive the plotter. The resulting plot obtained from this test setup was the
rms damping force versus peak sinusoidal velocity. The test console also contained an
oscilloscope for waveform monitoring and a phase meter to determine the phase angle of
the damping force relative to a velocity or displacement signal. Figure 9 shows the
characteristic type of damping curve for the solar panel boost dampers; the curves for
low-gain antenna dampers are of the same shape, but different amplitude.
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Figure 9 Force Versus Velocity for a Solar-Panel Boost Damper
Damper type-approval environmental testing included vibration, shock, centrifuge,
thermal shock, thermal vacuum, and functional tests. Flight acceptance environ-
mental testing included vibration, thermal vacuum, and functional tests.
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CONCLUSIONS
The dampers described in this paper performed without difficulty throughout the space-
craft development program. Since there are no telemetry measurements that yield
direct performance of the spacecraft structure, satisfactory flight performance is in-
ferred from the proper functioning of all Mariner-IV subsystems.
This type of damper will continue to be a prime consideration for flight whenever there
are requirements for a highly damped lightweight structure.
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MECHANISM FOR SPACECRAFT REFLECTANCE-DEGRADATION EXPERIMENT*
By E. Cornish, R. K. Kissinger, and G. P. McCabe
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
An instrument has been designed to expose reflective surfaces to tl_e sun for four
months in space. Solutions to design problems include a magnetic drive unit to
transmit motion from an enclosed motor to the outer mechanism, a light-integrating
sphere using an electronically pulsed light beam for the detection of degradation of
the samples, and electronic means for repositioning samples after readout.
INTRODUCTION
An Air Force project, Advanced Solar Turbo-Electric Concept (ASTEC), proposes
the use of a 40-ft-dia. mirror to concentrate solar energy to power a spacecraft.
Experimental data on the degradation of ASTEC mirror materials will be obtained
in a preliminary spaceflight. Samples of reflective material (1-in.-diam.) on the
orbited test instrument will face the sun for a minimum of four months. The degree
of degradation of the reflective surfaces will be detected by periodic comparison with
an undegraded sample and will be telemetered to ground stations throughout the flight
test'.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM
The mechanism constructed at LMSC for this task is composed of three principal
sections together with related electronics components (figures 1 and 2). This paper
*This effort was performed under Air Force Contract Af 33(615)-1577, Aero Propulsion
Laboratory, Research and Technology Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio. Mr. B. L. McFadden, Jr. is the ASTEC Program Manager; Lt. P. W. Lauderback,
the Project Engineer.
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Front View 
BLACKBODY AND THERMISTOR ASSEMBLIES 
MIRROR-POSITIONING 
ASS EM BLY 
Rear View 
Figure 1 Mechanism for  Testing Degradation of Solar Reflective Surfaces 
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View Showing Drive Unit Removed 
View Showing Drive Unit Removed and Disassembled 
Figure 2 Mechanism for Testing Degradation of Solar Reflective Surfaces 
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describes the enclosed motor and magnetic-drive system, the light-integrator
spheres, the associated optics and detection system, and the mirror-sample
positioning system.
DRIVE SYSTEM
The drive system (figure 3) rotates a cylinder on which are mounted the mirror
samples. To protect the 4,000-rpm motor and 8,000:1 gear head from the space
environment, which causes loss of lubricant and subsequent friction-welding, these
parts are sealed in a can with air at 1 atm. On the output shaft, also inside the can,
is a magnet assembly. Outside of the can is another magnet assembly, supported on
the cylinder hub so that the outside magnets are concentric with the magnet assembly
in the can. This method of assembly imposes no end-thrust on the bearings. The
spacing between inner and outer magnets is less than 0. 030 in., of which 0. 007 in.
is the nonmagnetic can wall. Thus, the attraction between inner and outer poles is
so great that a torque of 13 in.-oz, can be induced on the cylinder hub by the drive
motor. Only a small fraction of that torque is used to rotate the cylinder against the
friction of the hub bearings.
The hub bearings are of epoxy-loaded with two antifriction substances - Teflon and
molybdenum disulfide. The bearings are machined after being cast in place in the
bearing plates. The wear in the bearings should be negligible, since the cylinder
will operate for only 10 min every 2 wk, and then at only 0.5 rpm.
LIGHT INTEGRATOR SPHERE
As illustrated in figure 4, a light beam focused through a large, short-focal-length,
achromatic lens falls in a 0.5-in.-diam. circle on the test mirror. As the cylinder
mount for the mirror rotates, the reflected light rays traverse the wall of the sphere,
enter the blackbody cavity and then into the lens opening. They then impinge on the direct
or specular detector, and reflect back to the wall of the sphere. The wall of the sphere
is sandblasted to provide a diffuse surface. This surface is gold plated to reflect about
97 percent of the energy between 0.6 and 2.5_, which more than spans the range of
sensitivity of the detector. Ifthe mirror surface is degraded, some diffuse light will
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Figure 3 Drive System
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DIRECTDETECTOR
PINLIGHT
ROTATING CYLINDER BLACKBODY
Figure 4 Light-Integrator Sphere
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illuminate the sphere while the specular component of the beam is being absorbed in
the blackbody hole. The indirect or diffuse detector reads the level of energy in the
sphere, giving close-to-zero signal while the specular beam is in the blackbody hole,
but indicating higher light intensity as the mirror degrades. The specular detector
reads the intensity of the specular component when the beam falls into the specular
detector hole. One mirror will be the standard undegraded sample staying inside
of the sphere during exposure periods; the other mirror will be the test sample
exposed to the space environment. Figure 5 shows the detector outputs for new
unhazed mirror samples, demonstrating the sensitivity and repetitive accuracy of
the detectors.
LIGHT PULSER
Substituting for a light-chopper, electronic modulation of a subminiature lightprovides
a pulsed output to the two detectors that measure light intensity in the integrator sphere.
A third detector uses the pulsed lightto measure the angle of rotation of the cylinder on
which the mirror samples are mounted. Of course, a light chopper (which exposes full
light intensity and zero intensity in each cycle) could furnish a greater amount of
modulated light than the electronic method (where the radiant filament cannot cool to
room temperature between pulses). However, the use of a very short pulse of high
voltage maximizes the electronic modulation effect and produces a quite satisfactory
result. Diagrams of light-pulser output, and the response of the detector to this
output, are shown in figure 6. It can be seen that the light reaches its maximum
temperature instantaneously and cools off for a considerable time before the next pulse.
Electronic light modulation has cost, power-consumption, and reliability advantages
when compared with mechanical light-chopping. Most important, however, it elimin-
ates the need, as in the case of a light-chopper, for an additional drive unit, together
with an enclosure for protection from the vacuum environment.
MIRROR- POSITIONING SYSTEM
At the end of the data-taking cycle, the cylinder on which the mirrors are mounted
must be returned to its original position, with the test mirrors facing the sun. Since
position potentiometers have rubbing contacts which are undesirable in the space en-
vironment because of possible friction welding, a frictionless method was devised. In
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this system, circular photographic film is mounted on the mirror cylinder hub so
that it revolves between two sets of light sources and detectors, as shown in figure 7.
CYLINDER
HUB
SAMPLE
MIRROR
EPOXY
BEARI N G
PINLIGHT PINLIGHT
VARIABLE WINDOW 0.010-IN. WINDOW
DETECTOR _ DETECTOR
SLIT MASK
MIRROR-POSITION INDICATOR MIRROR POSITIONER
Figure 7 Mirror-Positioning System
As can be seen in figure 8, the circular film contains an annular transparency and a
window 0. 010-in. wide. To produce data that show the position of the cylinder at any
time, an electronically pulsed light shows through the constantly increasing annular
window onto its detector. From zero to 360 deg, the lighted area of the detector in-
creases linearly. The output of the detector is amplified by an a-c amplifier; the
signal is then processed by a d-c amplifier and filter circuit to render a varying posi-
tion d-c voltage. The d-c voltage level at the output of the filter is a linear function
of the position of the cylinder. This output voltage varies from zero to 5 v to meet
the requirements for telemetering.
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Figure 8 Window Film
To reset the exposed mirror samples so that they face the sun after a data-taking
cycle, the light and detector that line up with the 0.010-in. window in the film (figure 8)
are used. This light source is turned on by command from the ground station. As the
cylinder continues to rotate, the transparent slit passes between the light and the de-
tector, which results in a fast voltage rise at the detector output. This voltage is am-
plified and fed to a transistor switch that operates the shutoff relay to stop the cylinder
drive motor. The shutoff relay and a time-delay relay supply dc to the a-c synchronous
motor which brakes the motor from 4,000 rpm to zero in a fraction of a second. The
shutoff relay also cuts off all power to the reflectance-degradation instrument.
TEST RESULTS
Several significant results were derived from the testing conducted under this experi-
mental effort.
Drive
The magnetic drive was found to hold 13 in.-oz of torque before slipping. A sensitive
torque meter on the mirror-mounting cylinder (with magnetic clutch removed) indicated
a starting and running torque of only about 0.1 in.-oz. It has demonstrated its strength
in rotating the cylinder in a smooth and stable manner.
Light-Integrator Sphere
The maximum noise level of the diffused light detector was 2 percent of the highest de-
tector output. The highest output was obtained when a diffuse gold surface was sub-
stituted for the mirror sample.
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t,
The direct detector showed a maximum reading for a totally specular beam. When
the diffuse gold surface was substituted for the mirror, its output was practically
zero. Intermediate degrees of hazing of the mirror gave proportional outputs from
the direct and diffuse detectors, respectively.
Light-Pulser
A subminiature lamp was pulsed at 20 v for 50 psec/cy at 100 cps and did not fail
in 4,000 hr of operation.
Mirror-Positioning System
In many tests of the mirror-positioning system, the cylinder stopped within _0.5 deg
of optimum position. Readout on a Brush Instrument tape showed a nearly perfect
linear change from 0 deg to 360 deg, which can be calibrated to show mirror position
at any time.
CONCLUSIONS
It appears that the mechanism devised for measuring the degradation of reflective
materials after exposure to the space environment will operate satisfactorily for the
projected 4-month flight.
The peculiar restrictions that vacuum environment imposes have been satisfactorily
overcome by the use of 1'contactless" media. Principal examples are the use of a
magnetic drive for the high-speed motor, and the use of electronically pulsed light both
for positioning the cylinder upon which the mirror samples are mounted, and for the
input to the photodetection device. The instrumentation developed for this experiment
can detect degradation of the required order, that is, as low as a 2-percent decrease
in reflectance - a distinction fine enough to rate the relative efficiency of various solar
reflective materials.
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NONCONTAMINATING SEPARATION
SYSTEMS FOR SPACECRAFT
(Project ZIP)
By Audley B. Leaman
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Sunnyvale, California
SUMMARY
The object of the ZIP program has been to investigate the design and feasibility of
explosive separation with the goal of achieving a contaminant-free system. Various
joint sections have been included in the study: self-ejecting, low-shock, high-
temperature, multiple attachment, and others. Material studies have been performed
to investigate the physical, temperature, and dynamic properties of various elastomers
and to select the most promising candidates for utilization.
The results of these studies have established the feasibility of the ZIP system. How-
ever, the design of a separation system for a specific application will normally be a
custom design based on the requirements of the specific boost vehicle and the spacecraft.
INTRODUCTION !t
During flight of any large missile or space vehicle, it is necessary to remove the
protective shroud and detach the re-entry body, second stage, or spacecraft from the
booster.
Numerous separation systems are used to perform these functions, and most of them
have one feature in common- pyrotechnic or explosive material. These systems may
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be generally classified into two major categories: (1) a pyromechanical system
and (2) a stressed skin-separation system.
PYROME CHANICAL SYSTE MS
The pyromechanical type of system, as the name implies, uses mechanical devices
activated by a means of a pyrotechnic or explosive component. Typical of such com-
ponents are explosive bolts, explosive nuts, pin pullers, latches, ball-lock systems,
and vee-band clamps.
These components are of the series or multiple-component type. Each component
must therefore have an extremely high reliability to assure satisfactory overall sys-
tem reliability, and exact timing to eliminate unacceptable tipoff angles.
As the launch vehicles employing this type of system increase in size, additional ele-
ments or more substantial structural members at attachment points are required.
Both methods cause a considerable increase in the overall weight of the vehicle;
furthermore, an increase in the number of elements requires an increase in com-
ponent reliability to provide an equivalent system reliability.
STRESSED SKIN-SEPARATION SYSTEMS
The stressed skin-separation system utilizes the vehicle skin as the primary struc-
tural member at the interstage junction. An explosive cord is used to rupture the
skin along a predetermined line. This system provides minimum weight, an air and
water seal prior to separation, and maximum system reliability because of the
single continuous explosive train. The explosive commonly used, known as mild
detonating cord (MDC), consists of a continuous length of explosive contained in a
lead tube. It resembles common resin-core solder in size and appearance. The lead
tube is normally protected by a plastic sheath. The cord is available in core load-
ings of 1 to 20 gr/ft of explosive.
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A typical cross section of the MDC type of joint is illustrated in figure 1. The joint
consists of a bac_ap ring (into which the explosive cord is inserted), an overlap
ring, and the vehicle skin. When the cord is detonated, the pressure ruptures the
skin as shown and accomplishes near-instantaneous separation. The detonation
rate is about 25,000 ft/sec or 40 gsec/ft.
BACKUP RING --_ F OVERLAP BACKUP RING --_\. _ OVERLAP
• __ING
SHELL -_ "k_._MDC
Figure 1 Separation Process in Mild Detonating Cord and Linear-Shaped Charge
This type of separation system has been used since 1957 on test and tactical vehicles
developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company (LMSC)and for spacecraft booster
separation since 1961. Failure of the system has never been reported, thus indi-
cating an extremely high functional reliability.
PROBLEM AREAS
Certain undesirable phenomena accompany the detonation of explosives which may
induce problems with regard to delicate spacecraft components. These phenomena
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are as follows:
• Hot gases produce ionization and may cause shorting of electronic devices.
• The products of combustion produce solid debris which may contaminate
solar cells, optical windows, and sensors.
• Fragments may puncture or otherwise damage other spacecraft components.
• The separation shock is transmitted through the spacecraft structure.
Occurrence of any one of the above phenomena can result in degradation of the per-
formanee of a mission.
DEVE LOPMENT PROGRAM
Two basic approaches have been followed at LMSC to improve separation-systems
performance. The first involves reducing the required quantity of explosive by
charge-shaping instead of by blasting the joints apart. The second is based on con-
taining the explosive in a tube and thereby breaking the skin without producing con-
taminants or fragments.
Charge Shaping
On the premise that reducing the quantity of explosives will produce less shock and
contamination, four programs were undertaken at LMSC which employed a linear
shaped charge (LSC) of the type shown in figure 1. The LSC is a continuous explo-
sive cord formed into a "vee" or chevron cross-section which permits the utilization
of the Monroe effect to cut rather than blast the joint apart. This cord is more
efficient, and a lesser quantity of explosives is required for complete penetration.
However, a significant improvement with respect to contamination or shock has not
been noted. In addition, this cord, when used in small grain sizes, becomes
fragile. Any damage to the jacket material causes a detonation failure and any
reshaping of the cross-section results in a cutting failure. In view of the deficien-
cies, this approach was abandoned.
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Containing the Explosive in a Tube 
This approach utilizes flattened steel tubing in which the detonating cord is inserted and 
centered and the remaining space filled with a silicon rubber. A joint section employing 
this original concept (figure 2)  was proved feasible. The detonation of the explosive 
formed the tubing into a round shape, thereby breaking the skin without any escape of 
contaminants o r  fragmentation. However, the required metal tube is heavy and awkward, 
and a survey of alternative materials was  therefore undertaken. 
used in safety containers for in-plant handling of nitroglycerin was tested and appeared 
promising. The action of this elastomer on expanding, separated the metal in a man- 
ner somewhat similar to a zipper action, and the system was therefore designated as 
a “ Z I P  cord. 
An elastomer being 
Figure 2 also shows a cross-section of the redesigned retainer which induces a direc- 
tional force for the hydraulic action of the cord. This shape proved to be very efficient, 
and is the basis of a fairing ejection system now being qualified a t  the LMSC Santa Cruz 
Test Base. 
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Figure 2 Original Steel Tubing Concept Versus Present Elastomer Concept 
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Figure 3 shows frames from a Fastax film comparing a '7-gr/ft LSC panel and a 6-gr/ft 
Z I P  cord panel during separation. 
lets them escape. Figures 4 and 5 compare the contamination produced by the LSC 
panel in contrast to the clean, uncontaminated result when the ZIP cord was used. 
illustrations show that the contamination due to hot gases,  solid debris, and fragments 
has  been contained. 
The ZIP panels contain the contaminants while LSC 
These 
f 
I 
Figure 3 Comparison of ZIP Cord and 
LSC Panels During Separation 
f" 
L 
I 
I 
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Figure 5 Absence of Contamination Following Use of 6 GrjFI. ZI? Cord 
SEPARATION SHOCK 
A typical shock pattern produced by the separation is illustrated in figure 6 .  
a high acceleration spike (3 .000  to 4 ,000  g) with a 4 to 5-kc frequency. followed by 
damping to about 1 kc. This type of 
shock does not rupture or deform structural ineiiibers. but it can cause relay chatter 
and/or transfer.  
redesign of components : however. their elimination normally requires additional weight 
and more expensive devices. 
There is 
The total time duration is about 15 to 20 ms. 
These problems can he corrected by the addition of shock mounts o r  
Further. if the separation system can be designed to 
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Figure 6 Typical Acceleration - Time Record for MDC Separation Joint 
reduce the shock by eliminating the cause, component redesign to achieve this purpose 
is unnecessary. 
e During an investigation of a boost-vehicle program, a number of separation systems 
were designed and tested to provide a maximum shock reduction with maximum 
reliability. Joints investigated included vee-band, spring-band, and expander-tube 
types. The resultant decrease in shock was not sufficient to warrant a change. The 
disadvantages of a weight increase and/or a reduced reliability overcame the advantages 
of the shock reduction. 
An LMSC Independent Development program conducted concurrently with the foregoing 
program by the LMSC Research Dynamics organization involved the investigation of 
shock-reduction possibility for large-structure separation systems. This program 
explored methods for use on future missiles and spacecraft in which vehicle diameters 
of 25 f t  and skin thicknesses of 0 . 5  in. a r e  not unreasonable. A joint design using two 
strands of LSC, cutting in opposite directions, was one of many tested, and resulted in 
reduced shock levels because of the canceling effect of the back-to-back cutting action. 
However, the contamination produced by the inboard cutting was unacceptable. Another 
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design, combining the inboard-outboard system with the contained explosive system,
produced a joint, designated as the ZIP Lo-Shock design, which reduced the shock
level considerably. The design and operation of this joint are shown in figure 7.
k
Figure 7 Low-Shock Joint Separation
Table 1 presents the shock levels produced by full-scale tests of various separation
systems. The reduced values of the ZIP Lo-Shock design show it to be a feasible
method for reducing shock and eliminating contaminants and ionization produced by
explosive separation. In addition, the reliability and action of this joint is essentially
equal to an explosive cord system.
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Following completion of the aforementioned program, material studies w_:re conducted
to investigate temperature effects and material dynamics. Since elastomers are
temperature-sensitive, it is imperative to select materials meeting the individual
temperature requirements of the system, rather than those of an all-inclusive tempera-
ture range. Presently available materials are unsatisfactory above temperature in the
300 to 350 ° F range. However, insulation of the joint section has proved feasible and
permits the use of these materials at higher skin temperatures. At reduced tempera-
tures, on the other hand, difficulties may be encountered because some elastomers
will not expand, and others will shatter.
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Table i
FULL-SCALE TEST RESULTS
Measure-
ment
No.
V3
V4
V5
V10
Vll
V15
V20
Direction
Radial
Tangential
Longitudinal
Longitudinal
Radial
Radial
Longitudinal
Peak Acceleration(g)
MDC
2,000
5,000
1,300
1,200
1,200
1,300
1,200
Expander
Tube
190
220
110
70
260
90
Spring
Band
190
160
180
100
100
50
Vee
Band
5O0
55O
280
38O
550
220
ZIP
Cord
200
290
280
650
260
80
500
CURRENT WORK
High-speed photographic methods have been used to investigate the action during expansion.
It was determined that the joint separation takes place in 25 to 50 psec. The material then
retracts and pulses. Figure 8 is an example of a tab release system for multiple device
operation and illustrates the action of the ZIP cord when activated.
One of the latest design developments is a beryllium joint with extremely high strength
that can be broken with a very low explosive charge. A technique for coating the beryl-
lium to control fragmentation after separation has been shown to be feasible. A beryllium
joint with a load-carryin_ capability of approximately 6,000 lb/in, was separated with
2-gr/ft explosive cord. With the advent of a separation joint using low explosively loaded
cord, it becomes feasible to interconnect the ZIP cord with a confined detonating fuse
(CDF). A junction has been developed which permits the design of a harness providing
working sections (ZIP) and nonworking interconnects (CDF) without interrupting the
explosive core. It also allows the design of a multiple-device system which is activated
by a single uninterrupted explosive train, providing maximum system reliability and
simultaneity.
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Figure 8 Tab Feasibility Test 
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A VIBRATION ISOLATION MOUNT
By Robert E. Reed, Jr.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
7
This paper describes a vibration isolation mount for low-frequency isolation, and
presents some preliminary test results. The mount described can be designed
for any allowable stroke length and can provide the system with a low natural frequency.
However, it is limited to an atmospheric environment and a specified load.
INTRODUCTION
One important requirement for operating dynamic or static equipment often is a limit
on the amount of vibration transmitted from the surrounding structure to the equipment.
For dynamic equipment, the requirement may also impose limits on vibration trans-
mitted from the equipment to the surrounding structure. Such vibration isolation of
equipment is accomplished by the proper design of the equipment-mounting system.
Usually the mount is designed so that the system has no natural frequencies near the
excitation frequency, and so that the first natural frequency, at least, is well below
that of the excitation.
This paper discusses one particular type of isolation mount for low-frequency excita-
tion in the neighborhood of 1 cps. The inherent difficulty with low-frequency excitation
in a gravity field is in designing a mount that can support the weight of some piece of
equipment and still have a natural frequency well below 1 cps. For instance, a system
consisting of alinear spring, of spring constant k, supporting a mass has a natural fre-
quency given by w n = (1/27r) _ where 5st is the static deflection of the spring
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under the force of gravity acting on the mass. For g = 386 in./sec 2 and Wn = 1.0
cps, 5st _ 10 in. However, for Wn = 0.1 cps, 5st _ 1000 in. The spring required
for a) = 0.1 cps is obviously impractical in most cases. There are better systems,
n
but a linear spring does demonstrate the inherent difficultyconnected with low
frequency.
AVAILABLE METHODS FOR LOW-FREQUENCY ISOLATION
Basically, a low-frequency isolation calls for a mount that will support the specified
weight but which, for a disturbance from the equilibrium position, will provide a re-
storing force that is a very small fraction of the weight (i. e. , a very low spring
constant). Molyneu.x* proposed a system of springs with a near-zero spring constant
over a small range of travel. The springs are arranged so that the additional support-
ing force on some springs arising from a small disturbance is canceled by the other
springs. Another method is a piston-cylinder arrangement in which air pressure is
servo controlled to remain constant so that the piston force is constant and independent
of the position of the piston.
DESCRIPTION OF MOUNT
The mount described herein provides a near-zero spring constant for virtually any
length stroke while avoiding electronic servo systems, but it is limited to applica-
tions in an atmospheric environment. Basically, the mount is a piston-cylinder
device in which one side of the piston is subjected to a vacuum and the other side of
the piston is open to the atmosphere. The piston force, therefore, is the atmospheric
pressure acting on the piston and is independent of the position of the piston. Hence,
the piston provides no restoring force when it is displaced. A cross-sectional view
of a typical design is shown in figure 1. The crosshatched portion is free to move
with the supported mass, and the remaining part is fixed to the ground. Around the
*Molyneux, W. G. : The Design of Flexible Supports for Vibration Isolation. Royal
Aircraft Establishment TN 277, Mar 1960
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vacuum chamber a rubber-like rolling diaphragm acts as a nonsliding seal with very
little resistance to motion. The model shown has an outside diameter of 12 in. and
could support about 900 lb. The space beneath the vacuum chamber is exposed to the
atmosphere through the holes in the outside container.
It is apparent that this mount can support only a specified weight since the atmos-
pheric pressure is relatively constant. However, the mount can be designed to sup-
port the heaviest expected load, and balancing weights can be used to accommodate
lighter loads.
The only direct connection between the supported mass and the ground is through the
diaphragm. The system therefore appears to be unstable ill the transverse direction;
however, figure 2 shows how a lateral restoring force is created to resist any trans-
verse motion of the piston. Conversely, it can also be concluded from figure 2 what
would happen if the diaphragm were not symmetric about the vacuum chamber. The
mount would seek the transverse position at which the lateral forces were balanced,
and this position may not coincide with the intended center location.
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Figure 2 Transverse Restoring Forces
For any system with low stiffness, there is near-zero restoring force for certain
types of motion, so the supported mass may be unstable. This mount is unstable
for a rotational motion when the overturning moment due to a transverse shift in
the center-of-gravity exceeds the restoring moment due to the transverse force
caused by the antisymmetric change in the contact area of the rolling diaphragm
against the piston for transverse or rotational motion of the piston. When the c.g.
of the system is at or below the level of the mount, however, the system has a mini-
mum energy position which is stable.
DESCRIPTION OF TEST MODEL
At present, four preliminary models have been built to test the basic operation of
the mount. The dimensions and details of the model are shown in figure 3. The
diaphragm was rather crudely made from a rubber sheet in the form of a conical
(near-cylindrical) frustum with a covering over the small end (figure 4). The dia-
phragm was cemented to the inner piston and then stretched onto the outer flange
and cemented. All parts except the diaphragm were made of steel, although alumi-
num parts could be used to give a lighter mount. Each model weighed about 60 lb,
with the movable parts weighing about 35 lb per mount. The maximum allowable
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Figure 4 Sealing Diaphragm
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stroke was arbitrarily set at approximately 3 in. As shown in figure 3, the stroke is
stopped at each end by metal-to-metal contact before the diaphragm is straightened
out. This prevents the diaphragm from having to carry any of the weight of the sup-
ported mass.
A free-body diagram shows that the effective area of the piston is a circle with a radius
equal to the distance from the axis to the center of the toroidal section of the diaphragm
(denoted by r e in figure 3). The effective piston area for the model is 57.5 sq in.
which gives a lifting force of 846 lb at standard atmospheric pressure.
TEST RESULTS
The mounts were first tested using a 3,000 lb seismic block. The four mounts supported
the block at the bottom corners. Because of the spacing of the mounts, the block was
able to rotate with almost vertical motion of the mounts. As the block rotated, the shift
of its c.g. caused an overturning moment that increased the rotation. This unstable
motion can be prevented by either adding horizontal sliding springs to give a restoring
moment, or allowing the seismic block to move only vertically. This stability problem
does not arise if the c.g. of the system is below the mounts; therefore, a test was con-
ductedwith an 850-Ib load suspended below the mount.
The diaphragms were found to be unsymmetrical to the point where the mounts would
not center themselves properly. This created a problem because a small lateral mo-
tion or rotation will cause the movable parts to rub against the fixed surfaces.
Commercially available molded diaphragms should eliminate this problem.
Some leakage was present in the system. Coating the metal parts helped considerably,
but a vacuum pump was run continuously while the mount was operated, because the
leakage began to decrease the lifting force in a matter of a few minutes without the
pump. Regardless of these problems, it was felt that the mount had possible applica-
tions and a more refined model is being considered for more accurate tests.
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The natural frequency of these models was measured to be about 0.17 cps. The
system appears to have relatively high damping (_ho.t 10 percent of critical damping),
but it should be remembered that the maximum damping force (C_ma x ) for critical
damping is only about 7 lb for a displaeement of 1 in.
CONC LUSIONS
This vibration isolation mount offers a system with a natural frequency substantially
below i cps. It can be designed to allow practically any length stroke. The mount
avoids any electronic servo systems and is economical to build. It does, however,
require the presence of an atmosphere and can support only a single specified load.
Preliminary tests indicate that some care must be taken in making the diaphragms to
insure that they are symmetrical. As for any low-frequency system, some thought
must be given to how the weight is to be supported to avoid unstable motion.
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GEMINI/AGENA DOCKING MECHANISM
By P. H. Meyer
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri
SUMMARY
The Gemini/Agena docking mechanisms utilize simple mechanical elements to provide
a capability for initial engagement between two orbiting vehicles. The docking mech-
anisms then rigidize the attachment in a manner suitable for subsequent maneuver with
the Agena propulsion system. Finally, the mechanisms provide a capability for dis-
engaging and repeating the entire docking cycle. The mechanical elements used are
found in daily terrestrial applications.
INTRODUCTION
The basic design requirement for the Gemini/Agena docking mechanisms was con-
strained by the calendar time available from design concept to test hardware. Maxi-
mum utilization was made of simple mechanisms and reliance on past hardware, de-
sign, fabrication, and operational experience. In-process design reviews emphasized
the concept of avoiding need for development improvements by reason of simplicity.
During the development of the Gemini/Agena docking mechanisms, tests were conducted
on shock-attenuation, latch, and rigidizing mechanisms, and on normal as well as
emergency disengagement provisions.
MECHANISM DESIGN AND FUNCTION
The principal parts of the docking mechanisms and the docking maneuvers are pictured
in figure 1. This illustration shows the docking adapter (a cylindrical structure
rigidly mounted to the Agena), the docking cone with its indexing vee-slot, and the index-
ing bar to enter the docking cone vee-slot mounted near the forward end of Gemini.
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Portions of the shock-attenuation system capable of absorbing initial impact and part
of the latch hooks and latch receptacles used for initial engagement of the two vehicles
are also pictured.
/i //--oocK,.oco.E
....   fL,,c,.Ec22 LE
lJ! y
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DOCKED
\ !,
N\ ,,,
RIGIDIZED
Figure i Gemini/Agena Docking and Rigidized Maneuvers
Static conditions and the relative movement of thedocking cone and the spacecraft
as they progress from docked to rigidized maneuvers arc shown in figure 1. Roll
misalignment is corrected by the docking indexing bar in the vee-slot of the docking
zone. Spacecraft attitude-maneuvering may also be used after one or more latches
have engaged. The docking indexing bar is a pyrotechnic device installed flushwith
the spacecraft mold line. The bar is extended before docking, and then jettisoned
at completion of the docking maneuver. The docking and bar functions are electri-
cally initiated rout controlled by the Gemini crew.
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SHOCK-ATTENUATION MECHANISMS
The shock-attenuation system (figure 2) supports the docking cone on the docking
adapter with a set of seven viscous dampers, four of which are spring-loaded to the
extended position. This effectively provides limited free motion in three axes. The
principal energy absorption is in the compression direction and is accomplished by
simple orificing. The extension rebound is also damped but only for the purpose of
limiting velocity to that which avoids loss of contact after initial impact.
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Figure 2 Gemini/Agena Docking Mechanism
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The docking cone has three attach points symmetrically located around its circum-
ference for the shock-attenuation attachments. The two points on either side of the
clocking-cone V provide for attachment of one longitudinal and one lateral damper.
At the third docking-cone attach point, the longitudinal damping load provisions
needed to be in a bipod arrangement because equipment in the docking adapter
prevented installation of the single longitudinal damper. The lateral damper at
this third point is identical to the other two.
Initial engagement of Gemini to Agena is accomplished by three spring-loaded latch
hooks located 120 deg apart cireumferentially at the bottom of the docking cone. The
latch hooks mate with similarly located latch receptacles on the spacecraft nose.
The docking cone shape and motion on its damper/spring suspension system compen-
sate for both offset and angular misalignments.
LATCH MECHANISM
In a typical latch arrangement (figure 3), the latch hook proper is pivoted with its
cam surface extending inside the docking cone. The entry of the latch receptacle
depresses the latch hook against its spring cartridge until the receptacle passes,
then the latch hook re-extends to engage the receptacle. Relative motion between
the latch hook and the follower operates a toggle switch mounted on each latch hook
and connected by spring cartridges to the follower.
The follower straddles the latch hook and is pivoted to rotate independently of the
latch; when the latch hook is retracted, the follower moves with it due to the mech-
anical attachment through switch and spring cartridges. When the latch hook extends
to engage the latch receptacle, the follower cannot extend with the latch hook because
the end of the follower bears on the forward end of the latch receptacle at a pointflush
with the spacecraft mold line. This restraint of the follower causes the differential
motion to operate the electrical switchwhieh signals that the spacecraft are engaged.
When all three latches are engaged, thus operating all three switches, the electrical
circuit is closed to start the rigidize cycle. In this engaged position, the spacecraft
nose is not firmly bottomed in the docking cone. The rigidize load is applied at the
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Figure 3 Latch Mechanism
latch-hook pivot point and thus pulls the latch hooks toward the bottom of the docking
cone ; the docking cone remains initially fixed because of the extension springs on the
longitudinal dampers. When the spacecraft has bottomed-out in the docking cone, the
rigidize mechanism continues to pull spacecraft and docking cone together against the
spring load of the longitudinal dampers.
The mechanism to rigidize the docking cone consists of three identical sets of over-
center linkages driven by gear boxes through flex shafting from an electric motor.
These linkages retract the docking cone by pulling on the three latch-hook pivot points
to bring hardpoints on the docking cone to bear on hardpoints in the docking adapter.
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RIGIDIZING MECHANISM
The rigidizing linkage (figure 4), occupies two positions. The bell crank on the output
gear box travels approximately 140 deg to the over-center position of the links, and
also actuates electrical switches at each end of the travel to provide signals for both
the rigidized and the unrigidized condition. The rigging of this linkage is accomplished
through permanently installed strain gages on each of the tension links. The specific
Gemini intended to fly with a specific Agena is utilized to be the "tool" for torqueing
the tension link to a specified preload as read from the strain gages. A known and
closely controlled preload is required to take bending loads between docking adapter
and spacecraft when maneuvering with the Agena propulsion system. Too great a
preload may overload or stall the linkage drive motor.
The rigidizing motor (figure 4), is geared to two output shafts having a 2 to 1 speed
relationship. The low-speed output operates a direct drive through flexible shaft-
ing to one of the rigidize gear boxes. The high-speed output drives an H-gear
box which also has two output shafts and reduces the speed to drive the remaining two
gear boxes used for rigidizing. The gear reduction from motor to output drive arm
is approximately 3500 to i.
In the development program on full-scale hardware, overall mechanical efficiencies
were not as high as anticipated and, therefore, the drive motor torque was increased.
Since this increased output was demonstrated to be adequate for all loading conditions,
concern over single-point failures dictated a further component evaluation to establish
that all parts of the system up to the output gear-box bell crank be capable of taking a
load equivalent to i00 percent of the motor output at i00 percent efficiency. This
assumes that the worst condition would exist if the enhre motor output is exerted on
one of the three linkage branches with the other two having a zero-resisting load.
Every component of the system was statically torqued to failure;the results showed the
flex shaft loaded in the "unwrap" direction to be the weakest link, but still equal to 117
percent of the single-point ultimate load failure criteria.
Disengagement of Gemini from Agena is a switching function accomplished by the
Gemini crew. The method for reversal from a rigidized to a docked condition is
clearly indicated. At this point, the latch release mechanism (figure 2) is activated
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Figure 4 Rigidizing Mechanism
for the first time. This mechanism is mounted on the docking cone and is powered
by an electric motor-driven screw jack which drives a "run-around" cable system.
At each of the three latch points, the cable is attached to a quadrant/bell crank. Mounted
on each bell crank is the latch-hook spring cartridge which, as the bell crank rotates,
acts as a tension link to retract the docking-cone latch hooks from the spacecraft latch
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receptacles, thus leaving the spacecraft free to back out of the docking cone. Power
to the latch-release screwjack is applied at the start of the unrigidize cycle. After
the Gemini is completely withdrawn, the power is reversed to reposition the latch-
release mechanism in readiness for a repetition of the docking maneuver.
Mechanical reset of latch hooks is due to a spring-loaded lever-operated switch bear-
ing on the spacecraft when it is approaching the bottom of the docking cone. The
latch-release actuator includes a slip clutch, permitting the motor to run when the
serewjack is either stalled or at the end of its stroke. This feature makes possible
power application at the start of the unrigidize cycle when the preload on the latch
hook does stall the screwjack; also, at the end of the unrigidize cycle, the screwjack
drives to its mechanical stops until the spacecraft is gone, ensuring that full travel
of the latch hooks has disengaged the spacecraft. Development testing of the slip
clutch demonstrated a less than 15 percent decrease in load pickup capability after 10
consecutive minutes of slippage.
In the event of mechanism failure, emergency disengagement is accomplished by
jettison of the latch receptacles on the spacecraft. This is the function of a pyrotech-
nic actuator which retracts the pin that provides the structural attachment of latch re-
ceptacle to spacecraft. No separation force is applied; the crew must back out of the
docking cone after latch receptacle jettison. Further docking maneuvers are, of
course, impossible.
Evaluation of all mechanisms was performed on a full-scale specimen of representa-
tive production hardware. Maximum mission duty cycles were exceeded with opera-
tional performance in terms of load capability and operating speed measured before and
after. The specimen was soaked at high altitude for 5 days, then checked for perform-
ance; while maintaining altitude, the chamber was cooled, the specimen soaked at 65°F,
and again operated. Following this, the chamber temperature was raised to 160°F, and
the specimen stabilized while maintaining altitude for additional cycles. Operational
testing showed no degradation of the mechanisms.
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Final evaluation was accomplished- on f4l-scale dynamic tests (figirc 5) with hnfh 
simulated vehicles having proper weight and mass distribution, and with actual hard- 
ware for the complete target docking adapter and the forward spacecraft sections. 0 
Figure 5 Dynamic Test 
89 
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In the dynamic tests, ceiling heights having adequate _,trengi_hlimited the pendulum
length to 56 ft and, therefore, did not permit testing at large separation distances.
Outdoor testing could not be performed because of potential draft disturbances. The
pendulum angle, under 1-g conditions, gave an ultimate velocity of i.75 fps at
approximately 20 in. of separation. During 22 impact test runs there were no failures
and no cases of exceeding design loads. Itwas predicted that 12 of the 22 runs would
accomplish successful engagement of one or more latches based on previous quarter-
scale dynamic tests; 10 of the 12 predictions were correct. In the two cases of failure
to latch, less than 10 Ib of equivalent attitude thrust did engage latches.
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DRAG MAKE-UP SENSOR FOR LOW-ALTITUDE SATELLITES
By William R. Davis
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
Satellite environments ordinarily impose many constraints on a system designer. On
the other hand, it is sometimes possible for a designer to use the environment to his
advantage. The drag make-up sensor described in this paper is a case in point.
Characteristics of the satellite environment were exploited to simplify greatly the in-
strumentation needed to measure, and compensate for, satellite air-drag force. A
photoelectric pickup is used to detect the position of an untethered ball that floats
loosely in a "cage" within the vehicle. A thruster on the vehicle, controlled by a ball-
cage position signal, keeps the cage (and vehicle) centered on the ball and thus in a
drag-free trajectory. (The ball is shielded from the air stream by the vehicle.)
Hardware for a flight test is described.
INTRODUCTION
The environment in which a system operates usually imposes constraints on the de-
signer and frequently leads to a complicated design. Occasionally, however, the
designer can use the environment to his advantage to produce a simpler design. A
significant environmental condition in many satellites, for instance, is the almost
total lack of sensible weight or net force (due to either gravity or acceleration). It
seems straightforward, then, to try to use this fact in a system for air-drag compen-
sation in low-altitude satellites. This is suggested in spite of the existence of numerous
on-the-shelf accelerometers, because the accelerations to be measured and countered
are in the region from about 10 -8 to 10 -6 g, without any requirement for handling accel-
erations in excess of 10 -5 g.
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SE NSOR DE SIGN
The idea of using a proof mass within a satellite to achieve a zero-drag trajectory has
been suggested by several people working in this field. The most complete treatment
is that of Lange (ref. 1). The proposed systems have been complex, inasmuch as they
were part of long-term experiments to make very precise measurements. These sys-
tems typically require reducing perturbing forces to the order of 10 -12 g. More sim-
plified missions, such as reducing (but not necessarily completely eliminating) orbit
decay of low-altitude satellites, require decreasing the net (air drag) deceleration to
about 10 -8 g.
A simple error analysis showed that, for a vehicle with an attitude control system
that keeps one vehicle axis aligned (nominally) along the velocity vector (i. e. , in the
direction of the drag force), it is not necessary to require the vehicle to "follow" and
not touch the ball (proof mass) in a direction transverse to the direction of the drag
force. This result led to the design and study of a sensor and system in which only
the position of a ball along the vehicle roll axis (i. e., that axis aligned with the drag
force) is monitored and controlled. In this scheme, the ball is allowed to contact the
side walls of a tubular cage. Displacement along the cage axis is measured by a
phototransistor, and this information is used to control thrust on the vehicle and pre-
vent the ball from contacting either end of the cage. Figure 1 shows a functional sketch
of this concept. Figures 2 and 3 show the flyable ball and cage hardware.
To utilize only the simplest detection means, i.e., position, the system requirement for
rate information to provide a damped control of ball-cage position was solved by deriv-
ing a synthetic rate signal electronically. The use of derived states in control systems
is a standard technique. Recent work of Luenberger (ref. 2) presents useful general
results and applications. The particular method of deriving rate in this system was sug-
gested by the work of Leonard (ref. 3) on long-life control systems.
The electronics employed use standard solid state components (figure 4). These in-
clude, in addition to the phototransistors, a pair of light-emitting diodes, about two
dozen transistors, and associated resistors and capacitors.
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Figure 2 Position Sensor 
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1 
For thrust, the system uses standard Agena attitude-controi jets mUdiff;cc! ?x 2 ; t e r ~ t r ~  
at a low thrust of about 0.10 lb. Figure 5 shows all components of the system. 
__ LMSC 1461645 R69723 R69722 
Figure 5 Drag Make-up System 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
The operation of the system is simple and straightforward. 
scheme utilizes the fact that active thrust need only be provided in one direction, 
i. e. , in opposition to the drag. In the absence of control thrust, therefore , the 
baii tends to accelerate tew.l:ard the front of the cage. The light from the two light- 
emitting diodes is collimated and caused to cross  the cage in a transverse direction 
and fall upon phototransistors. The two beams are identified as main and auxiliary. 
The overall control 
The main beam is positioned so that, a s  the ball moves rearward (under thrust), the 
beam is gradually occulted by the ball. In this process, the signal from the photo- 
transistor decreases to zero. A s  the ball continues rearward, the beam is again 
uncovered @ut from the wrong side). 
drag, the signal is deactivated in this region by the auxiliary beam, which is also 
uncovered as the ball starts to uncover the main beam to the rear. 
the form of the main sensor is kept simple, in that it does not have to distinguish the 
"sense" of ball displacement. 
Since it i s  not desirable to thrust in aid to 
By this technique, 
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As the ball moves forward, the signal increases, calling for more thrust. This is
accomplished by switching the thruster completely on whenever the switch input
threshold is exceeded. The signal into the switch consists of the output of the light
sensor plus a rate signal derived from passively integrating the switch output by
means of a lag circuit. Since the output of the switch results in thrust that corresponds
to (i.e., produces) acceleration, the first integral of switch output is rate. In steady-
state operation, this system will produce a series of constant magnitude pulses whose
duty cycle increases with the drag. Hence, for a greater drag, the ball will offset
more toward the front of the cage. The system thus has a position offset proportional
to the external force.
CONTROL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The ideal procedure for any design synthesis is to operate the system in the actual
situation and adjust the parameters to achieve optimum performance. But this is not
always possible. It is particularly difficult in the present problem since the solution
utilizes the near-zero-g environment of the satellite. However, because the control is
along one axis only, a good simulation can be performed in the laboratory.
By suspending a ball on a bifilar torsion pendulum (figure 6) time-constants and
effective forces corresponding to those expected in orbit were generated. In this
simulation, torque on the pendulum corresponds to force on the vehicle. The torque
was produced by two mechanisms: torsion in the bifilar suspension, and magnetic
torque on a magnet resulting from the earth's magnetic field and the field produced
by two Helmholtz coils in the test fixture. By sending an appropriate bias current
through the coils, the noncontrol torque on the pendulum was matched to the air drag
force. To simulate the varying air drag of an eccentric orbit, the bias current was
slowly varied in a preprogrammed fashion.
Control torque was produced by sending a control current through the coils. This
current was produced by the sensor placed in the path of the suspended ball. Circum-
ferential motion of the ball in the simulation thus corresponds to axial motion of the
ball relative to the case in orbit.
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Figure 6 Laboratory Test Fixture
With this scheme it was possible to incorporate actual system time constants and
components in a real-time, closed-loop simulation. Only the gas jets were not used.
Acquisition and damping were evaluated for various system parameters, such as
integration time constant, cage dimension, switching amplifier hysteresis and
minimum on-time, ball size, and light beam aperture under various external environ-
ments - especially the extremes in drag force from apogee to perigee. Figure 7
shows a series of acquisition runs at various drag levels for various apertures.
Typically, the system acquires from an extreme ball displacement in less than one
minute. Although it can operate up to 100-percent duty cycle, it is typically set so
that a 30-percent duty cycle will counter the perigee drag force.
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Performance optimization through the simulation has resulted in the following
parameter selection:
• Ball size 0.50 in. • Switching amplifier
minimum on-time 0.06 sec
• Cage length 1.55 in.
• Thrust level (2 jets
• Light beam aperture 0.28 in.
at 0.1 lb each) 0.2 lb
• Lag network time
• Minimum impulse 0.012 lb/sec
constant 0.55 sec
• Switching line to back
• Switching amplifier of cage 0.8 in.
hysteresis 10 percent
• Dynamic range 300 to 1
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DRAG MAKE-UP PERFORMANCE
The preceding description relates to the details of the scheme for keeping the cage
ends from hitting the ball, which was the main criterion in the total design synthesis.
To assess the device as an aecelerometer, it is necessary to look at the total system
performance. Table i shows the results of an error analysis that included the most
significant errors and perturbations. Although some of the sources affect the system
in an impulsive manner rather than as a steady force, the effects have been inter-
preted in terms of an equivalent steady (i. e., constant) specific force.
From Table 1, it can be seen that angle-of-attack and thrust misalignment produce
the significant transverse forces, whereas the vehicle attitude oscillations produce
the significant longitudinal forces. Although the transverse forces are about 20 times
larger than the longitudinal forces, they result in ephemeris perturbations of the same
order of magnitude. This is due to the different way the two types of errors propagate.
The result is quite interesting since it indicates that, from an error sensitivity stand-
point, the system is well balanced.
The absolute magnitude of the RSS in-track disturbing force is about 0.15 percent of
the drag force. The drag cancellation to this accuracy should therefore be achievable
with this system. Since the first three forces in Table 1 depend upon thedrag force,
the system would operate at higher altitude with the same accuracy until the error
from vehicle self-gravity dominated. This could be reduced considerably by proper
location of the proof mass. With such accuracy, the system more than meets the
design objective, namely, to provide a system for drag cancellation to an accuracy
better than 1 percent.
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Table 1
ERROR ANALYSIS RESULTS
Error Source
Drag
End Wall Hit
Side Wall Contact
Thrust Misalignment
Angle of Attack
Vehicle Attitude (Limit
Cycle) Oscillation
Vehicle Self-Gravity
Vehicle Stray Fields
(Magnetic)
Magnitude and Direction
Relative to Drag Force (g)
Along
3 × 10 -6
9 × I0-I0
6 × i0-I0
1.6 × 10 -9
1.4 × 10 -9
10-14
Transverse
7.5 × 10-7
6 x 10-8
6 x 10-8
Comment
125 (nm)
(System malfunction)
p = 1/4 _ = 1 deg
# = 1/4 _ = 1 deg
1-deg peak
1,000-sec period
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SPACECRAFT HYDRAULIC TIMERS*
By Harland D. Trimble
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
Spacecraft hydraulic timers provide triggering for certain celestial-events withot[t
using command or sequencing capability and also provide mechanical redundance for
electrical functions. Hydraulic timers developed and tested at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) were flown successfully on the flights of Ranger VI, VII, VIH, and
IX, and on Mariner IV. This discussion centers on problems encountered by JPL as
these timers passed from the initial design stage through development and flight test.
INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of the Ranger VI, VII, VIH, and IX spacecraft was to photograph
the surface of the moon and to transmit the pictures back to Earth with a high degree
of resolution. The Ranger-VI flight was successful in that the spacecraft completed
its flight. However, the television system did not function as planned, and no pictures
were transmitted to Earth. Rangers VII, VIH, and IX were completely successful.
Mariner IV was intended to gather scientific data during its 229-day flight to Mars and
to return TV pictures of the Martian surface. It, too, was successful, returning over
23 million scientific measurements and the first detailed pictures ever taken of the
Martian surface.
*This paper presents the results of one phase of research conducted at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100,
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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As the Ranger and Mariner spacecraft functioned automatically, the commands used
were (i) to provide information to the spacecraft, (2) to override preprogrammed
events if desired, and (3) to back up automatic functions if necessary. Mechanical
timers were flown on all these spacecraft to provide triggering for certain events
without using command or sequencing capability and to provide mechanical redundancy
for electrical functions. The Ranger and Mariner timers, although similar to those
flown on the Pioneer IV spacecraft, were required to be highly reliable, with emphasis
on simplicity and noninterference with the operation of spacecraft prime functions.
The timers were to be initiated by means of spacecraft-booster separation and to be
compatible with all spacecraft subsystems.
The Ranger hydraulic timers were required to perform the following functional
commands:
• Backup pyrotechnic systems arming at separation + 2.5 ± 0.5 min
• Backup power increase television camera subsystem at separation
+ 17 ± 2.0 min
• Initiate television telemetry turn-on at separation + 30 ± 2.0 min
• Backup solar panel deployment at separation + 45 ± 2.0 min
• Backup sun acquisition at separation + 60 ± 2.0 min
The Mariner hydraulic timers were required to perform the following functional
commands:
• Initiate the GSE Safe at separation + 25 + 20 sec
• Initiate pyrotechnic "B" arm at separation + 30 + 20 sec
• Initiate data encoder at separation + 180 ± 80 sec
• Initiate solar panel deployment at separation + 160 ± 80 sec
DESIGN PRINCIPLE
A photograph (figure 1) shows the assembled Mariner timer, which - like the Ranger
timer - utilizes a spring-loaded piston to force silicone oil through a capillary tube.
As shown in the diagram of the Ranger timer (figure 2), the purpose of the check valve
(1) is to allow rapid re-choking. The beryllium copper bellows (2) compensates for
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Figure 1 Assembled Mariner Hydraulic Timer 
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Fiewe 2 Cutaway of Ranger Timer Assembly 
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changesin the effectivecylinder volumeasthe piston travels throughits stroke and
the oil changesvolumedueto temperaturechanges. Dimensionsof the Rangertimer
capillary tube (3) are: diameter, 0. 050 in. ; wall thickness, 0.006 in. ; andlength, 3 in.
TYPE OF OIL
Experiments determined the type of oil to be used in the hydraulic timers, and a sili-
cone oil of approximately 2,500 centistokes viscosity was selected. Timing was
adjusted by thinning 2,500 centistoke oil with silicone oil of 100 centistokes viscosity.
The oil was added to the timers under vacuum to ensure that no air was trapped in the
fluid. Double seals were used to ensure that leakage would not occur.
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
The Ranger timer was required to be accurate within =e 2 min over a 60-min cycle at
a constant 70°F. Table 1 shows the variation of timer performance with temperature.
The devices flown were sufficiently accurate for the job, and the emphasis throughout
the development phase was on establishing reliability.
Table 1
NORMAL ACTUATION TIMES AND TOLERANCES
FOR SPACECRAFT HYDRAULIC TIMERS
Type of
Timer
SFA-BU
RP- BU
RCA-TO
A3-BU
A4- BU
Nominal
Actuation
Time (MAn)
2.5
17.0
30.0
45.0
60.0
70°F High-
Tempe rature
Time (MAn)
Tolerances At
150 ° F High-
Temperature
Time (Min)
+ 1.5
+ 5
+ 7
+ 10
+ 20
+ 1
+ 8
+ 15
± 20
_= 30
-300°F Low-
Temperature
Time (MAn)
+ 4
30
55
+ 90
+ 130
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Elaborate temperature-compensation systems were not included in either the Ranger 
o r  Mariner t imers because of the desire to keep the mechanisms as simple as possible. 
The Ranger t imer was thermally isolated from the spacecraft structure to minimize 
timer temperature extremes. External surfaces were  fabricated of polished aluminum. 
A thermal shield consisting of 30 layers of aluminized Mylar was fitted over the t imer 
in order to further minimize temperature variations due to sun o r  shade differences 
in the earth-orbital phase of the flight. 
with thermal shield mounted on the spacecraft. 
Figure 3 shows the Ranger t imer complete 
The Mariner t imer  external surfaces were also fabricated of polished aluminum. 
However, this t imer  did not require an individual thermal shield, since it was located 
behind the spacecraft main lower thermal shield. Accuracy was less critical with the 
Mariner t imer ,  since it was designed to operate within i 80 sec over a cycle of 160 see. 
! 
I 
1 
Figure 3 Ranger Timer Complete With Thermal Shield 
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN 
The Mariner timer incorporated several improvements resulting from experience with 
the Ranger timer. The Ranger t imer,  for example, had to be removed from the space- 
craft for recocking and it was necessary to change the O-ring seals every time the t imer 
was opened for filling. This became a nuisance because of the many refillings necessary 
to obtain the proper oil viscosity. 
Mariner t imer on the spacecraft. 
port which allowed oil changing without seal damage. 
Provision was therefore made for recocking of the 
The Mariner t imer also made use of an improvedfill 
Both the Ranger and Mariner timers drove electrical switches. The switch end of the 
Ranger t imer,  with the housing removed, is shown in figure 4. The switch was  sealed 
in an airtight enclosure to eliminate possible problems due to the vacuum environment. 
1 
f 
f 
vVAVEF 
1 
A I R  
\ 
R 
I 
'- CYLINDER 
WALL 
Figure 4 Switch-End of Ranger Timer With Housing Removed 
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TheRangerswitchwas a rotary devicewit2_double,fixed contactsfor eachsingle
wiper contact;all contactswere silverplated. Sealingwas accomplishedwith O-rings,
anda hermetically sealedelectrical connectorwasused.
TheMariner switch wasmadeupof four carefully screened,hermetically sealedmicro-
switcheswhichwere purchasedas completeunits. Theflight Rangerunit, including the
timer andswitch assembly, weighed0.98 lb. The Mariner unit weighed0.6 lb.
QUALIFICATIONTESTING
Somedesigndeficiencieswere uncoveredduringpreliminary testing of the Rangertimer
prototypeassemblies. Mountingthe unit to the spacecraftwasdifficult becauseof the
weightof thetimer andthe isolatedmountinglocation. The original bracket wasawelded
heat-treatedunit. Weldsbroke repeatedlyduring shakebecauseof deflectionof the as-
semblyduring resonance. Theproblemwassolvedby removing theweld in the critical
area andallowingthe bracket to flex.
Duringvibration the internal cableharnessbroke at resonantfrequencieswheresoldered
to the switchcontacts. This problemwas solvedby securing theharnessmore firmly.
During testing of the type-approvalunit, it was foundthat the timer error over a 60-min
cycle was increasing. This was foundto bedueto anunevenloadonthe shaft of the
timer which, during vibration, causeda permanentset in the shaft, allowing it to drag
againstthehousing. A small supportarm was installed betweenthe first andsecond
commandotors to relieve the unbalanceconditioncausingthis problem. A requirement
of alwaysstoring the timers in the cockedposition wasspecified.
Anotherproblem appearedafter a little over 12mo of assembledlife. The O-rings
were degradingandrequired replacing. A 12-too maximumshelf life requirementwas
imposed, andall units reachingthat shelf life were reworkedandrequalified. In addi-
tion, a 30-daycheckwas run oneachassembly.
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In order to qualify as flight assemblies, the switches were required to pass the time-
cycle test after flight acceptance environmental testing before delivery.
• Vacuum leak check of the switch cabinet and hydraulic timer for oil or
pressure loss
• Wide-band vibration in three planes; test-switch contact chatter monitored
during test
• Vacuum temperature tests with two profiles representing lowest and highest
possible temperatures
• Operational life tests on the electrical switch assembly to verify reliability
of operation
The Mariner timers had relatively few problems during testing, due to the incorporation
of Ranger experience during development of the Mariner timer. Mariner tests were
similar to the Ranger tests but at levels calculated to simulate the Mariner environment.
FLIGHT RESULTS
There were no flight anomalies detected in any of the Ranger or Mariner timers.
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SOLARCELL GRAVITY-STABILIZATIONBOOMS
By BodwellD. Osborne
LockheedMissiles & SpaceCompany
SUMMARY
N -5 7ol
For certain scientific measurements in space, a stable platform is not only desirable
but essential. Such a platform, to meet today's needs, must also be equipped with a
power plant.
This paper presents a scheme for combining a spacecraft gravity-stabilization boom
with a solar-cell array, examines some of the relevant problems, and proposes a
method for testing the mechanism in an underwater environment, where zero-gravity
conditions can be approximated.
INTRODUCTION
If an engineer were to take 2,000 solar cells, each 24 in. long, and arrange them in
500 sections of 4 cells each around a central hollow core, string them on a conduct-
ing wire, deploy them 1,000 ft into space, and pull them end-to-end, he would have
a uniquely combined electrical-power and attitude-control system. He would also
probably be faced with considerable skepticism from his fellow engineers.
Nevertheless, such a device may well prove practicable for an Earth-orbiting satellite
(although lengths of 100 to 300 ft would possibly suffice in such instance). The pro-
posed combination of attitude control and power systems reduces the number of deploy-
able systems, lessens thermal bending (which is of some concern in long booms),
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positions the cells beyond the shadow areas, and eliminates the need for Sun-aligning
servo systems.
Many spacecraft stabilization systems - both active and passive - have been devised.
The type considered here is a passive gravity system employing very long booms
(figure I) that act on the same principle as the balancing pole used by a tightrope
acrobat.
PITCH-ROLL JOINT
Figure 1 Passive-Gravity-Gradient Stabilization System
The solar cell is an effective and proven means for obtaining spacecraft power. Its
one irrevocable requirement is that it must look at the Sun. The solar cell array
must therefore project beyond the shadow of the platform's many accoutrements. A
common way of meeting this requirement is shown in figure 2. Extending the solar
array still further from the shadow area, (e. g., 100 ft or more) provides about the
same extension as the gravity-stabilization boom and therefore leads to a design
combining the two systems.
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Figure 2 PassiveMultiple Solar-Array System
Somerecent developmentsreinforce this concept. TheWestinghouseCorporation,
as anexample, hasdeveloped,underAir Force sponsorship,*a solar cell in
lengthsup to 30 in. which lendsitself excellently to a long, slenderconfiguration.
Somemajor satellite programs (amongthem, Transit, NRL, ATS, andthe Medium-
Altitude CommunicationsSatellite) haveplacedconsiderableemphasisondevelop-
ing a variety of configurationsfor stabilization boomsandavariety of dampers.
In eachof theseinstances, the solar array systemswere separate. Further, at a
recent symposium,**every program report indicatedflight operationalproblems
related to stowageanddeployment,thermal bendingandwhippingof boomsresult-
ing from rapid thermal changeswhentraveling in andout of theEarth's shadow,
andshadowingof the solar array byvehicle equipments.
Thecombiningof stabilization boomsand solar arrays could alleviate these
problems. Theteclmologycouldbeadaptedto all configurationsof spacecraft
stabilization boomsandtherefore shouldbeof valueto anycompanythat is
performing, or will perform, stabilization development.
*Flight AccessoriesLaboratory, Wright-PattersonAir Force Base, Ohio
**National AeronauticsandSpaceAdministration Symposiumon Passive-Gravity-
GradientStabilization, AmesResearchCenter, May 10-11, 1965
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BOOMS
The level of power output that can be anticipated from booms of 100-ft and 1,000-ft
lengths is indicated by the following data:
• Average effectiveness of a four-cell module (based
on an effectiveness of 1 for a normally illuminated
cell)
• Output of a 24-in. module*(0.43 v; 1.75 amp)
• Output of 100-ft boom (22 v; 1.68 amp)
• Output of 1,000-ft boom(200 v; 1.60 amp)
• Energy rate of three 100-ft booms (diode and
AWG No. 18 wire losses included)
• Energy rate of three 1,000-ft booms (diode
and AWG No. 18 wire losses included)
1.25
0.75 w
37w
320 w
1,400 w-hr/day
12,000 w-hr/day
The above values are averages over a period of a year. They take into account
a temperature of l15°F and exposure to sunlight during 63 percent of that period.
The peak electromotive force is not indicated. It would be about 50 v for a 100-ft
boom system. (A 1,000-ft boom system probably would require 10 parallel, con-
nected 100-ft sections, even though the foregoing power output summary assumes a
series string. ) The power listed is for a tri-boom system, since three booms repre-
sent a minimum assembly required to neutralize pitch, roll, and yaw disturbances.
Figure 3 illustrates such a system with the damper boom divided in the center, i.e.,
two 90-ft and two 45-ft booms. The solar array depicted has a capability of limited
two-axis Sun alignment, which will somewhat perturb the satellite attitude.
*Based on tabular data submitted to the author by Westinghouse Electric Corporation
for 1- by 30.5-cm cells, Nos. u470-2, u525-2, u544-1, and u544-2
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Figure 3 Computed Configuration Using a Passive System, Vee-Boom Design
A single-module assembly is illustrated in figure 4. There are relatively few details.
The assembly consists of the following components:
• 4 Westinghouse dendritic solar cells, 1-cm wide by 30- to 60-cm long by
10 mil thick; blue, gridded, N on P or a radiation-resistant drift-field
cell of similar dimensions
• 1 vertebra- a hollow aluminum or beryllium-copper structural conductor,
silver plated at the mating ends
• 1 viscoelastic spring- a coil spring, coated with polyurethane to retard
unfurling time
• 6 spring clips - polyurethane-coated connection links between vertebra
and cell
• 1 insulating cross - phenolic, to prevent shorting the series circuitry
• 20 shock snubbers - elastomeric honeycomb vibration-dumping sections
• 8 end caps - plastic, to provide sliding support to the cell ends and
lateral constraints so as to permit thermal excursions in axial direc-
tions only (figure 5)
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SOLARCELL(4)
ENDCAP 18)--_
SPRING CLIP 16)
NEGATIVE ELECTRODE AND GRIDS
VISCOELASTIC
SPRING
3K SNUBBERS(20)
rERTEBRA(I)
INSULATING CROSS
INSULATEDTENSION WIRE (FULL LENGTHOF BOOM)
Figure 4 Module Assembly
,, ",.._ FSIDESPRUNGOUTTOREMOVE
' ......-::::::T."" SOaRCELL
_j
A. END CAP PERSPECTIVE
B. RETAINER WIRE (8 REQIMOD)
b d
C. DEVELOPMENT OF END CAP (8 REQIMOD)
Figure 5 End Cap Detail
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SYSTEMASSEMBLY
The systemassemblycomprises thefollowing components:
• 1 insulated tension wire- braided copper, about AWG No. 18, running the
full length of the boom and serving a dual purpose as rigidizer and con-
ductor for electrons
• 1 winch and supporting structure -fastened to boom damping system
• End mass- assemblage weighing approximately 9 lb, covered with solar
cells and housing a compression spring to which tension wire is attached
Each module is threaded on the tension wire, folded about the coil spring, packed
into a firm package, and secured in place with a single squib-activated pin puller.
The tension wire is locked mechanically and electrically onto the drum of a small
winch. The winch motor is controlled by ground command {figure 6).
INBOARD CELLS
I I I I LJ I1_11 I IJ I II
I I I I-I I1_1 I I Pl I I I
VERTEBRA I']1+
WINCH c:::,_ :\ I!1 INSo
'f .....,;,,,i!+: j "I: 'Jl''I-I 1 II
CENTRALCELLS
.I II I | I LI I I--I I I LI I I II
-I l"|'r''r'"r'llll"
tl- f f+C INS.._
l- -I!l• I!ll,,,u,,-,,,,J,j,
I I I rl I rill I-I I I II-
+ C = CONTACTMADE BY PULLING IN
WITH WINCH
INS. = INSULATOR
OUTBOARDCELLS
I +
,22- . • ;;.;
: : + -i
III i ILl I I_i I I i L.I i IL
I_I I I FI I r"l I I ! I-I I I i-
COMPRESSION
- SPRING
VISCOELASTIC COATEDJOINT
SPRING
Figure 6 Electrical Detail
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SYSTEMOPERATION
After thevehiclehasbeende-spunandstabilized, or "captured," the pin puller
pyrotechnic material is fired on command, activating the pin puller and releasing
the package cover. Figure 7 diagrams the sequence of operation.
A. FOLDED
B. UNFOLDED(MONITORED)
_> _-=.._--'-_-=-_®_.....
C. OPENED
_r,-,,_7-............
D. WINCHED TOGETHER
Figure 7 Operation Sequence
The end mass, being the last element packed, will be the first ejected. Since it
will experience the least number of restraining forces, it will lead off the proces-
sion by slowly unfurling outward, hinging about its coil spring. The viscoelastic
coating will slow down the process to prevent the springs from unfolding too rapidly
and cracking the cells. When all the modules have sequentially deployed themselves,
they should be axially aligned. The precise point at which this condition is attained
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cannot be determined positively without a monitor. (However, a TV camera is not
recommended, and certainly not a closed circuit, b_ause its powcr requirement
would be charged against the power-boom system. ) The time required for the cells
to open into the box formation is independent of the deployment sequence. In figure 7,
C and D can be interchanged or considered to be performing simultaneously.
Assuming that alignment has been attained, the ground station sends in a command to
the winch motor, which begins winching in the slack tension wire, drawing the modules
together, and forcing them into the conical seats provided at the ends of each verte-
bra. At a predetermined tension value, the winch will lock itself and open the motor
circuit. The compression spring in the end mass prevents the boom from buckling
under an overload and guarantees a prestressed boom.
VERTEBRA
The central core of the vertebra can be seen in cross section in figure 8.
The core could be formed by rolling a round external tube onto an annular tube and
soldering the two together. The cross-arms provide excellent transverse loading in
the stowed position, and save about 9 percent overall stowage volume on a strength-
to-weight comparison with a round tube. There is a sufficient thickness of metal in
the vertebra to provide good thermal conduction, and enough surface to provide good
electrical conduction. One end is fitted with a conical plug or male connection, the
other with a mating conical socket or female section which is insulated from the
main body (see figure 8). Since the complete vertebra is hollow, it will permit the
passage of the tension wire.
No attempt has been made to control twisting of the modules relative to each other;
since output is based on average value, a random rotational orientation will not alter
the output.
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Figure 8 Module - Section Showing Folded Position for Stowing
MECHANICAL BENDING
The extremely minute extent of the bending forces that bear upon an orbiting satel-
lite is difficult to appreciate. In the motion picture of the Gemini IV capsule,
Major White's glove appeared to maneuver out through the hatch. However, it was
the capsule doing the maneuvering and not the glove, which is probably still in orbit.
In other views, ribbons were seen to be dangling from the capsule with almost com-
plete immobility.
At 555 km altitude, the atmosphere contains, at a solar maximum, a concentration
of some 70 million assorted particles/cc - 4 quadrillion times less than that pre-
vailing at sea level. These particles, (molecules_ however, can cause an aero-
dynamic loading of 1.5 x 10 .4 ft-lb. When the Sun shines upon the boom, the
photon flow amounts to negligible 0.03 x 10 -4 ft-lb. The gravity-gradient moment
amounts to about 24 x 10 -4 ft-lb, or roughly 0.5 in.-oz, an amount which the de-
sign can readily handle.
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THERMAL BENDING
Another difficult concept is that of a tiny rod, bathed in the vast expanse of solar
radiation, suffering significant bonding owing to the sunny (white) sides expanding
and the shady (black) sides contracting. If the temperature of the two sides of the
boom can be kept equal, the boom will not experience thermal bending.
One method of maintaining a zero thermal gradient would be to screen the boom
from the direct rays of the Sun; however, this would require that the screen travel
alongside and completely circumvent the boom without being a part of it. Another
possible solution would be to "box in" the boom, which would induce a constant
ambient temperature. Here again, the box should not touch the boom.
The next logical solution could be to surround the boom (with solar cells, for
instance) using a central support moving perpendicular to the axis of the boom without
imparting extraneous forces to the boom. The heat conducted to the boom through
the support must be small enough to be lost in the thermal noise. This is compara-
ble, in effect, to building a greenhouse and using one of its excellent character-
istics (ambient control) to advantage (figure 9).
Figure 9 Module - Section Showing Active Position of Cells After Deployment
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The price exacted for gaining an even heat is higher temperatures. The cells will
probably experience a maximum temperature of about 115 ° to 120°F, a loss of some
12 percent in power from that of room temperature.
SIMULATED ZERO-G TESTING
Before one of these systems is flown, an operational test should be performed -
one that simulates the nearest environmental conditions. The major unknown
factor is the path of deployment, which brings up the following questions:
• Will each module unfurl in sequence, or will one be displaced in turn by
one more aggressive?
• Will the slight residual motion of the satellite after capture cause the
boom to suffer a catastrophic buckle?
• Will the wires "hang up?"
None of these questions can be positively answered without an operational test in
a zero-g environment.
From an engineering standpoint, water comes closer to providing a practical work-
able zero-g fluid than any other medium. The model must be designed with an
overall specific gravity of one. This, of course, requires the selection of materials
very different from those planned for flight. The springs and wires, however,
should probably be the same as those planned for use in flight, which requires that
their negative buoyances be compensated for by positive buoyancy inherent in
materials selected for the mock vertebra and solar cells. A good, relatively in-
expensive source of such materials is wood chemically impregnated to seal out
moisture, or gas-entrained plastics. The method envisioned is to set up a flight
package mockup under water in a large test tank, such as the Lockheed Underwater
Missile Facility (LUMF) used for testing models at LMSC, and to film a number of
underwater deployment sequences. Time factors will not be accurately simulated,
but ratios of times and sequences will be simulated.
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.Water thermal currents, if induced inthe proper direction, might offer a perturba-
tion equivalent to satellite residual motion after capture, which would subject the
boom to an appropriate bending moment for the test.
CONCLUSIONS
It appears that the combination of the power and stabilization systems promises a
step toward greater success of experiments conducted from space platforms. Test-
ing the required mechanisms in an underwater environment that simulates the zero-g
condition of space will, hopefully, confirm the mechanical feasibility of such a
scheme.
O
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ANALYSIS OF AEROSPACE IMPACT PROBLEMS
By D. Hayes, C. Cawood, and T. Kertesz
University of Santa Clara
This paper describes a graphical technique for analyzing the behavior of objects during
and after impact. The technique is illustrated by the presentation and experimental
verification of an analysis of a particular system. Single impacts with various initial
conditions are examined. The analysis is then extended to cover the case of repeated
impacts of the same objects. Degeneration of system motion to either a pure central
or a pure sliding impact mode is confirmed by both theoretical and experimental results.
The existence of a critical angle, which determines the degenerate mode, is established.
INTRODUCTION
Graphical analysis of impact may be applied to numerous engineering problems involv-
ing relatively low velocities and noncentral impact conditions. It is particularly useful
in obtaining predictions of velocity vectors during and after impact, as in orbital dock-
ing maneuvers and grazing incidence of soft landing payloads on the lunar surface.
Impact problems encountered in the design of payload release mechanisms can also be
readily handled. Although the impacts considered are of a nondestructive magnitude,
the velocity vectors are significantly affected by tangential friction impulses as well as by
the impulses usually considered normal.
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Thetechniqueusedfor analyzingthese impacts is basedonananalysisof the general,
two-bodyimpactproblemdevelopedby E. G. Routh(ref. 1) at the turn of the century.
As anexampleof this method, the impactof a steel ball on aninfinitely rigid wall is
examined. Theexperimentalresults obtainedfrom this exampleare comparedwith
thosecalculatedfrom the theory for various initial impact angles.
The conditionsexaminedincludenoncentralsingleandmultiple impacts andthe influ-
enceof the coefficientsof elastic restitution andfriction on the resulting velocity
vectors andangularrotations. For the caseof multiple impacts the existenceof a
critical initial impactangleis establishedanalytically andverified by experimental
results. This angledetermineswhichof the two modesof degeneracythe motionof
the systemwill acquire.
SYMBOLS
e
"I F
I N
IN,C
m
( )n
R
u
V
v
0
0
c
coefficient of restitution
tangential friction impulse
normal impulse
normal impulse for zero compression velocity
mass of ball
initial value for nth impact
a value during and after nth impact
radius of ball
tangential velocity component
total velocity of impacting ball
normal velocity component
angle of incident impact
critical angle defining system degenerate mode state
coefficient of friction
angular velocity of ball
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EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
A simple experimental apparatus was devised to permit the qualitative study of initial
and multiple impacts of a solid steel ball on a massive steel surface. The system, as
shown in figure 1, consisted of a 2.0-in.-diameter steel ball suspended by a 76-in.
glass-fiber cord so as to just clear the floor plate.
30 45
Figure 1 Experimental Setup
A protractor scale drawn on the floor plate allowed angle measurements to be made
within + 3 deg. A heavy steel angle plate, located 1.0 in. from the protractor scale
center with the contact face parallel to the protractor base line, provided a suitably
rigid impact surface.
All experiments were performed by carefully releasing the ball from a point above the
protractor scale arc with zero-angular velocity. This provided a reasonably uniform
impact velocity (44 in./sec) for all initial impact angles.
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Angleswere measuredfrom the normal to the impact surfaceby placingthe pivotal
angle-barsunder the pathof theball.
Theuseof a glass-fiber cord provideda torsion-free pendulumsuspension,which allowed
theball to freely acquireangularvelocity during impact. This angularvelocity wasalso
retainedwithout dissipation;therefore, it couldbe consideredas aninitial conditionfor
the next impact in the multiple-impact cases. Typical systembehavior is shownin
figure 2.
oI >o
_-DEGENERATE MODE -CASE 2
Vc-_ t-DEGENERATE MODE - CASE 1
Figure 2 Critical Angle - Mode Diagram
ROUTH ANALYSIS-IMPACT EQUATIONS
The Routh analysis of impact assumes that the bodies are rigid and that elasticity is
limited to a small region at the impact point. Application of the conservation of
momentum equations leads to the definition of a normal impulse I N and, as a result of
friction, to a tangential impulse I F. Details of this analysis are available in refs. 2,
3, and 4. From the Routh analysis, equations for these impulses are developed and
shown to result in straight lines on an impulse diagram. For the particular system
examined, these lines are parallel to the I F and I N axes, respectively, as shown in
figure 3.
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IN
IN, C
0 IF
Figure 3 Routh Impulse Diagram
System behavior is studied by tracing the path of a representative point starting at the
origin and proceeding at an angle equal to the arctangent of the friction (tan-lt_ ) toward
the limiting value lines IN,C, IN, and I F. The IN, C line represents the point of
maximum compression of the ball, i.e., zero-compression velocity. The I N line,
located at I N = IN, C ( 1 + e ), represents the added normal impulse due to elastic
restitution and is the line at which system contact ceases. The I F line represents the
value of tangential impulse required to reduce the sliding velocity to zero. Two distinct
modes of behavior are shown on the diagram in figure 3.
Case 1, as noted by path OTQ, reaches the maximum value of I F at point T. This
implies that the ball ceases to slide and attains pure rolling during contact. No further
friction impulse develops, and the representative point moves to the point Q on the
IN, C ( 1 + e ) line at final contact.
Case 2 is shown by path OP and represents the condition of sliding throughout the time
of contact. Note that, although I F has continued to increase during contact, it has not
reached the value required to reduce the sliding velocity to zero.
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For simplicity, theassumptionis madethat the friction coefficient p is constant and,
therefore, the finalvalues of impulse are those shown at points Q and P.
Single Impact
The diagram in figure 4 defines the system state before and after a single impact. Use of
the Routh method yields the following impulse values and final state equations for the two
cases discussed above.
I N
f
Y
R ,,
/
\
Figure 4 Diagram of Impact
• Case 1- Pure Rolling Attained
I N = m V cos 01 (1 + e) (1)
2
I F = -_m V sin 81
(2)
!
v I = -ev I
(3)
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' 5
u I = -_u I (4)
' 5 Ul
60 =
1 7 R (5)
Note that when e
[5 t81 = tan-1 _-_ tan 0
5
= -_ the angle of rebound will equal the angle of incidence.
(6)
• Case 2 - Sliding Throughout Contact
I N = m V cos 81 (1 + e) (7)
I F = m V cos 81 (1 + e)p (8)
!
v 1 = _ev 1 (9)
!
u 1 = u I - v I (1 + e)_ (i0)
_0
' 5 Vl
1 = 2 R (I + e)# (11)
( tan 81]' -i 1 + e_/1,81 = tan e e (12)
In this case the angle of rebound will equal the angle of incidence if
(1 + e)
tan 81 = _ (1 - e)"
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Multiple Impact
The final values of the first impact may be used as initial conditions for a second impact.
In this case a value of angular velocity must be considered in addition to the normal and
tangential velocity components. This procedure is continued to the nth rebound, and
constraints are defined for the system behavior of Case 1 and Case 2. This eventually
leads to a definition of the system degenerate modes. Note that the tangential impulse
shown in figure 4 reverses direction for each successive impact. The general expres-
sions for normal and tangential impact for the nth rebound in terms of velocity compon-
ents are:
I N = m v n (1 + e) (13)
IF = (-1)n -1 2m[7 Un + w R]n (14)
These values are now used to obtain results for the two modes of system behavior.
• Case 1 - Pure Rolling Attained nth Rebound
Assume that pure rolling is attained in each successive impact, which requires
u
that ¢v _ n The following final values in terms of initial angle and velocity
n R"
components for the nth rebound (n -> 1 ) are obtained:
v n
v n - e v I (15)
u n = ( - 1 -_ u 1 (16)
lUl= ( - 1 -- (17)n 7 R
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On = tan - 1 ) -_ tall ,ix.v,_
!
Equation (1S) implies that O approaches zero as n becomes large. From
n
the assumption that pure rolling is always reached on the impulse diagram,
however, a constraint exists which implies that I F < pi N for all values of n.
In terms of system constraints this becomes
' 1 49
01 < tan- _ #e(1 + e) (19)
As long as this constraint is met, convergence of
occur in a pure rolling mode.
!
0
n
to zero will always
Case 2 - Sliding Throughout nth Rebound
Recall that for the single impact case, I F = pi N. Using this definition of I F,
the final values of velocities and angles for the nth rebound (n -> 1 ) are as
follows:
, = _ n (20)
vn e vI
, l)n-i [ (i + e) (i - en)]Un = (- Ul - _Vl (i - c)
(21)
' 5 Vll 1w n = - -_#_- 1 - (-e) n (22)
On = tan -1 (-1) # (1 + e) (1 - e n) (23)
en(1 - e)
To satisfy the requirement that sliding occurs for all successive impacts, I F
must be greater than _IN, where I F and I N are determined by use of the
general expressions in equations (13) and (14). The least value that will satisfy
this inequality is given by
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tan #(l+e (24)
This is the corner value of the initial impact diagram and implies that 01
less than the above value will result in rolling contact for the initial rebound.
Equation (23) implies that the degenerate mode in this case is represented by
0 approaching 90 deg, provided that the sliding mode is maintained. The
n
constraint to maintain the sliding mode is obtained from equation (23) by re-
quiring that
I# (1 + e I] (25)
81 > tan-1 (1 - e
Critical Angle
The critical angle of 81 is the least value for which the angle of rebound will be greater
than the angle of incidence. This suggests that a certain value of the initial impact angle
will define the boundary between the two degenerate mode states of the system. The
system behavior for initial angles between those defined by equations (19) and (25), al-
though always resulting in I 0 I < I On T alternates between rolling and slidingn -1 '
until 0 becomes sufficiently small to meet the requirements of pure rolling as defined
n
by equation (19). Therefore the critical angle can be defined as
0c = tan-1 [ (1+ eli#(1 - (26)
Computed Values and Experimental Results
Values of the friction coefficient for steel-on-steel were obtained by measuring the drag
of the ball with a Chatillion force gage and comparing it to values given in the Mechanical
Engineers' Handbook (ref. 5). The coefficient of restitution for normal impact was ob-
tained by observing the average decay of the normal rebound amplitude during five cycles.
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• The values obtained for use in the computations were M = 0.1 and e = 0.8. These
values were assumed to be constant throughout the duration of the impact.
Values of I N and I F were computed for five initial angles using the relations defined
by equations (13) and (14). An impulse diagram was then constructed for each initial
angle as shown in figure 5. Since the quantity m V appears in all terms of the impulse
II
¢,4
fl
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IN
1.5
Q
1.0
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0.5
I N
1.5 Q
T
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1.0
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J
81 = 15
I
0.5
1
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m
_Q
bT
I 1
P
I I : I I = I I .
Figure 5 Routh Impulse Diagrams, Steel-on-Steel
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equations, it can be considered as a scale factor and may be normalized out. The
path of the representative point was then established for each initial angle to determine
whether a rolling or sliding mode of system behavior existed at the time of loss of con-
tact. With the mode established, the final values of velocity, rotation, and angle were
determined using the appropriate relations from equations (3) through (12). The com-
putations were then continued using the above values as initial conditions to establish
a set of I N, I F values for the second set of impact diagrams. This procedure was
again used to obtain a third set of impulse diagrams. Rebound angles for the first three
impacts resulting from each of the five initial angles are shown in table 1.
Table 1
RE BOUND ANGLES
T T T
01 02 03
Initial Angle (deg) (deg) (deg)
(deg)
C* E** C E C E
15
30
45
60
75
-13.5
-27.3
-45.1
-62.7
-77.3
-13.8
-28.3
-49.8
-63.2
-78.2
7.6
26.4
45.2
65.6
79.5
7.2
26.4
54.4
72.4
81.0
-2.8
-15.5
-45.3
-68.4
-81.2
-2.2
-20.0
-58.0
-74.6
-81.8
*Calculated
**Experimental
Figure 5 shows that the steel ball will reach a condition of pure rolling during impact
for each of the three successive impacts when the initial angle is 15 deg. When the
initial angle is 30 deg, however, the pure rolling condition is reached only during the
first and third impacts, whereas sliding throughout the contact occurs for the second
impact, as shown in figure 5. For the remaining initial angles, sliding occurs
throughout the duration of each successive impact.
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•Goodagreementbetweenthe computedan&themeasuredvaluesof the reboundangles
wasobtained In addition, thepredictedvaluesof the critical angleandthe required
anglefor anequal reboundagreedclosely with the experimental results. The value
of the critical angleobtainedfrom equation(26)is verified by the 45 degimpulse
diagramresults, which are the first to showdivergenceof the reboundanglestoward
90deg. Also, it canbeobservedthat the exactvalue of 0 is that initial angle for
c
which the first rebound angle equals the initial incident angle ( coI = 0 ). This
result is verified by the first rebound angle of -45.7 deg resulting from a 45.0-deg
angle of incidence.
Thus, a critical angle is shown to exist. Initial angles less than this value degenerate
to a normal impact mode with zero angular velocity. Initial angles greater than this
critical value diverge to a pure sliding mode at On = 90 deg, with a residual angular
velocity as defined by equations (22) and (23).
C ONC LUSIONS
In evaluating any method of analysis the engineer generally asks two questions:
• How well does it predict the natural phenomenon?
• How difficult is it to perform?
At the outset of this analysis, the implicit question was: can the behavior of a body,
impacting in the presence of dissipative forces, be determined by the use of some
simple tools without recourse to higher mathematics? It has been shown that an
affirmative answer can be given to this question. A designer can find the final degen-
erate state an impacting body will reach once it has dissipated all the kinetic energy"
in either the normal or tangential velocity component. It has been sho_n that the
mode a body relaxes into is solely a function of its material properties and the initial
state of motion.
The method developed by E. J. Routh more than 60 years ago for a simple impact can
be altered to enable the designer to predict, in one step, the final state that will exist
after a series of impacts. It was also shown that if knowledge of the intermediate
states is desired, the necessary calculations can be performed with ease.
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The experimentsindicated'that, while the methodis,simp_, care must beusedin its
application. Thematerial constants- friction andrestitution - must be well defined.
Moreover, theseexperimentshaveshownthat goodagreementbetweentheory and
practice will result only whensecondaryeffects causedbyhigh friction, bodydistor-
tion, etc., are minimal.
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COMPRESSION-SPRING SEPARATION MECHANISMS
By T. G. Harrington
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
The use of compression-spring mechanisms in the separation of spacecraft and'sl_ro_ds
is discussed. Guidelines are laid down whereby the separation restraints can be used
to determine the necessity, or lack thereof, of closely guiding the spring. Experience
(design, analysis, and flight) is cited to show what can be accomplished by proper
design of the mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
The separation of spacecraft components, which occur in every flight, represents
crucial and major events that must be successfully executed to fulfill mission require-
ments. Separation systems vary as widely in physical and functional properties as the
performance requirements which they must satisfy; however, most systems use helical
compression springs as an energy source. This paper summarizes the principal design
characteristics of separation mechanisms and empirical data obtained from actual
separations in space.
RESTRAINT COE FFICIENT
Spacecraft mission requirements generally define sufficiently the degree of sophistica-
tion which must be incorporated in the design of the ejection mechanism. The simplest
ejection mechanism - the free spring - can be used successfully in some applications.
However, as the restraints imposed on the separation event become more restrictive,
a point is reached when the spring must be guided. To help define this point, it is useful
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to compute the restraint coefficient Cr,
tional to rotational energy of the system:
which is proportional to the ratio of transla-
20MV 2
r
C -
r 2
Iw
F
where
c - restraint coefficient
r
M mass of ejected body, slug
V -- required separation velocity, ft/sec
r
I =_ moment of inertia of ejected body, slug-ft 2
co = tip-off restraint, deg/sec
r
The numerical constant in the formula (20) was chosen so that the critical w11ue of
c would be i, i.e., for values smaller than i, simple free springs can be used, and
r
for values larger than i the spring should be guided. It is important to understand that
this coefficient is presented only as a guide for determining the type of spring mech-
anism to be used; the final selection depends on a detailed analysis of each individual
case.
In the case of payloads, both the separation velocity and the tip-off rate restraints are
generally defined. However. in the case of over-the-nose shrouds, i.e. , one piece
shrouds which must be separated forward over the payload, the allowable tip-off rate
must be determined by analysis, through use of the required ejection velocity and
allowable shroud-separation envelope. Listed below are the values of c r . computed
by using the restraints and mass properties of some representative shrouds and
spacecraft :
CMission r
Mariner C Shroud 6.36
DME-A Spacecraft 5.48
Mariner C Spacecraft 2.70
Ranger Spacecraft i. 44
Alouette Spacecraft 0. 15
Separation Mechanism
Guided
Guided
Guided
Guided
Free spring
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The springs used in all of these applications are of helical desigii with closed and 
ground ends and the mechanisms are close-tolerance guided systems such as shown in 
figures 1 and 2. The exception was the Alouette in which a single large diameter free 
spring was employed because of the lenient tip-off restraint. 
e 
Figure 1 Compression-Spring Separation Mechanism 
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Figure 2 Compression-Spring Separation Mechanism 
SEPARATION MECHANISM FOR MARINER C SHROUD 
The design of ejection systems is probably most interesting and challenging when 
applied to unguided over-the-nose shrouds. In this application, it is the spring 
mechanisms which ultimately define the separation envelope of the shroud. 
The shroud employed in the Mariner C flight (the Mars probe) can be used to great 
advantage in a discussion of this type of system. The basic performance requirement 
of the separation w a s  that it be separated in a manner that would avoid collision with 
the payload. 
trajectory constraint. In the light of this information, together with data on the enve- 
lopes of the shroud and spacecraft, the tip-off rate constraint was determined and the 
The separation velocity was  set  at 8 ft/sec, due to an unrelated 
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•restraint coefficient c was computed as 6.36 as previously indicated. The severity
r
of this constraint can be more easily visualized in terms of clearances. The critial
clearance items were the -aft plane of the shroud and the tip of the spacecraft solar
panels which meant that the shroud aft plane could not experience more than 4.4 in.
(the static clearance) of transverse motion in the 100 in. of separation distance
required to clear the panels. In other words, the shroud aft plane had to be ejected
along a line displaced not more than 2.5 deg. from the intended direction.
To satisfy the requirement it was necessary to design a system that would induce a
minimum of transverse velocity into the shroud aft ring. This was accomplished by
using the compression spring mechanism shown in figure 1. The mechanisms were
mounted in the aft end of the shroud so that the guide rods transmitted the spring
force to the adapter interface ring. Upon release of the vee-band (used to hold the
shroud during ascent) the springs then accelerated the shroud to approximately 90
in./sec in 4.5 in. of separation. The object of using close-tolerance guide rods and
bushings was to minimize any play in the system that would result in the shroud
moving transversely with respect to the adapter center line, i.e., unless the mechanism
plungers actually slid on the interface ring.
Analysis and tests have shown that slippage does not occur because the shear forces
developed at the plunger tips are less than the friction potential assuming an interface
with a coefficient of friction of 0.4. This lack of slippage is helpful in that
(1) the shroud aft plane has no transverse velocity at the time of spring extension,
and (2) the rotational rates introduced are less because the instantaneous center
of rotation lies in the separation plane and the resistance to torques, i.e., the
rotary inertia of the shroud, is therefore increased by Md 2 (the inertia transfer
term). Use of this approach is probably the most important single thing that can
be done to reduce the tip-off rate for, in many cases, the transfer term increases
the inertia by over 100 percent and thereby reduces the tip-off rate by over 50 per-
cent, assuming the torques to be the same.
There are, however, some mechanism and systems parameters which do introduce
velocities of the aft plane, notably spring misalignment and vehicle rotational rate.
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In the caseof spring misalignment, the effect is obviousin that the shroudseparates-
alongthe line definedby the angleof misalignmentandthe aft plane thereby acquires
a transverse velocity which is the componentof the separationvelocity, as computed
usingthe sine of the misalignmentangle. In the Mariner shroud, this effect was
minimized by controlling the misalignmentto ± 0.25 deg. Usually, little canbe
doneaboutthe vehiclepitch rate andthis effect therefore must simply beaccepted
as it occurs.
LABORATORYANDFLIGHT TESTPERFORMANCE
The Mariner shroud, to date, hasundergonebut oneflight test, in which it operated
satisfactorily. Theejection system, however, performed successfully in 34 labora-
tory separationsin the Mariner program and, just recently completed8 additional
tests in the Lunar Orbiter program, which employsthis shroudwith minor
modifications. Theactual shroudaft planeseparationenvelopeas determinedby
test andanalysis is shownin figure 3. The illustration showsthat the trans-
verse motion of theshroudaft plane is 2.0 in. at 100in. of separation, dueto
the separationmechanismalone.
The system in the ranger spacecraftunderwent9 tests in whichthe tip-off rate in
the worst-on-worst case(arithmetic, as distinguishedfrom statistical addition on
individual effects)waspredicted to be2.5 deg/sec. The systemwas flown 9 times
andalwaysperformed satisfactorily asshownbypost-separationdata.
Separationtests were run on the Mariner D spacecraft system andit wasdetermined
that the extreme tip-off rate wouldbe 1.4 deg/sec. It was further shownthat the
major causeof thetip-off rate was therelatively large (1. 125in. ) c.g. offset. The
effectof the offset canbeeliminatedcompletelyby theproper setting of the spring
preload andstroke, andit wasshownthat the tip-off rate canbeheld below1 deg/sec.
evenin the worst-on-worst case.
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Figure 3 Separation Envelope of the Mariner C Shroud
120
The four tests of the actual Alouette flight-item ejection spring showed a tip-off rate
of less than 7 deg/sec, which is very low for the free spring mounting. The spacecraft
experienced rates up to 28 deg/sec during the extension of the spring, but this value
always decreased considerably before spring extension. The flight of the spacecraft
last year showed that the system functioned as intended.
The DME-A spacecraft used an ejection spring exactly like that of the Alouette. Because
of the tight constraint on tip-off rate, however, it was installed in the mechanism shown
in figure 2. The six separation tests of the actual flight hardware showed the tip-off
rate to be less than 2 deg/sec whereas postflight data from the spacecraft have shown
that the measured rate was less than 3 deg/sec. It does not appear likely that a closer
correlation can be achieved.
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oIt has been shown that the separation restraints can be used to determine the advisability
of utilizing guided mechanisms. The use of mechanisms such as those discussed herein
can reduce significantly the separation misalignment. Their performance canbe analyti-
cally assessed, thus reducing the cost of testing.
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MARINER-IVSCIENCEPLATFORMSTRUCTUREANDACTUATOR
DESIGN,DEVELOPMENTAND PERFORMANCE*
By G. CoyleandE. Floyd
Jet PropulsionLaboratory
California Instituteof Technology
This report describes the Mariner-IV scanplatform andactuator, andtheproblems
encounteredin its development. Equipmentest results andflight experienceare
summarizedto support thediscussionof designadequacy. The scanstructure and
actuatordesignare consideredto be a reasonablesolutionwithin the framework of
schedule, structural efficiency, interface definition, and, most important, desired
functionalobjectives. Thedesign techniquesandproblem areasdescribed are con-
sidered to beuseful data for applicationto future spacecraft programs.
INTRODUCTION
The Mariner-IV spacecrafthas successfullycompletedits 229-daytrip to Mars.
The objectivesof the Mariner mission were to obtainscientific data in interplanetary
spaceandnear Mars, close-upTV pictures of the Mars surface, andatmospheric
data. In all respects, theseobjectiveshavebeenachieved.
Theplanetary scienceandacquisitionsensorsconsistedof a TV, ultraviolet photom-
eter, wide-angleMars sensor, andnarrow-angleMars sensor. Total weightof the
platform-mounted sensorswas 11.5 lb. All sensorswere to be mountedto provide
*This paperpresentsthe results of onephaseof research conductedat the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,underContractNAST-100,
sponsoredby the NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration.
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• To provide the necessary field of view and be compatible with basic bus structure
requirement, the science package was mounted at the bottom of the central cavity of
the basic octagon. The pointing direction was chesen to be 1 20 deg from the sun, with
the 180-deg scan axis parallel to the spacecraft Z axis.
Scan Actuator. The scan actuator consisted of a 2-w, 26-v, 400_cps, split-phase
motor and reduction gear train, providing an angular output speed of 0.5 deg/sec.
slip clutch limited the output torque to 40 in.-lb.
A
Science Cover. The function of the deployable science cover was to provide: structural
support and articulation, protection for the sensor optics from stray sunlight and micro-
meteorite damage during cruise, and a light source array, powered from the ground
umbilical, to check proper operation of the science and acquisition sensors during sys-
tems and on-pad tests•
DEVELOPMENT
Science Platform
Restrictions on the required field of view and scan freedom dictated a cantilevered tube
(figure 2) mounted in bearings. A machined, two-piece aluminum instrument mount was
riveted to the over-hung portion of the tube, and scan motion was introduced through a
splined drive link located on the inboard end. Relative location of the scan actuator and
drive link was based on consideration for cable harness routing to the science instru-
ments. A brief description of the science platform components is as follows:
• Support Shaft. The 3.00-in. -diameter scan tube with 0. 060-in. -thick walls,
has a first mode bending frequency of approximately 80 cps and tube strength
sufficient to provide a reasonable safety margin, assuming a lateral load of
50 g rms. Torsion loads were supported through a single pyrotechnic pin-
puller latch located immediately below the lower bearing mounted to the space-
craft structure. A check on the effect of latch stiffness'and tube size on tor-
sional frequency modes demonstrated a first mode torsional resonance of 150 cps.
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Figure 2 Section View of Science Platform
• Instrument Mount. The platform support structure was machined in one piece
with all bulkhead mounting planes parallel to ensure critical alignment between
instruments.
• Scan Bearings. The bearings selected for use on the scan platform were of the
sleeve liner type with Teflon-filled asbestos used as a liner material. Diametral
bearing clearance was 0. 002 in., based on anticipated temperature gradients
across the joint and consideration for the resultant nonlinear response of the
system to vibration input. Axial loads were removed through the flanged
lower bearing which had an end play of 0. 0005 to 0. 0015 in.
• Thermal Environment. As a result of the poor thermal conduction path through
the scan bearings, radiation transfer had to be relied upon almost entirely.
The 1-ft length of scan tube through the center of the bus and the support struc-
ture on the bus were black-anodized. All external surfaces on the science
platform were polished aluminum or gold-plated to reduce heat loss. The
entire instrument package was enclosed in an insulated turret shell that rotated
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with the platform. With the science packages painted black and open directly 
to the interior of the bus,  radiation transfer was accomplished. 
configuration assembled on a flight spacecraft is shown in figure 3. 
The resultant 
Figure 3 Platform With Turret Shield 
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0 Scan Actuator 
A method of routing the cables down the scan platform tube was devised which required 
that the scan actuator be relocated from inside the support tube to the top of the primary 
structure.  
figure 4 .  
The cylindrical actuator assembly, with cover removed, is shown in 
A brief description of the scan actuator components is as  follows: 
PRESSURE 
T R A N S P M  
LIMIT 
SWlTCl 
Figure 4 Scan Actuator 
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• Scan Motor and Drive. The scan actuator consisted of a 400-cps, 26-v, 8000-
rpm synchronous motor and reduction gear train, providing an angular output
speed of 0.5 deg/sec. The first stage ol reauctlon (980 to i) wa_ _I .... _ in
a gear-head attached to the motor. An additional 98 to 1 reduction was achieved
external to the motor gear-head, using a magnesium housing and standard gear-
ing techniques.
• Gears. Prior to the fabrication of the scan actuator, a series of tests indicated
that anodized 2024 aluminum gears running on electroless, nickel-plated, 303,
stainless steel gears without lubrication was a favorable combination. As an
added safety factor the aluminum gears in the aluminum-stainless-steel running
combination were further protected by electrofilm dry lubricant.
• Bearings and Seals. Except for the output shaft bushing, phenolic separator,
Class 7, ball bearings were used in the actuator. Each bearing and separator
was vacuum-impregnated with F-50 silicone oil. To prevent Brinelling during
vibration, the lower end of the output shaft was supported in a Teflon compound
bushing rather than by a ball bearing.
The output shaft was pressure-sealed by two Viton quadrings spaced 0. 050 in.
apart. When coated with F-50 silicone oil, the Viton quadrings, with the void
between filled with oil, provide a labyrinth-type seal. The gear housing cover
around the glass header electrical connector and separation plane was sealed
with Viton O-rings. The actuator assembly was pressurized to 30 psia with
dry air, which replenishes the oxide coatings on components as it is removed
by wear, thus preventing cold welding.
Scan Reversal Interface. The required actuator scan angle was ±90-deg from
a center position. A set of cam-operated mieroswitehes pulse the scan logic
system at each limit, reversing the direction of the scan. For redundancy
each limit incorporated two hermetically sealed microswitehes.
Telemetry Outputs. An angular scan position indication was provided by
coupling a single-turn potentiometer to the output shaft through a stage of anti-
backlash gearing. To provide engineering pressure and temperature environ-
ment information, transducers were installed internal to the scan actuator.
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In additionto theconventionalenvironmentaltests, a life test wasconductedon the scan
actuatorby driving a scienceplatform subjectedto a vacuumof 10-6 mm Hg. Life testing
wasalso conductedwith the pressure plug removedto simulatethe eventualityof pressure
loss during flight. Sincethe vacuumchambercannotreachthe lowpressure of the space
environment, theactuatorwasheatedto 130°F to speedlubricant evaporation. Nomal-
functionswere notedduring the 80-daytest.
Science Cover
Optics details for the TV and wide-angle sensor were finalized very late in the program.
To meet the hardware delivery schedule, therefore, a basic cover assembly mounting
plate, designed to accommodate various configurations, would change only as required
to attach each instrument. The final configuration of the science cover is shown in
figure 5. A brief description of the cover components is as follows:
• Cover Plate. Lightweight, low heat loss, and, most important, bending stiff-
ness such that boost loads would not be amplified through the cover into the
optics assemblies were the basic requirements for the cover plate. A bonded
aluminum honeycomb sandwich structure satisfies these criteria.
A 3/16-in. hex honeycomb core of 0. 0007-in. -thick aluminum alloy was used
for the plate. The cover sheets were 0. 004-in. -thick aluminum alloy bonded
to the core, using Metal-bond 406 adhesive and cured in temperature cycles
up to 350 °F. Epon 913 adhesive was used for fill-in insert locations and
around the edge of the plate.
Hinge Hardware. The hinge bearings (No. 10-32 threaded shank monoball rod
ends) were a stock item except for substitution of A-286 corrosion resistant
steel because of nonmagnetic considerations. The monoball liner consisted of
a fiberglass-Teflon weave. A bearing run-in procedure was utilized to ensure
low friction with a 3 in. -oz maximum breakaway torque being reasonably
achieved.
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Figure 5 Science Cover Assembly 
Clock springs of 0. 016-in. Elgiloy noninagnetic spring material were used to 
provide the cover opening force. 
on the spring material to guarantee a resistance to cold-n-elding nhen the spring 
was preloaded. 
only to overcome bearing friction and cable resistance. However, ground 
testing requirements gave a considerable margin to this value, resulting in a 
specified spring torque of 24 in. -02 per spring in the latched position. 
Molybdenum disulfide drylube was deposited 
Since in-flight actuation was zero-g, the spring preload needed 
Lens Cover Assembly. In general, the individual lens cover housings consisted 
of a 0.020-in. -thick, double-\r-alled aluminum shell similar to the TV cover 
assembly. 
diodes and terminal boards mounted on the back s i d e  of the inner shell. 
case of the TV cup, a Viton bumper nas attached to provide the required 
Double-filament bulbs \\.ere mounted in Teflon inserts n-ith blocking 
In the 
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stray-light shielding, andstill retain sufficient flexibility to prevent trans-
mission of vibration loadsfrom thecover to the opticsassembly. Thehousing
usedfor thewide-angleplanet sensorwassimilar, exceptfor lamp location
andtheuseof quadrantbaffles to sequencethe areas illuminated. To com-
plete the sciencecover assembly, the individual lens covers were attached
to the coverplate, andthepigtail wiring was routedto a terminal boardon the
hinge leg.
Cover Latch and Latch Actuator. The importance of reliability of actuation to
the success of the mission required the cover latch and actuator to be as fool-
proof, overdesigned, and redundant as possible. The latch itself consisted of
simple over-center linkage powered by dual stainless springs coated with dry-
film lubricant. Link pivots were dry-film coated stainless shafts in aluminum
housings with side clearance adjusted with Teflon washers. The springs, when
in the on-center position, generated approximately 13 ib of force with the
required over-center motion set at 2 ib to trigger.
A push-type solenoid was chosen for primary latch actuation because it satisfied
the performance criteria, had inherent long vacuum-storage capa}_ility, and
was compatible with the capacitor discharge power supply. A solenoid utilizes
a much simplified reliability test program as compared to a single-shot pyro-
technic device. The solenoid was capable of 3.8-1b force at 20 v and 5.8-1b
force at the rated 26-v capacitor charge voltage for a required 0. 090-in. stroke,
or approximately three times the required latch actuation force.
In case of failure in an element of the solenoid circuit, a mechanical backup
was provided as an unrelated secondary release. The mechanization chosen
consisted of a spring-loaded lanyard plunger which is automatically tripped
when the scan platform is rotated. The resultant configuration (figure 6)
allows nearly complete redundancy.
In addition to the conventional environmental and performance tests, one spare solenoid
and one complete assembly were subjected to a temperature-vacuum life test (although
not considered a qualification test) with the chamber environment held at 130 ° F and
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Figure 6
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Cover Latch and Lanyard Assembly
approximately 10 -6 mm Hg. The solenoid was cycled once a day against a plunger pre-
load with an end-of-stroke indicator to verify actuation. The science cover assembly
with a separate solenoid and latch was under vacuum for time periods varying from 15
to 30 days and then actuated. At the completion of the 180-day test cycle, no failures
were noted.
INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTING
Complete systems tests were conducted with the platform, actuator, and science cover
installed on the flight spacecraft and subjected to operational tests to determine functional
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adequacy. Simulated flight sequences were performed to determine ff the following
basic design goals were achieved: proper operation of the actuator using the flight
instruments and providing proper scan motion, and capability of the science cover and
latch assembly to perform their proper functions of actuation when using flight pyro-
technic power supplies and instrument calibration by means of the cover lamp array.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
Mariner IV has completed its mission with all scan platform and actuator hardware
having operated properly. Immediately following injection, the scan-inhibit switch
verified proper actuation of the pinpuller. At launch plus 75 days commands were sent
to actuate the science cover and exercise the scan system. Ten full scan cycles, or
2 hr of scan operation, were run with all elements operating properly. Verification of
cover deployment was received, and readings on scan-actuator pressure indicated a
0.7 psi pressure loss since prelaunch checkout. Plots of scan platform position versus
time indicated smooth operation with a measured scan speed of 0. 505 deg/sec.
At Mars encounter (launch plus 229 days), the scan system was again operated for
approximately 2 hr without measurable change in performance. Although the science
cover had been deployed previously, telemetry indication verified that solenoid current
had been applied properly. The operating temperature of the TV was measured as 21 ° F
during encounter, which was well within the allowable range, and verified the adequacy
of the thermal environment. The use of standard O-ring sealing techniques on the
actuator output shaft, was also proven adequate, based on the measured 0.7 psi
temperature-corrected pressure loss at launch plus 75 days and a quite acceptable 2.9-
psi pressure loss from the original 29.5 psi fill pressure as measured at launch plus
229 days. Operation with such a leak rate could have been accomplished for a considerably
longer period of time with high confidence in the unit's reliability.
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NONMAGNETICEXPLOSIVE-ACTUATEDINDEXINGDEVICE
By JohnP. Bauernschub,Jr.
GoddardSpaceFlight Center
NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
SUMMARY
A nonmagnetic,explosive-actuated,indexingdevicewasdevelopedfor'_ magnetometer"
experiment flown on the Pioneer-VI Spacecraft. Conventionalindexingdeviceswere
not suitable for use in instruments designedto measurelow-intensity magneticfields.
This devicefeatures anarrangementby whichnewexplosive-pistonactuatorsare cycled
into position to provide 11independentoperations. Thepistons actuateabistable
escapementwhichpermits precisely 180-degrotation of the magnetometersensor.
Althoughthe devicewasdesignedfor a specific purpose, it is basically a nonmagnetic
steppingmotor. It canbe modified for othersteppingincrements, andmore operations
canbeprovided.
INTRODUCTION
Developmentof a nonmagneticindexingdevicewas required sothat the magnetometer
experiment aboardthe Pioneerspacecraftcouldbecalibrated during flight. A calibra-
tion technique, in whichthe magnetometersensor is rotated 180deg, determinesthe
drift in the sensor. Themagnetometersfor thesemissions were designedto measure
spatial magneticfields betweenthe orbits of VenusandMars. Theintensity of the
magnetic field in this region is below10T; thus, it wasessential to minimize the
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permanentfield of the instrument andmeasurethe drift in the magnetometer. Perma-
nentmagneticfields are minimized by usingonly nonmagneticmaterials.
A novel feature of this device is the methodby which repeatedoperationsare obtained
with explosivepiston actuators. Normally, suchdevicesare usedfor one-shotopera-
tions because,bytheir very nature, they canbedetonatedonly once, andare not
retractable. However, this designovercomestheselimitations with a sequentialfiring
arrangementandautomaticreplacementof spentactuators. This paperdescribes the
mechanicalandelectrical functionsof the designwhichevolved, andthe uniqueproblems
encountered. It concludeswith anevaluationof the objectivesachievedandsuggests
other applicationsfor this device.
OBJECTIVE
Theprime objectiveof this program wasto developa nonmagneticdevicecapableof
repeatedlyindexing,oncommand,the magnetometersensor to precisely 180deg. The
requirementsessentialto achievingthis were:
• Permanent magnetic field of the mechanism must be less than 0.25 7 at
0.5 in.
• 180 deg _ 15 min rotation within 15 sec after receipt of earth command
• Minimum of 10 cycles
• Power allotment- less than 1 watt
• Weight allotment - 0.75 lb
A numerical reliability goal was not defined; however, failsafe and redundant techniques
were to be used where feasible.
DESIGN PRINCIPLE
The problem of selecting an approach was reasonably well resolved in that the conven-
tional electrical stepping motors and solenoid actuators were not suitable because of
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* their inherent magnetic fields. Effort \ v a s  therefore concentrated on adapting spring- 
powered devices which resulted in the explosive-piston actuated. bistable. escapement 
concept. 
DESCRIPTION OF RZECHAKIS~I 
The device, shown in figure I with the fiberglass cover removed. is mounted on the 
end of a boom. The principal feature of the design is an indexing apparatus that includes 
a magnetometer sensor  and a sensor ratchet which are fastened to a shaft that rotates 
in a housing. A spring attached to the housing and the sensor ratchet exerts a torque. 
forcing the rotating assembly against one of the tno  rotating arms. The two positions 
on the shaft. located 180 deg from each other. a r e  stable. 
acts ‘as ;t logical (decision-making) element since. for any position of the rotating assem- 
bl~. .  spring torque is exerted in the direction of the nearest  ratchet arm. 
This design configuration 
k RATCHET ARMS 
MAGNETOMETER SENSOR 
\ 
sc 
e 
ACTUATORS 
I 
!-TAPE CABLE a CONDUIT 
Figure 1 Fluxgate llagnetometer Indexing Device 
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The sensor ratchet arm is secured to a piston ratchet a rm which has two piston-impact 
surfaces positioned 180 deg from each other. Eleven pairs (one of each pair for redun- 
dancy) of piston actuators (figure 1) protrude from a piston actuator housing. Attached 
to this housing i s  a printed-circuit commutator (figure 2) to which the piston wi re s  a r e  
connected. 
is opposite that of the magnetometer sensor. The brush portion of the commutator i s  
rigidly attached to the annualar support structure. 
This i s  the movable portion of the commutator, and its direction of rotation 
Figure 2 Commutator and Piston Actuator Housing 
The force of detonation extends a piston 1/8 in. against one of the piston impact surfaces 
on the piston ratchet arm. The piston ratchet a rm pivots outwardly and carr ies  the 
sensor ratchet arm with it. The ratchet, along with main shaft and magnetic sensor ,  
disengages the sensor ratchet arm and rotates 180 deg. It then engages the opposite 
side of the ratchet arm,  coming to res t  in its other position. 
ton ratchet a rm permits the piston actuator housing and its associated commutator sec- 
tion to rotate 15 deg. In this manner, another pair of piston actuators are positioned 
under the opposite piston surface, and a r e  available for another detonation command. 
Simultaneously, the pis- 
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Lubrication
To avoid the friction and cold-weld problems associated with the hard vacuum of space,
shafts were made of aluminum, and then hardcoated and precision-ground to provide a
hard oxide surface. Molybdenum disulfide was then bonded to the surfaces. An alumi-
num thrust washer, which supports the rotating parts under a constant, centrifugal
acceleration of 12 g imposed by the spinning spacecraft, was fabricated and treated in
the same manner. The main-shaft bushings and the piston actuator housing, which
rotates on the main shaft, were fabricated from Delrin*.
Electrical Functions
In the ordnance circuit, the following sequence of events occurs on receipt of an index-
ing command. The experiment electronic system is energized, and the command to
index is sent from the ground station to the spacecraft. Upon receipt of this command,
the spacecraft sends a pulse to the magnetometer electronic system. This activates a
circuit that charges a 100_f capacitor to 12v in 10 sec. The capacitor is then elec-
tronically switched to the commutator brushes, which direct the power to the proper
piston actuators. The discharge burns the bridge wires, detonating the piston actuators.
A 27-ohm resistor in the magnetometer electronic system effectively shunts the firing
terminals of the piston actuators. This eliminates the possibility of a charge remaining
in the circuit, which could fire the next set of actuators when they move into position.
The commutator provides circuitry for firing the proper piston actuators and prevents
the accidental firing of pistons in the reserve position. Each pair of piston actuators
is wired in parallel to terminals on the commutator. One terminal of each pair of
piston actuators is electrically connected to the commutator ground circuit. The other
common terminal of each pair connects to an individual printed circuit pad. This pad
is shaped so that it intercepts two tracks of brushes.
*Delrin-trade name for a product manufactured by E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
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Sixteen pairs of brushes, attached to  the commutator brush support (figure 3 ) ,  are used 
in pairs  for  redundancy and will be considered as a single brush, 
to a common printed circuit which is the electrical ground, wipe the inside track. 
purpose is to short out all actuators that are not in the firing position. The brushes 
contact the individual pads on the commutator (figure 2) .  The pads are long enough to 
maintain contact with one set of brushes for  two steps. 
a Ten brushes, attached Their 
~rd a- 
Figure 3 Commutator Brushes 
Two brushes on the second commutator t rack,  mounted 180 deg apart ,  contact the indi- 
vidual pads and direct firing impulses to thc pisinn actuators. A1tho~1g:ii Liiey are wired 
together and, therefore, energized simultaneously, it is the position o f  the commutator 
that determines which pistons are fired. 
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The third commutator track is for direct sensing of the side which is in the firing 
position. This information is transmitted to earth. Two brushes, positioned 180 deg 
apart, contact grounded pads in this track and complete a circuit. The pattern on the 0 
commutator allows only one circuit to be closed at a time. 
The fourth commutator track is ground. 
two brushes,positioned 180 deg apart for redundancy, make contact. The ground termi- 
nals of all the piston actuators and the pads for determining the actuator housing posi- 
tion are connected to the annulus conductor. A printed circuit connects the two brushes 
for the outside track with the ten brushes that contact the inside track. 
This track is an annulus conductor to which 
A miniature electrical connector is located on the opposite side of the commutator brush 
support (figure 4). 
firing by shorting the actuator circuit. 
When a plug is inserted in this connector, it prevents accidental 
Figure 4 Commutator Brush Support 
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Fluxgate Position Indicator
Two nonmagnetic snap switches, used to determine if the fluxgate magnetometer is in
the 0 or 180 deg position, are attached to the commutator brush support (figure 4).
A pin extends from the main shaft, parallel to but displaced 0. 093 in. from the shaft
axis. As the shaft and pin rotate, the pin displaces the switch arms, which actuate the
switch. The fluxgate is on the opposite end of the shaft; therefore, the switches indi-
cate its position. The switch closes a circuit in the experiment electronic system,
which transmits this information through the spacecraft telemetry system to earth.
Magnetometer Sensor Circuit
Weak signals are obtained directly from the fluxgate magnetometer; therefore, a com-
mutator cannot be used because there are seven electrical connections and conventional
wiring is too cumbersome because the magnetometer makes 5.5 rotations. A tape
cable with five layers, for a total thickness of 0. 007 in.,therefore, is used. The cable
is copper-bonded Mylar arranged to provide a seven-conductor shielded cable. One
end of the cable terminates in a printed-circuit connector that plugs into the magneto-
meter sensor. To permit the desired rotation, the cable is coiled in a housing beneath
the sensor. It is routed through a U-shaped conduit out and over the indexing mechanism,
and terminates in an interface connector which is mounted on the center of the brush
support board on the side opposite the brushes. All wires from the indexing device that
mate with external circuitry are routed through this connector.
DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
When the device was first attached to the spacecraft boom and tested, the magnetometer
rotated 360 deg instead of 180 deg. High-speed movies clearly showed the dynamic
coupling between the ratchet arms and twisting of the boom when the rotating ratchet arm
hit the stop. This motion caused the ratchet arms to return to their original position,
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and the magnetometer continued ro_a_ing_hrough 360 deg uiitil it _eturned to its initial
position of 0 deg. In this position, however, the resulting forces from the impact held
the ratchet arms in position. This situation was corrcctcd by incr_.asing the off-center
spring tension and by installing an additional spring to hold the ratchet arms in the
180-deg position.
Two interesting problems occurred with materials selected for this device. In both
cases, materials which are normally nonmagnetic were found to be magnetic, in one
instance the Elgiloy power spring had oxidized due to a heat treatment, resulting in a
slightly magnetic oxide coating. In the other, the position-indicating snap-switch cases
and the seals through which the piston actuator electrical leads passed were made of
a glass-filled plastic resin that was found to be magnetic. Investigation revealed that
the magnetic condition was a function of the fiber length; shortening the glass fibers
corrected the condition.
ALTERNATIVE CONFIGURATIONS
There are various methods for obtaining the same mechanical output; e.g., the dual
ratchet arms could be replaced with a single ratchet arm and gear-train coupling. Such
a device, utilizing a planetary gear system, has been built. The bistable escapement
was selected for this application principally because it provides an additional fail-safe
feature. This feature ensures proper sensor alignment because it can latch only in the
0 to 180 deg positions.
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Other applications for this device include an X-ray camera for sounding-rocket experi-
ments. In this type of camera, each frame has its own filter, and these frames must
be positioned accurately for calibration. This device could also be used as a non-
magnetic command programmer in which each step of the commutator initiates a
different event.
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4 ": •CONC LUSION •
The program described in this report substantiates the feasibility of the selected
approach; relatively few problems were encountered, and these were satisfactorily
resolved. The indexing is positive; the sensor rotates 180 deg, + i0 rain within 12
sec after receipt of command, and only on command. The permanent magnetic field
of the model is less than the required 0.25 7 and the power consumption is much less
than 1 watt.
The device was first flown on the Pioneer-Vl spacecraft, which was launched 16
December 1965. It was first actuated on 23 December 1965, and it has been actuated
four times since then. It will be flown again on another Pioneer spacecraft later this
summer.
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LOW-TEMPERATUREEFFECTSONMATERIALS
FORAEROSPACEMECHANISMS
By Warren E. Henry
LockheedMissiles & SpaceCompany
SUMMARY
A knowledgeof the effects of low temperaturesonmaterials is l_ect_rningincreasingly
vital to the conductof scientific andtechnicaltasks involvedin spaceexploration and
related ventures. Advantagesof low-temperaturetechnologyare: (1) the avoidanceof
mechanicalor other failures in spacecraftwhich are normally subjectedto low tem-
peratures, (2) the greater sensitivity andincreasedresistanceto fatigue of devices
under lo_-temperature conditions, with improvedperformancecomparedto that pos-
sible at higher temperatures, and(3) the special uniqueproperties evidencedby cer-
tain materials under low-temperatureconditions. This studyencompassesthe cat-
aloging, evaluation, andcorrelation of properties. Suggestionsandexamplesof
applicationsof cryogenicmaterials are given, includingsuperconductinggyroscopes,
high-sensitivity indicators, andhigh-reliability aerospacemechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Aerospacemechanisms, involving movingparts in aerospacevehiclesas well as rigid
bodymotionsin space,dependvitally on thefollowing properties of the materials from
whichthey are fabricated:
• Mechanical
• Thermal
• Electrical
• Magnetic
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Theseproperties are oftentemperature-dependent(refs. 1-4). This characteristic
must therefore be recognized, understood,andusedin the designof aerospacemech-
anisms (ref. 5), sincethey are normally subjectedto very low temperatures in the
spaceenvironment(e.g., approachingabsolutezero). Ensuringbestperformance
in spacedemandsanappreciationof the properties of aerospacematerials at both
high andlow temperatures;there is often a correlation betweenhigh-temperature
properties andlow-temperatureproperties.
Aerospacemechanisminstrumentationcanbeenhancedby taking advantageof low-
temperatureproperties of materials, suchas high magneticintensities with rare
earths andhigh magneticfields in large volumesfor radiation shieldingof sensitive
componentsof aerospacemechanisms. Further, manypropellants for aerospace
mechanismsmust bekept at low temperatures.
Specialmagnetothermalproperties of materials at low temperatures canbeusedfor
temperature control at the surfacesof aerospacevehicles, thusprotecting the mech-
anismsthat are subjectedto wide variations of temperature. It must be remembered
that the aerospacemechanismsloopmay include man-- aparticularly fragile
"mechanism."
The reliability of aerospacemechanismscandependontemperature; manymechani-
cal andother failures are directly traceable to temperatureeffects. Involvedhere
are fatigue, flutter, frequencyconsiderations, etc.
Lowtemperature technologiescanbe usedfor special mechanisms,suchas super-
conductinggyroscopesfor guidanceandstabilization andsuperconductinggalvanom-
eters and bolometersfor supersensitivesensor applications. Finally, anunder-
standingoflow-temperatureeffects canlead to increasedunderstandingof the electronic
structure of the atom, thus laying thefoundationfor further applicationto newand
improvedaerospacemechanisms.
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In general, the effectiveness, reliability, and usefulness of aerospace mechanisms
depend on the properties of materials and systems, and on the controlled changes
that can be effected in such properties. These properues, in turn, can b_ highly
temperature-dependent. If, for example, A represents behavior of an aerospace
mechanism, P represents a pertinent physical property, and T represents the
absolute temperature, the following relations can be expressed
where
dA =
dP =
n
N =
n
Thus,
N
dA = \SPn] - n (1)
n--1
dT
PI" • • Pn-1;Pn+l" " " Pn (2)
Total infinitesimal change in the aerospace mechanism behavior
Total change caused by temperature of nth physical property
Number of physical properties involved (both known and unknown)
Index number of physical property
dA =
N
dT
=1%k8 Pn/T \ 8T/P1" ""Pn-i ;Pn+l """Pn (3)
TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS
The successful, optimum operation of aerospace mechanisms is dependent upon the
properties of materialanduponchanges in such properties . (See equation 1.) The
general change in physical properties is given by equation (2). The chief physical
properties applicable here fall under the four categories previously mentioned.
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Temperature-Dependenceof Mechanical Properties at Low Temperatures
Significant aspects of the effects of temperature on mechanical properties are as
follows :
• Elastic Constants. The elastic constants of simple metals have been
calculated from quantum mechanics and first principles by Ld_vdin for
absolute zero. Some theoretical work has been done on the temperature-
dependence of elastic constants. Experimental work has been done by
Overton (ref. 2) and others on some metals and insulators at low tempera-
tures, and there are examples of several types of changes with temper-
ature of the Cll, C12, and C44 elastic stiffness constants at low tem-
peratures. This fact must be borne inmindwhen an aerospace mechanism
depends on the value of the elastic constants of materials, for there are
sometimes large as well as discontinuous changes in the stress-strain
relationships at low temperatures.
• Tensile Strength. At low temperatures, the yield stress can change.
For some materials, such as certain stainless steels, the tensile strength
fortunately increases with low temperatures. However, for each material
used, the changes with temperature must be studied and tested at low
temperatures, such as in 302 and 310 stainless steel at 25°K and 303 at
21°K. It is necessary to take into account the effect of cycling at low
temperatures. The plastic flow is usually less pronounced at lew tem-
peratures but should be tested on new materials to be used in aerospace
mechanisms.
• Damping. The internal friction at a given flexing frequency leading to
damping or heating is temperature-dependent Alpha brass is an ex-
ample of a material subject to this effect.
Thermal Properties at Low Temperatures
Many thermM properties change at low temperatures. Following are some examples:
• Specific Heat. In metals, specific heat chm_ges rapidly as tempera-
tures fall below the DeBye temperature, varying as the cube of the
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absolutetemperature. This specific heatis significant for aerospace
mechanismswhereheatdissipationandtemperaturecontrol are involved.
Thermal Conductivity. The heat-conducting capacity is a function uf g_n]-
perature at low temperatures. As the temperature is lowered, most alloys
decrease in thermal conductivity. On the other hand, elementary pure
metals, such as copper and aluminum, reach a peak in thermal conductivity
at low temperatures. The degree of this thermal conductivity determines
the ease with which equilibrium can be obtained and retained in aerospace
mechanisms.
Electrical Properties
Metals usually increase in electrical conductivity as the temperature decreases,
and the conductivity becomes infinite, in many cases, at a superconducting transi-
tion. This circumstance makes possible many applications to aerospace mechanisms.
Semiconductors and insulators, however, show a decreased electrical conductivity as
the temperature is lowered.
Magnetic Properties
Magnetic properties can be categorized as diamagnetic and paramagnetic. Diamag-
netism arises from the orbital motion of electrons around atoms and through mole-
cules, which occurs in all substances. Diamagnetism, except for superconductivity,
is small and temperature-independent.
Opposed to diamagnetism is paramagnetism Strong paramagnetism arises from
unimpaired electrons in the unfilled shell, or from itinerant electrons in an electron
energy band. Strong paramagnetism is temperature-dependent; magnetic susceptibility
increases as temperature is lowered. As the temperature lowers, paramagnetic
material becomes either ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or meta-
magnetic. For example, anhydrous chromium trichloride becomes ferromagnetic at
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16°K whereascertain alloys of manganese,antimony, andchromium are metamagnetic,
i.e., ferromagneticat room temperatureandantiferromagneticat lower temperatures.
It is necessaryto studythe magneticcharacteristics of materials for aerospacemecha-
nisms at low temperaturein order to obtainthe suitable, reliable characteristics for
designof aerospacemechanisms. Generalstudiesare necessaryin order to learn
howto modify theferromagneticproperties or the superconductiveproperties of ma-
terials to beusedin thefuture.
DEPENDENCE OF AEROSPACE MECHANISMS ELEMENTS ON
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Examination of aerospace mechanisms reveals that capabilities and performance are
closely related to the physical properties of materials. A few examples warrant
consideration.
Elastic Constants
One example of the importance of elastic constants is the way in which they enter
into calculations (or determination) of flutter speed, since the flexure-torsion is
involved. The selection of materials, as well as the size and shape of members,
should be based on the values of the elastic constants. The stress-strain charac-
teristics are important for all mechanisms where stresses are applied or where
distortions (e. g., elongation) are important. Also, the force constants determine
important vibration or other frequency characteristics.
Damping
Partial or full critical damping is essential in guaranteeing the safety and reliability
of aerospace mechanisms. Parasitic (mechanical) oscillations can set up even with
small applied forces. At low temperatures, internal friction must be high enough
to counter any tendency of the mechanism to oscillate at a characteristic frequency.
An easily demonstrated example is a lead bell operated at low temperatures.
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Fatigue
Obviously, parts that are flexed, or otherwise mechanically cycled, must be fatigue-
proof beyond the extent to which cycling occurs. Ground test failure rates on aero-
space mechanisms are disconcertingly high (ref. 6).
Tensile Strength
This consideration is obviously important for any component of a mechanism that
must be able to support (by a healthy margin) the forces contended with under all
possible conditions of operation. Tensile-strength deficiencies are likely to
result in catastrophic failures.
Magnetization and Magnetic Susceptibility
Many parts of mechanisms (e. g., motors, timers, dampers, and controllers) are
dependent on the intensity of magnetization of a component, remanence of a part,
and susceptibility and coercivity of a material.
Miscellaneous Properties
Examples of other relevant properties are hardness, particularly for gimbals; size
and shape-restricted tolerances for close fitting or precision aligned members; and
radiation transmission characteristics for infrared radiation.
DEPENDENCE OF AEROSPACE MECHANISMS ON TEMPERATURE
In accordance with equation (3), it is possible to examine the direct temperature de-
pendence of the behavior of an aerospace mechanism.
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Flutter Speed
If A is a behavior such as flutter speed (ref. 7), the calculations are based on internal
friction (or structural damping), elastic constants, and the c.g. The temperature-
dependence of this calculated value is balanced off by the temperature of the damping.
Redesign is carried out until this balancing is obtained, and can include an additional
automatic damping based on a magnetic-damping increase as the temperature
decreases.
Fatigue
There are cases of increase of reliability against fatigue fracture of brass as the
temperature decreases. This was shown by Long and Simon (ref. 1) in connection
with the design of moving parts at liquid hydrogen and liquid helium temperatures.
In other words, if A is the behavior in terms of reliability or running time before
failure, Pi the property of fatigue resistance, and T the absolute temperature,
then, in accordance with equation (3),
T
< 0
PN
and, therefore
dA
--< 0dT
which indicates that the time of use of the mechanism is increased by lowering the
temperature.
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The siPaationwith certain steels is just the opposite. Here
so that
dA
--> 0dT
anda decreasein temperaturebrings abouta decreasein reliability andin operating
time.
Stability at Low Temperature
Among the threats to stability is a change in elastic constants. In this case, A
represents the behavior tending toward stability, and the effect of temperature on
.the stability through changes in damping is the question presented.
• A lead bell, for example, has a sonorous ring at liequid-nitrogen
temperatures and yields a thud at room temperatures. If P is
internal friction,
T
OPi I >0
\-_-/Pl --- Pi - 1 ; Pn + 1 --- PN
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then (dA)/(dT) > O, and the stabilitydue to damping decreases with decreasing
temperature.
Considering magnetic damping at low temperatures, a magnetized member is
moved with respect to an electric current. Here, if P. represents magnetic
1
susceptibility
but
therefore
dA
-- < 0
dT
and the stability can be increased by lowering the temperature of the normal
magnetic material.
Considering eddy current damping, Pi is taken as electrical conductivity.
8Pi_
-8-_-] < 0 (for a metal)
dA
-- < 0
dT
so that a decrease in temperature gives an increase in stability from damping.
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Stress-Strain at Low Temperature
Let A represent the behavior against 3deld Lmder stress.
T
If P.
i is the tensile strength
Now for stainless steel 302
(DPi / dA
-_-] < 0 and _ < 0
and decrease in temperatures at low temperatures leads to increased resistance to
yield stresses.
Some discontinuities have been noted in stress-strain curves at low temperatures for
stainless steel 302 and 303. Whenever there is a low-temperature phase transistion,
the pertinent properties can change markedly.
Surfaces and Lubricants
Smoothness of operation can depend on the relative hardness of rubbing surfaces.
Characteristics of the lubricant are also important. If the temperature is lowered, the
lubricant can become too viscous and finally glassy. Animal fat has proved to be a good
lubricant at low temperatures.
Magnetohydrodynamic Propulsion
Let A represent propulsion behavior or effectiveness.
netization of the active component,
If P.
1 is the intensity of mag-
&A)T > 0
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thus
dA
-- < 0dT
andthe propulsionis more effectivethe lower the temperature.
Maintaining Relative Tolerances
If two members fit each other to within close tolerances, temperature is important. If
A is now a difference tolerance such as 0. 0005 in., separation between two concentric
cylinders,
must be bounded mid
dA
dT
must be limited, which means that
-aT-/ and \_-/
must be bounded. Another case in which bounds must be put on the expansion and con-
traction is the ease of the change of the frequency of components, as in the instance of
a rotor affected by a change in the moment of inertia.
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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF LOW TEMPERATURES..
Many low-temperature phenomena can be used in cunnection with aerospace mechanisms.
Examples of current uses are low-temperature fuel gages, fuel pumps, and coolants for
sensors and control devices. Many of these are subject to improvement. Following
are examples of future uses of low-temperature technology in aerospace mechanisms
design:
• The superconducting gyroscope based on the expulsion of magnetic flux from a
shaped superconductor and thus suspending a suitable fast-speed rotor for a
g-yroscope.
• The superconductive galvanometer based on a reduction of the resistive com-
ponent of the galvanometer coil impedance to zero. This hypersensitive in-
strument will be useful in high-sensitivity aerospace mechanisms.
CONCLUSIONS
The aerospace mechanism is unavoidably subject to low temperatures. Aerospace
mechanism behavior is related quantitatively to physical properties of component ma-
terials and their physical arrangement. The four categories of properties -- mechanical,
thermal, electrical, and magnetic -- can vary markedly with temperature. Finally,
direct dependencies of aerospace mechanisms behavior on temperature have been out-
lined and illustrated, establishing the importance of low-temperature effects on ma-
terials for aerospace mechanisms.
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HIGH-IMPACT-RESISTANTMECHANISMS*
By JamesL. Adams
Jet PropulsionLaboratory
California Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
Investigations performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory indicated that-a large varmty
of complex and efficient spacecraft mechanisms can be built to survive impacts on the
order of 10,000 g from several hundred fps. Problems associated with ruggedizing such
mechanisms are discussed in this paper, and a variety of related design techniques and
methods are presented. Several specific mechanisms designed to survive a range of
shock environments are described. Results from investigations conducted by other
organizations confirm the conclusions arising from the JPL studies.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned explorations of planets and their satellites must eventually include the land-
ing of scientific payloads. The ability of landed equipment to survive influences the
selection of landing modes and the probability of mission success. Spacecraft capable
of such landings require mechanisms to accomplish various functions associated with
erecting and articulating the spacecraft and performing scientific experiments. Var-
ious representative mechanisms and related components are being developed at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Some of the findings of the JPL investigations are
discussed in this paper.
*This paper presents the results of one phase of research conducted at the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100,
sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Impact levels investigated at JPL include those extending up to 10,000-g peak accel-
eration with energies corresponding to pre-impact velocities up to 500 fps. This range
covers impacts likely to result from unsophisticated retro-braking or untrimmed aero-
dynamic entries. The Ranger seismometer capsule, for example, was to impact at
approximately 200 fps. The payload was covered with 7 in. of balsa wood to absorb the
kinetic energy. The resulting impact acceleration at the payload would have been on
the order of 2,500 g.
In approaching problems in ruggedizing equipment capable of surviving impacts of this
order, JPL emphasizes stiffness in order to minimize excessive deflection. Energy
absorption and acceleration-limiting material and equipment is applied to the payload
as a unit rather than to components of the payload. This approach is logical for im-
pacts of 2,000 to 10,000 g since deceleration strokes range from 0.7 in. (an average
of 10,000 g from 200 fps) to 23 in. (an average of 2,000gfrom 500 fps). Local use
of crushable structure or shock mounting is useful to attenuate sharp peaks on the
shock pulse, but rather difficult to use for attenuating average shock levels. About
5 in. of crushable structure would be necessary to halve the deceleration levels on a
component in a payload exposed to a rectangular 10,000-g pulse from 500 fps°
Experience shows that mechanism ruggedization for high impact is quite straightfor-
ward. All parts must be sufficiently sturdy to survive the impact, and all bearing
points must be adequately sized. Balance must be controlled to avoid unwanted torques.
After preliminary sizing through the use of simple, analytical techniques, the develop-
ment of ruggedized mechanisms proceeds on a cut-and-try basis. Although improved
analytical design techniques are being pursued at JPL, the program at this time is
largely experimental in nature. Analytical techniques such as wave theory and shock
spectrum analysis have not been generally used because of the geometrical complexities
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involved. Theintent of the JPL effort hasbeento demonstratefeasibility andsearch
for problems, rather th_noptimize.
TESTING
TheJet Propulsion Laboratoryutilizes a 50-ft drop tower, a bungee-poweredshock
machine, and3- , 6- , and22-in.-diameter air gunsfor performing impact tests.
Thedrop tower is usedfor tests up to 50fps, the shockmachineup to 200fps, and
the air gunsup to 500fps. The majority of themechanismtesting hasbeendoneon
the shockmachine, shownin figure 1. This machineutilizes two 20-ft strandsof
3/4-in. bungeecord for energy. At 80-percentelongation, this cord stores sufficient
energyto acceleratea 10-1bload (test specimenplus carriage) to 200fps. This ma-
chineconsistsoI a specimencarriage which rides ona pair of I-beam guiderails, an
impactblock, a cockingmechanism,anda releasedevice. Various velocities canbe
achievedby varying the releasepoint.
_ COPPER TARGET
, //-- CABLE GUIDE
BUNGEE CORD /
/ CARRIAGE
,/ 7
//
_G / _- W!NCH
/z
/
UIDE RAILS z-CABLE CUTTER
18 FT
ANCHOR BLOCK
I I
IMPACT BLOCK 1
I
18 FT .,_
L
i
I
o i 2
FEET
Figure 1 Jet Propulsion Laboratory Horizontal Shock Machine
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Shocksare obtainedby impactinga penetratingtool on the noseof the carriage against
various target materials attachedto the impactblock. Typically, flat-nosed tools are
impactedagainstannealedcoppertargets. Sucha test from 200fps mightproducea
rectangular pulsewith anaverageamplitudeof 10,000g,a rise time of 0.1 ms, anda
duration of 0.6 ms.
Mechanismsto be testedare either bolteddirectly to the test carriage or held in a
rigid fixture. An accelerometeris mountedon the carriage or on the specimento
record the impact shock. Accelerometerdataaswell as strain gagedataandother
electrical signalsare transmitted from the carriage by meansof trailing wires. Tub-
ing andcablescanalso beattachedto the carriage to provide electrical power andcom-
pressedgasesto the specimenif needed. Specimensare typically tested in all principal
distinguishabledirections. An axially symmetrical device(e.g., a turbine) wouldbe
tested axially andradially. A more complexmechanismmight be tested in six different
directions. If damageis not cumulative, specimensare testedat increasing impact
levels until failure occurs or until the target level is reached.
RUGGEDIZEDMECHANISMS
Oneof the more difficult problems in ruggedizingmechanismsfor high-impact survival
is that of providing adequatebearing area to preventdamage. This is especially true
if rotating elementbearings are used, as theyoften are in space. Manymechanical
spacecraft functionsare poweredby small electric motors utilizing rotating-element
bearings. Tests performedat JPL on rolling-element bearings under impact indicate
that it is impractical to expectstandardbearingsto support objects suchas motor
rotors at g levels onthe order of 10,000. Designapproachesfor supportingbearings
that will not transmit impact loadsthroughthe rolling elementstherefore havebeen
investigated.
Figure 2 is anexplodedview of a motor which hasbeenruggedized. This is a synchro-
noushigh-torque (1.1 in. -oz at 8 000rpm) motor (GaylordRives No. B344size 13)which
hasbeenmodifiedby supportingthebearings in six-degree-of-freedom spring mounts.
Therotor andthe housinghavebeenreworkedso that clearancesare small (typically,
0.005in. axially, and0. 001in. radially).
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Figure 2 Ruggedized Electric Motor 
During impact, the springs deflect sufficiently to prevent bearing loads from be- 
coming damaging. The major loads are absorbed by bottoming between the rotating 
mass and the housing. Similar modified motors have survived repeated impacts of 
10,000 g from 200 fps in all principal directions. 
Figure 3 shows a prototype air  turbine which was fabricated and tested. 
was built to test  the spring-mounted bearing approach with a relatively large (8 02) 
mass rotating at  high speed during impact. The turbine was rotated at approximately 
30 , 000 rpmwith compressed air before, during, and after impact. The unit was im- 
pacted axially and radially at  10,000 g from 165 fps. Although the rotating speed 
changed slightly during impact, the device regained its pre-impact rotating speed 
and operated successfully for a 2-hr period before shut-down. Examination did not 
reveal any significant bearing damage, and damage to the turbine and housing was 
small. 
This device 
185 
e -  
'. . 
ii 
Figure 3 High-Impact Air Turbine 
Figure 4 shows a spring-operated rotary gas valve developed in conjunction with a 
ruggedized scientific instrument effort. 
to interconnect several gas lines in various combinations. 
a "spirator" spring which s tores  sufficient energy for 45 cycles. 
weighs 0 . 5  lb  and can be triggered by a small solenoid, has successfully withstood 
impacts of 5 ,000 g from velocities in excess of 100 fps. 
tested at 10,000 g,  the valve should survive such impact levels with no major 
problems. 
This device is a three-position valve used 
The valve is powered by 
The unit, which 
Although it has not been 
Figure 5 shows a pressure regulator develoycd for low flow ra t e s  and stability under 
high impact. 
u L i l 1 A t :  a large mass and a spring to achieve the propel- dynamic characteristics. 
regulator utilizes diaphragms as both the pressure sensor and springs. For  use in 
space, the back of the diaphragms must be covcred with sealed chambers so that the 
output is insensitive to ambient pressure. 
Many pressure regulators a re  inxicquate under impact because they  
..+'1.' This 
18G 
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Figure 5 High-Impact Pressure Regulator 
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Theregulator is a two-stagedevicecapableof regul_tiffg_asupplyat several
thousandpsi to outputpressureson the order of 60psi with flow rates on the order
of 50ml/min. Regulationis within 0.5 psi at the outputover an input rangeof 200
to 1,500psi. Theregulator hasbeenimpact-testedat over 10,000g from 200fps
in all principal directions. Regulationhas remainedwithin 1 psi over the 200- to
1,500-psi input range.
CONC LUSIONS
Investigations performed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory indicate that a large
variety of complex and efficient spacecraft-type mechanisms can be built to survive
impacts on the order of 10,000 g from several hundred fps. This conclusion is borne
out by work performed by other organizations, such as the Philco - Aeronutronic
Division, which developed a mechanical facsimile system for possible hard landing
from a Ranger spacecraft, and ordnance laboratories, such as the Diamond Ordnance
Fuze Laboratory, Picatinny Arsenal, and CARDE, which, for many years, have been
developing fuzing mechanisms capable of surviving launch accelerations far in excess
of 10,000 g.
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A _T_TA PYROTECHNIC 5HOCK iSOLA11_. MECIL_.N_SM
By A. L. Ikola
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
The detonation of explosives in pyrotechnic devices produces several sources of shock
excitation. This shock, which may be considered as measurable and unmeasurable ex-
citation, can cause equipment failures. Solution of a pyrotechnic shock problem prob-
lem therefore calls for consideration of testing, analysis, equipment modification, and
shock isolation. A shock mount that has proved simple to use and extremely effective
in protecting equipment is discussed in relation to problems generally present when us-
ing shock mounts. Test results demonstrating the performance of the shock mount are
also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Pyrotechnic shock is generated by such devices as Primacord, jet cord, squib valves,
pin pullers, strap cutters, bolts, and nuts. These devices are used in missiles and
spacecraft to perform such functions as staging, nose-fairing separation, valve opera-
tion, antenna erection, and satellite ejection.
High reliability, low weight, and a long shelf life are advantages that make these de-
vices applicable to many designs. A disadvantage, however, is that they use propel-
lants or explosives which have rapid burning rates that produce high shock input to the
vehicle structure.
The immediate effect of a detonation occurs within the first few microseconds when
stresses are produced in the structure in the vicinity of the pyrotechnic device. The
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stress waves are quickly transmitted throughout the structure so that, as they are at-
tenuated, the original impulse energyin the detonation is converted into vibrational
energy in the structure. This latter effect occurs after approximately 500 #sec of the
detonation.
A second source of shock occurs when the detonation forces rapidly fracture vehicle
structure, bolts, or nuts during a stage- or nose-fairing separation. This fracturing
of metal is followed by a third source of shock which occurs when the expanding gases
from the detonation, or the release of stored tension or compression forces, produce
rapid structural distortions near the pyrotechnic device. The combination of these
shock sources (and probably several additional sources) produces what is considered
the pyrotechnic shock environment.
PYROTECHNIC SHOCK ENVIRONMENT
Description of a pyrotechnic shock environment requires definition of conditions that
are considered unmeasurable (or measurable only by highly specialized laboratory
techniques) as well as conditions that are measurable by ordinary instrumentation
techniques.
Unmeasured Shock
This shock is in the form of stress waves and is characterized by a "jump" or dis-
continuity in the parameters of the materials. In most isotropic structural materials,
shock waves will develop during propagation of compression waves above the yield
point of the material. Shock waves will not form, however, nor be maintained, during
propagation of tensile stress, no matter how great that stress. A shock wave induced
by a pyrotechnic separation device can cause a jump in pressure in the detonation area
to several hundred atmospheres in a few nanoseconds. Unmeasured shock, of which
the above example constitutes only one type, can cause damage to equipment and vehi-
cle structure.
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MeasuredShock
This categorycanbedefinedas a high-amplitude, complexvibration transient which
decaysfrom a maximumamplitudeto 10percentamplitudein approximately10ms.
Thegeneralcharacteristics of the complexvibration transient are peakamplitudesof
approximately4,000 g, with a predominantfrequencyof approximately5,000 cps.
Simultaneouslypresent with thehigh-frequencyvibration are the several lower-amplitude
andlower-frequencycomponentsnecessaryto completethe complexvibration transient.
Althoughthis shockactivity level is presentwithin 5 to 10 in. of the device, shocksof
lower amplitudearepresent throughoutthe vehicle.
PYROTECHNICSHOCKMEASUREMENT
An extensiveshock-measuringprogram _vasperformed at LockheedMissiles & Space
Company(LMSC),using a flight-quality vehicle. Measurementswere madethrough-
out the vehicle with piezoelectric transducersmountedonone-in, cubesof aluminum
to sensetheshockproducedbythepyrotechnicseparationofthe vehiclefrom thebooster.
The datawas recordedona magnetictapesystemwith a frequencycapability up to
10,000cps. Data reductionconsistedof bothoscillograms andshock-spectrumanalysis.
In general, test results indicatedthatoscillogramtransientsandshock-spectrumfrequency
distribution remainedessentially the same,with a significant reductionoccurring in the
amplitudeof the shockasthe distancefrom the shocksourceincreased. Figure 1 shows
a typical shockspectrumandoscillogram at 5 in. from the shocksource. Figure 2
showsthe shockamplitudereductionwith increasingdistancefrom the shocksource.
APPROACHINGA PYROTECHNICSHOCKPROBLEM
Whenconfrontedwith apyrotechnicshockproblem, LMSCgenerally appliesfour methods
of approach,as follows:
• Testing • Equipmentmodifications
• Analysis • Shockisolation
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Testing
Testing is the only accepted method at LMSC for obtaining flight qualification of equip-
ment. It is essential that such testing be realistic in order to prevent unnecessary
equipment damage or to preclude a false sense of flight confidence. A testing facility
developed at LMSC has proved to be a realistic simulation of a pyrotechnic shock en-
vironment. The basic requirements for the facility are as follows:
• The pyrotechnic shock environment must be generated by a pyrotechnic source.
• The test facility fixture must be similar to the flight vehicle structure.
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Drop- andpendulum-typeimpulse testers are not usedbecausethey producesevere
overtests in the lower frequenciesandare difficult to control to thedesired test spec-
trum. The rigid test fixtures andthe nonpyrotechnicshocksourcealso discourage
their use. Suchproblemsas schedules,test costs, andthe complexityof research ex-
periments oftenpreventtesting and, as a result, require that alternate methodsof ob-
taining confidencebe found.
Analysis
Stress-wave propagation in solids is very difficult to analyze because of the nonlinear
stress-strain relationship of materials during plastic behavior above the yield point.
High-speed computers employed to handle numerical techniques have yielded solutions
to the one-dimensional wave-propagation problem. Experimentally, techniques have
been developed to gather data to establish stress wave parameter relationships (Hugoniot
curves), to obtain damage threshold levels, to establish data about damage mechanism
and strain rate effects, and to verify the solutions obtained by the analysts. Various
workers have recently attempted to obtain a solution to the two-dimensional problems,
however, data of real value to the design engineer are not readily available.
Shock-spectrum analysis is used to compare the severity of the measured portion of the
pyrotechnic shock environment with equipment specification vibration and mechanical
shock tests. This analysis usually shows the pyrotechnic shock to be significantly more
severe near the explosive device. As the distance from the shock source increases, the
damage potential of the vibration environment (20 to 2,000 cps) eventually exceeds the
indicated damage potential in the pyrotechnic shock environment. This technique is
suggested only as a means of showing the inadequacy of the typical mechanical shock
and vibration tests as a means of substitution for the effects of the pyrotechnic shock.
Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of typical mechanical shock, vibration, and pyro-
technic shock (vibration) environments.
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Equipment Modification
Sometimes, the only practical means of solving a shock problem is by modifying the
equipment. The following are some typical modifications:
• Placing relay circuits in an energized rather than de-energized state during
shock to decrease the tendency for relay chattering or transferring
• Increasing command-circuit time constants to prevent activation from control
circuits that display short-duration chattering and transfer characteristics
• Using timers to unlatch relays suspected of accidental latching during the shock
event
Equipment modifications, although adding considerable flight confidence, are not con-
sidered as a method of equipment qualification unless the modified equipment is subse-
quently shock-tested.
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Shock Isolation
An effective method of improving equipment performance during a shock event is shock
isolation by means of shock mounting. It is, however, only a means of improving equip-
ment confidence unless the mount, in combination with the equipment, is shock-tested.
POTENTIAL SHOCK-MOUNTING PROBLEMS
Commercially available shock mounts will generally do an excellent job of isolating
equipment. There are several considerations, however, in addition to shock isolation
itself. Among these are the following:
• Installation space
• Weight
• Heat dissipation
• Equipment alignment
• Universal application
Vehicle Structural Vibrations
Vehicle structural vibrations, which range from a few cycles a second to more than
10,000 cps, have been analyzed and incorporated into qualification test specifications
for all equipment. Figure 5 shows a vehicle flight-vibration spectrum and vibration
qualification levels.
Equipment installation frequencies that coincide with structural frequencies will usually
cause equipment flight vibrations in excess of qualification levels. Before installing
shock mounts on equipment that has previously been qualified when hard-mounted to a
structure, it is necessary that several calculations be made to determine the installa-
tion frequency. When these calculations indicate frequencies close to dangerous flight
vibrations, shaker tests or pull tests must be used. Figure 4 shows that shock-mounted
equipment frequencies between 100 and 300 cps are desirable for use with the vibration
environment profile shown.
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Installation Space
Discovery of a shock-sensitive component often entails the installation of a shock mount
where adequate space is not available. Shock mounts should therefore be as small as
possible, requiring little additional installation space.
Weight
The major objection to the extensive use of shock mounts is the resulting increase
in spacecraft weight. Wherever possible, therefore, equipments are qualified for
flight without shock mounts.
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iHeat Dissipation or Absorption
The amount of heat dissipated or absorbed by equipment must be controiied _o that oper
ating temperature limits do not exceed qualification levels. A shock mount, when used
on high-heat-producing equipment, adds to the thermal problem by acting as an insulator.
Shock mounts, therefore, are to be avoided in these cases except where equipment is
scheduled to operate for short periods only. A moderate amount of equipment-produced
heat may be dissipated by the use of flexible conducting straps between the equipment
and the vehicle structure. Such straps are only feasible, however, for equipment that
produces a limited amount of heat.
Alignment
Alignment of equipment containing optical or tracking systems is difficult when combined
with a requirement for shock mounting. These equipments are costly, often one of a
kind, and require maximum shock protection without being subjected to the abuse of
testing. The shock mount must maintain accurate dimensional stability once aligned
while simultaneously providing the maximum possible shock reduction.
Universal Application
Although less important than performance, universal application is of considerable
importance from a cost-reduction standpoint. Each installation should therefore re-
quire a minimum of modification to equipment and to the vehicle, as well as a minimum
of analysis and testing prior to use.
LMSC PYROTECHNIC SHOCK MOUNT
The type of shock-mount technique generally used at LMSC for equipment protection is
shown in Figure 6.
The mount configuration consists of two silicone rubber washers and a length of plastic
shrink tubing. The washers isolate the equipment-package mounting flange from the
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Figure 6 Shock Isolation Mount
vehicle structure. The shrink tubing placed around the mountlhg bolt completes the
isolation of the equipment from the vehicle structure. The washers are semirigid, be-
ing in the 50 to 60 durameter range. The installation is completed by using a gage to
control the compression of the washers from an initial 0. 125-in. to a 0. 090-in. thickness.
This configuration, in addition to providing good shock isolation, has well satisfied re-
quirements relative to structural vibrations, space limitations, weight, equipment
alignment, and universal application.
Heat dissipation requirements, when not excessive, are solved by using conducting straps
similar to those used with standard mount systems. Vehicle structural vibrations have
not presented any significant problems, since the weight and installation configuration of
most equipment produces installation frequencies between 100 and 200 cps. This fre-
quency is ideal for separating equipment vibration from major vehicle structural vibra-
tion while simultaneously acting as a typical vibration isolator for the higher-frequency
vehicle vibrations. Considering the vibrations generated during the pyrotechnic shock
(Figure 1), it also is reasonable to predict substantial reductions of the measured
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pyrotechnicshock. To return to the unmeasuredportion of thepyrotechllic shock
environment(i. e., stress wavesin the structure) it is theorized that the shockreach-
ing the equipmentwill besignificantly attenuatedby the impedancemib,_,atchbctwccn
the vehicle structure andthe rubber mounts.
SHOCK-MOUNTPERFORMANCE
Althoughtheconceptof the simplified LMSCshockmountseemedpractical the
mountswere subjectedto pyrotechnicshocktests before beingacceptedfor vehicle use.
Theequipmenttestedwasa small packagecontainingseveral relays that controlled
functions in thevehicle guidancesystem. Twotests were performed - onewith and
onewithout shockmounts. Theequipmentwasinstrumentedwith vibration transducers
to measurethe shockduringboth tests. In addition, instrumentationwasplacedonthe
facility to ensurethat shockgeneratedduringboth tests were equal.
The equipmentwasactivatedin its functionalmodeandall control circuits were
monitoredby anoscillograph capableof detectingchatter or transfer in theorder of
400psec. The performance of the shock mounts was then evaluated in terms of the
reduction in the measured shock and in terms of improved equipment operating per-
formance, which includes the unmeasured shock.
The results from the measured portion of the spectrum are shown in figure 7 as
a reduction of the shock-spectrum response and also as a reduction of the peak
amplitude of the transient vibration. The results in both forms of data analysis
clearly indicate substantial attenuation of the shock environment.
The results of the functional portion of the test program are more significant than
the shock-spectrum reduction, since improved functional performance is the only
justification for the use of shock mounts. Figure 8 shows an oscillograph record of the
relay chatter and transfer characteristics when tested with and without shock mounts
installed on the equipment package.
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CONCLUSII)NS
The shock mount represents an excellent method for protecting equipment against the
effect of a pyrotechnic event and thereby improving its performance. Equipment
modification has also proved useful. However, LMSC experience in this area has
indicated that testing is the only positive method of assuring equipment flight
qualifieation.
Analysis is helpful in comparing the severity of a pyrotechnic shock with that caused by
other dynamic environments although the suitability of analysis for the solution of
present equipment shock problems is still beyond the state of the art.
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CONICALPIVOTBEARINGSFORSPACEAPPLICATIONS*
By GeorgeG. Herzl
University of SantaClara
SUMMARY
Literally millions of terrestrial precision instrumentsmakeuseof conical pivotgear-
ings becauseof their compactnessandlow friction (either with or withoutlubrication).
Suchbearings haveinherent tolerance to the spaceenvironment, andthey canbe
designedto withstandthe high impactaccelerationsassociatedwith vehicle launchand
other events. Their advantagesmakethemadmirably suited to mechanismsusedin
spacecraft. This paperpresentssomeanalysesof conical pivot bearing characteristics
andperformance, in additionto criteria for minimal torque design. It also supplies
formulas for calculatingoptimumbearingdimensions.
INTRODUCTION
Althoughthere hasbeenconsiderableexperiencegainedin the designandproduction
of conical pivot bearingsover the years, further analytic work is needed. Actually,
there hasbeenvery little suchanalysissincethe early 1930's, in spite of the rapidly
changingenvironmentsin which instrumentsare usedandthe ever-higher performance
demands.
Theadventof spacecraftinstrumentation, with its low operatingloads, opensupa
wholenewfield of applicationfor conical pivot bearings. Suchbearingsshow
particular promise for mechanismsusedin thepassive (or near-passive)long-life
* Basedin part on a previously publishedarticle by G. G. Herzl, "How to Designfor
Minimum Torque in Conical Pivot Bearings," MachineDesign, 9 Dec 1965, pp. 146-152.
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satellite systemsthat are currently beingemphasized. Oneappropriateapplication
wouldbe in a damperfor a gravity-stabilized spacecraft, whereextremely low torque
is essential to proper systemfunctioning.
Thefriction torque of conical pivot bearingsis comparableto that of hypothetical
journal bearingshavingshaftdiameters of the order of a few thousandsof an inch,
yet conical pivot bearingscanbeusedin instruments capableof withstandingimpact
accelerationsashighas 1,000g.
Thetwo materials generally usedin a conicalbearing- synthetic sapphirefor the
bearing andsteel for the shaft- haveprovedtheir suitability for aerospacemecha-
nisms. Theyperformedwell in radiation andhard-vacuumexperimentswhereother
commonbearing materials failed (ref. 1). Oneof the RangerI spaceflightexperi-
mentswas the friction-testing of various combinationsof materials. During the
entire experiment, the sapphireandsteel combinationmaintaineda consistently low
coefficient of sliding friction. *
In the analysis of pivotbearings, the fundamentalconsiderationsfor determiningcon-
tact pressurebetweenpivot andbearing are the positionof the pivot (i. e., horizontal
or vertical in analogyto terrestrial applications)andthe location of the contactbetween
pivot andbearing (i. e., in the spherical bearing region or on the sloping sides).
Friction torque dependsongeometryof the pivot andbearing, amountanddirection of
appliedload, material properties, andvarious environmentalfactors. The crucial
part of the designanalysis, with respect to minimal friction characteristics of conical
pivot bearings, is the determinationof the smallest possible pivot tip radius consis-
tent with the requirementthat underall possi_)leoperating conditionsthe tip material
will undergoonly elastic, andnot permanent,deformation.
0
*Data for syntheticsapphiresliding against440Cstailness steel indicate a reduced
coefficient of sliding friction, _ = 0.07, compared with _ = 0.12 to 0.15 for
laboratory vacuum tests. No significant change in coefficient was observed during
the Ranger I experiment (ref. 2).
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SYMBOLS
A = Angle between bearing axis and vertical (deg)
a = Radius of circular contact area (in.)
B = Angle between bearing axis and shaft (deg)
C = Angle defined in figure 1 (deg)
c = Major semiaxis of elliptical contact area (in.)
D = Angle between external load L and perpendicular to bearing axis (deg)
d = Minor semiaxis of elliptical contact area (in.)
E = Modulus of elasticity (psi)
e = Angle between centerline and tangent of bearing (deg)
K = Quantity defined in equation (10) (psi)
L = Total external load (lb)
P = Normal bearing load (lb)
R = Radius (in.)
R I = Minor radius of ctn'vature (in.)
R" = Major radius of curvature (in.)
r = Radius (thousands of an inch)
T = Torque (lb-in.)
t = Torque (mg-cm)
w = Width of bearing in a plane perpendicular to axis of symmetry (in.)
y = Combined deformation of pivot and bearing at contact (in.)
z = Distance between apex and contact point projected to bearing centerline (in.)
c_ = Dimensionless parameter from figure 4
fl = Dimensionless parameter from figure 4
5 = Parameter defined in equation (9) (deg)
e = Half-cone angle of bearing (deg)
0 = Quantity defined in equation (11) (deg)
k = Dimensionless quantity from figure 4
/_ = Coefficient of sliding friction
v = Poisson's ratio
q5 = Angle between planes containing minor principal radii of curvature of bearing
and pivot (deg)
a = Contact pressure (psi)
= Angle of pivot roll on bearing from central position to nearest point of
slippage (deg)
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Subscripts
b = Bearing
f = Friction
g = Quantity (gin)
h = Horizontal shaft
L = Total external load
m = Quantity (thousandths of an in.)
p = Pivot
v = Vertical shaft
0 = Point at which the spherical region joins the conical region
CONTACT LOADS
Contact load of a conical pivot bearing depends on load direction and on position of
the pivot axis. This paper will consider only the positions for which friction torque
is maximal (or horizontal) and minimal (or vertical) (ref. 3).
Horizontal Shaft
In this case, the stable pivot position at rest is in the direction of the total external
load, which includes gravitational, centrifugal, and electromagnetic forces. Itis
the coplanar configuration (figure i) in which angles C 1, C 2, and C L are equal,
and angle D = 0; the axes of the pivot and the bearing are parallel; and angle A =
90 deg ifthe total external load is due only to gravity.
An external torque applied to the pivot causes itto move up the side of the bearing
until the friction is insufficientto prevent slippage. The traversed angle
(figure 2) depends on the coefficient of friction between pivot and bearing at the
point of contact where slippage occurs. By equating the corresponding components
of the external force and the friction force just before slippage occurs,
¢ = tan -1 _ (Z)
COS e
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• Summation of forces vertically in figure 2, and consideration of equation (1), yields
o 9 -1/2
P = 0.5 L (cos- e + #-) (2)
VERTICAL
CONTACT IN
CONICAL SECTION
OF BEARING
CONTACT IN
SPHERICAL SECTION
OF BEARING
Figure 1 Pivot Bearing System- General Configuration
¢
L cos ¢
/
0.5L /
/
Figure 2 Horizontal Shaft Configuration- Sectional View
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The plot of equation (2) in figure 3 indicates that the bearing load increases
significantly if contact between the pivot and bearing is near the bearing apex.
Conversely, when contact is in the conical section of the bearing, where e =
E, the bearing load has a constant value of
900
2 -1/22
P = 0.5 L(cos E + # ) (3)
0
_- 700
-.I
<
o d
,-1
uO
_ 500
Z'<
OZ
ug
3000--
i_. F--
<0
p = 0
p = 0.07_
100
0 I I I I I I
0 30 60 90
BEARING CENTERLINE-TANGENTANGLE, e (DEG)
Figure 3 Ratio of Contact Load to Total External Load Versus Angle Between
Centerline and Tangent to Bearing
The contact load on each horizontal bearing is less than the total load since the
half-cone angle of conical pivot bearings is, in practice, always less than 60 deg.
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: Vertical Shaft
In this case, contact is in the apex of one of the two bearings and angle D (figure 1)
is either +90 or -90 deg. The load on one bearing when the shaft is vertical is
equal to the total external load
L = P (4)
Equation (4) is valid only when the bearing and shaft axes are parallel (e. g., in
compasses where the moving element containing the bearing is suspended on a shaft
with a conical pivot). Conversely, a shaft is in unstable equilibrium when one end
is supported by a bearing and the other end leans against the upper bearing. This
induces second-order factors in equation (4); however, these factors can be neglected
in practical calculations.
CONTACT PRESSURE AND AREA
The inherent low-friction characteristic of pivot bearings is mainly due to the small
tip radius capable of supporting the load without permanent deformation under all
operating conditions.
Common practice in many instrument applications is to make the tip as sharp as
possible and let deformations resulting from load increase the tip radius. This
method is inexpensive since it does not require shaping of the tip or design calcula-
tions. Deformation of the tip, however, results in an irregular (as opposed to
spherical) shape, and bearing friction is neither minimal nor uniform. Both of these
frictional considerations are important in high-performance instruments which operat_
at low torque levels, and often at very slow speeds where small jerks are not
permissible. Another disadvantage is that the irregular shape of the tip enhances
the formation of wear debris that can clog a lubricated bearing when it is positioned
with the concave side up, or when the system operates in a weightless environment.
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Optimal operationalandfrictional characteristics are obtainedfrom spherical pivot
tips with a minimum radius that deformsonly elastically under operational loads.
The contactpressure shouldbe less thanthe allowablecontactpressure for minimum
tip radius. Theultimate operationalpressure dependsonproperties of the mating
materials andthepivot coneangle. Uncertaintyof the magnitudeof the worst dynamic
loads requires afactor of safety to determine the allowablecontactpressure. Several
investigators havereportedon allowableloadsfor pivots (refs. 4, 5, and6). A con-
servative value (basedonStott's measurementsandon a limited numberof loading
experiments) for ultimate pressure is i. 6 × 106 psi.
The following general assumptions,in additionto thoseusually madein conventional
bearing design, applyto the methodof determining minimum allowablepivot tip
radius presentedhere:
• Pivot tip andbearing apexare spherical
• Pivot tip radius is smalier thanbearing apexradius.
• Coneangleof bearing is larger thanconeangleof pivot.
• All deformationsoccurnear point of contact; pivot andbearing are considered
to be rigid bodieselsewhere.
• Materials of pivot andbearing are isotropie andhomogeneous.
• Frictional forces actingin aplaneperpendicular to the normal bearing load
are neglected.
• The modulusof elasticity of the pivot tip material is E = 3 × 107 psi and
P
Poisson's ratio of v = 0.3 (typical of the various steels used for pivots).
• Bearing is made of sapphire (ref. 7) or a similar (hexagonal) erystalized
aluminum (AI 2 03) with E b = 5 × 107 psi and ahardness of 9 on the Mohr
scale. Specific gravity is 3.95 to 4.10, and melting point is over 2,000" C.
In absence of published data on Poisson's ratio for sapphire, assume _ =
0.2 (same as for hard glass). (Poisson's ratio has only minor influence on
the results of the calculations. )
• Maximum compression stress is the dominant design factor, so the developed
formulas consider neither maximum shear nor tensile stress. Experiments
show this assumption to be generally justified, but it should be verified for
each application.
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From Hertz's theory (ref. 8) for the general caseof two bodiesin contact (refs. 9 and10)
where
= 0.478 P '='
amax c-_ _;
 /lj3  1j3 ( iJ3c = a ; d = fl ; y = X (6,7,8)
4
6 = 1/R_ + 1/R'_ 1/%- 1/%' (9)
8 1K (10)
(i - p2)/Ep + (i -
2
p Vb)/Eb
Values of a, fl, A, as functions of 0, are shown in figure 4, where
0 = arc cos _- R'
P
-- _ R,--7 + _ - 2 - R"
P P
× .,, cos 2 (11)
The point of contact between the pivot and the bearing is either in the sphertcal region
of the bearing when z < z 0 , or in the conical region when z > z 0 (figure 5). The
value of z depends on the total end play of the system.
Contact in Spherical Region
The problem can be idealized by considering contact of the convex side of a sphere with
the concave side of a larger sphere. Substituting the principal curvatures and anglefrom
figure 5 into equations (9) and (11),
2
6 = -1 -1 and 0 = 90 deg
rp - r b
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Figure 4
c_
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uJ
a_ 0.8
_ 0,6
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0
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Z 0,4
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Dimensionless Relationships for c_, /3, and
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as Functions of Angle
CONTACT IN CONTACT IN
SPHERICAL SECTION CONICAL SECTION
OF BEARING OF BEARING
Rp
R' = R" = R R' = R" = R
P P P P P P
= , = = w__ Rb=¢ ¢R_ R'b Rb R'b 2 cos _ ;
_=0 ¢=0
Figure 5 Pivot-Bearing System-- Cross Section
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From figure 4,
tions (5), (6),
= fl = 1.0 and
(7), and (8) yields
_. = 2.0. Substituting these values into equa-
-1 -1 )-1/3 p1/3
a = c = d = 1.26K 1/3 (Rp - R b (12)
y = 1.589 K -2/3 -1 -1)1/3 p2/3(Rp - R b (13)
-1 -1 2/3 p1/3
amax = 0.301K 2/3 (Rp - R b ) (14)
The contact area is a circle, as is to be expected.
To obtain equations more suitable for practical calculations, substitute into equations (12),
(13), and (14) the representative pivot and bearing material constants
am = 0.0438 (rp-1 _ rb-1 )-1/3 pgl/3 ° (15)
-1 _ rb-1 1/3 2/3 (16)Ym = 1.89 x 10 -3(rp ) Pg
-1 rb-1)2/3 p 1/3 (17)ama x = 0.556 × 106(rp - g
-1 -1
Hence, the quantity (rp - r b ) is called the contact curvature.
Equation (17) is represented in figure 6. Two principal ways of using figure 6 are
illustrated by the following examples:
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Figure 6 Maximum Contact Pressure Versus Contact Curvature for Contact
in Spherical Section of Bearing
Example i. Determine the maximum contact pressure for a vertical pivot
tip of 0. 002-in. radius and a 0. 010-in. bearing apex radius, when bearing load
is 50 gin.
-i
Solution. The contact curvature is equal to 1/2- i/i0 = 4 x i0 Draw a
vertical line from the value of contact curvature to the 50-gm diagonal load
line. Then, follow a horizontal line to the ordinate. The resulting contact
pressure is i. 1 x 106 psi. The influence of the bearing apex radius on the
resulting contact pressure is evident from the diagram. If the bearing apex
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radius were equal to infinity (corresponding to a fiat surface), the contact
m,rvature would be equal to 5 x i0 -I (in. x 10 -3)-I and the resulting
contact pressure would be 1.3 x l0 b psi.
Example 2. Determine the minimum tip radius of a conical pivot having
60-deg cone angle when subjected to a 100-gm vertical load.
Solution. The ultimate contact pressure (contact pressure at which slight
traces of permanent deformation occur) for a hardened steel pivot with a
60-deg cone angle is i. 6 × 106 psi. With a safety factor of 2, to account
for possible uncertainties of the amount of load, material imperfection,
and tolerances, the value of permissible contact pressure is 8 × 105 psi.
Proceed from ordinate to the diagonal line corresponding to the 100-gin load.
The contact curvature is found vertically below. For a bearing with an apex
radius of 0. 010 in., the minimum tip radius that will not undergo permanent
deformation is equal to 0. 0038 in.
A comparison of results with the most comprehensive published work on pivot bearings,
by Stott (ref. 6),and the published diagrams by Warring (ref. 11), indicates that the
stresses calculated by equation (17) are conservative. This is chiefly due to considera-
tion of the elasticity of the bearing material in this analysis.
The relationship between the radius of the contact surface (between pivot and bearing) and
the contact curvature, described by equation (15), is shown in figure 7. Radii of contact
surfaces for Examples 1 and2 are a = 0.22 x 10 -3 in. and a = 0.35 × 10 -3 in.,
respectively.
Contact in Conical Region
When contact of the pivot is in the conical section of the bearing, the problem can be
idealized as the contact of the convex side of a sphere with the concave side of a cone.
Substitution of the principal curvatures and angle into equations (9) and (11) _ yields
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Figure 7 Radius of Contact Surface Versus Contact Curvature for
Contact in Spherical Section of Bearing
O
v
o
O
Z
O
Z
2R
P
R
1 - --p- cos
w
(18)
and the dimensionless relation
1 1
0 = arc cos = arc cos (19)
w
w m
_-- sec £ - 1 -- sec £ - 1
it r
P P
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For practical bearings
...... _*_', _ fnllows:
with contact in conical region, equations (5) and (8) can be
5
m
2 r
_ P
r
1 - _ cos £
w
m
(20)
cm = 3.475 x 10 -2 c_(Pg 5m)1/3
dm = 3.475 x 10 -2fl (pg 5m) 1/3
(21)
(22)
2/3 5 -1/3 (23)
Ym = 1.205 × 10-3 XPg m
-1 -1
= 1.062 × 103 P c d (24)
max g m m
The use of equations (19) through (24) is illustrated in the following example:
• Example. Determine the maximum contact pressure and the semiaxes of the
contact ellipse for a pair of horizontal pivot tips, each with an 0.002-in. radius,
when subjected to a total external load of 50 gm. Angle c -- 30 deg, and the
width of the bearing at the point of contact is 0. 020 in.
Solution. The contact load on each bearing is, from equation (2), P =
g
28.6 gm. Equations (19) and (20) yield 5 = 4.38 (in. x 10 -3) and
m
0 =_ 84 deg 29 min. The corresponding values from figure 4 are fl = 0.94
and _ = 1.06. From equations (21) and (22), d = 0.165 x 10 .3 in.
-3 m
and e = 0.186 × 10 in. Equation (24) yields the maximum contact
m
pressure, _ = 0.99 x 106 psi.
max
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CALCULATIONOF FRICTIONTORQUE
Horiztonal Configuration
The friction torque necessary to maintain the rotation of a horizontal shaft suspended
on two bearings is expressed in terms of friction radius Rf (figure 8):
Tfh = 2P_Rf (25)
Substituting the value of P from equation (2) in this expression, considering that
Rf = R cos e, and changing the units, thenP
= 1 + __2:_
tfh 2.54 _ rp Lg cos e (26)
When contact is in the conical region of the be:_ings,
e = c
and
[ (- cos]_lj 
therefore
tfh -_ 2.54 # r L (27)P g
= i00 gm, c = 30 deg, r = 3.8 (in. × 10-3),For example, if a horizontal sh_dt ( Lg P
r b = i0 (in. × 10 -3 ) is suspended on two conical bearings, and if the coefficient of friction
# = 0.12, then the friction torque tfh = 115 mg-crn.
Friction torque is significantly higher when contact is near the apex of the bearing because
the bearing load and the corresponding minimum pivot radius become large, as indicated
in figure 3.
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R
P
SURFACE OF CONTACT
Figure 8 Friction Radius Rf of Conical Pivot Bearing
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Vertical Configuration
The relationship between contact pressure and the distance from the center of pressure
for a given diameter of contact is given by Hertz as
.: (,
7ra
(28)
Consideration of couples of elementary areas of the surface of contact and corresponding
pressures and integration over the entire area yields for total friction torque (ref. 6)
Tfv = 0.589 Lpa (29)
Where total external load L was substituted for bearing load P, Stott has shown that
equation (29) is accurate to second-order quantities for actual contact surfaces. For
practical calculations
tfv = 1. 496 Lgpa m (30)
The value of a may be obtained from figure 7.or from equation {15).
m
Substitution of equations (4) and (15) into equation (30) yields:
tf V = 6.55 × 10-2 L4/3 (lg tL rp - rbl) -1/3 (31)
This expression indicates that if the pivot and bearing are only elastically deformed, fric-
tional torque is proportional to the 4/3 power of load. Carson reports that, for increasing
loads producing small permanent deformations, friction torque is proportional to the 3/2
power of load (ref. 12). In practice, however, the difference in calculated friction, using
the exponents 4/3 and 3/2, is small when the supported element weighs less than 5 gm.
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Q, v
When the pivots have large areas of contact resulting from wear and overload, friction
is ]inonrIy proportional to load. However, pivots having permanent deformation do not
have optimal frictional characteristics and are therefore beyond the scope of this analy-
sis. References 13 and 14 provide further details of operation under these circumstances.
CONFIGURATION COMPARISON
A summary of the characteristics of various conical pivot configurations, and a summary
of their performance, is given inthe table that follows:
Table 1
COMPARISON OF PIVOT BEARING CONFIGURATIONS
Aspect
Contact
Load
Contact
Area
Total
Penetration
Maximum
Contact
Pressure
Friction
Torque
Horizontal Configuration
Contact in Spherical Region
Less than total external load,
except when end play is very
small. See equation (2) and
figure 3.
Circular outline. Radius pro-
portional to cube root of bear-
ing load and inversely propor-
tional to cube root of contact
curvature. See equation (15)
and figure 7.
Proportionalto 2/3power of
bearing load and cube root of
contact curvature. See equa-
tion (16).
Proportional to cube root of
bearing load and 2/3 power of
contact curvature. See equa-
tion (17) and figure 6.
Proportional to total external
load, pivot tip radius, and
coefficient of friction.
Increases significantly when
end play is very small. See
equation (26).
Contact in Conical Region
In practice, always less than
total external load. Depends
on cone angle. See equation (3]
and figure 3.
Elliptical outline. Semiaxes
proportional to cube root of
product of bearing load and
pivot-tip radius. Smaller
when contact is near spheri-
cal region. See equations
(19--22).
Proportional to 2/3 power of
bearing load and inversely
proportional to cube root of
tip radius. Small near spher-
ical region. See equations
(19), (20), and (23).
Proportional to bearing load
and inversely proportional to
contact area. Less near
spherical region. See equa-
tions (19-24).
Proportional to total external
load, pivot tip radius, and
coefficient of friction. Less
when contact is near spheri-
cal region. See equation {27).
Vertical Configuration
Equal to total external load.
See equation (4).
Circular outline. Radius
proportional to cube root of
bearing load and inversely
proportional to cube root of
contact curvature. See equa-
tion (15) and figure 7.
Proportional to 2/3power of
bearing load and cube root of
contact curvature. See equa-
tion (16).
Proportional to cube root of
bearing load and 2/3 power
of contact curvature. See
equation (17) and figure 6.
Proportional to 2/3 power of
total external load and coef-
ficient of friction and inverse-
ly proportional to cube root
of contact curvature. See
equations (30) or (31) and
figure 7.
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CONC LUSIONS
Conical pivot bearings offer a simple technique for achieving a predictable alignment
within a small space and for providing extremely low friction. These advantages and
their inherent tolerance for the space environment make them good candidates for use
in aerospace mechanisms. The designer should find them of particular merit where
specifications include moderate loads and low friction torque.
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COMPRESSIONSPRINGSAT ELEVATEDTEMPERATURES
By M. J. Siegel
University of SouthernCalifornia
SUMMARY
Thebehavior of compressionsprings is affectedby increasedtemperatures. The
most significant factors affecting springs are a loss of load andlength(relaxation),
anda changein the modulusof rigidity. Relaxationwill reducepreset loadsor
changethe location of supportedcomponentswhereasa changein the modulusof
rigidity will alter the spring rate. Bothfactors mustbe takeninto accountwhen
designingcompressionsprings. Curves andequationsare presented(for music
wire, 18-8 stainlesssteel, 17-7 PH, andInconel-X)whichcanaid in the designof
compressionspringsfor use at elevatedtemperatures.
INTRODUCTION
A spring is a mechanismelementusedprimarily to provide elastic deflectionunder
load andto perform the following functions:
(1) Control motion (e.g., keepingafollower in contact_4th its cam)
(2) Supplyor measureforces (e.g., maintainingthe pressure setting in a
safety-relief valve)
(3) Absorb energy(e.g., absorbingshockin dockingmechanisms;damping
vibration)
(4) Storeenergy(e.g., ejectionmechanismsin satellites)
Thedevices in the foregoingcategories (1)and(2)use fixed-deflection springs. In
category (1), the spring is constrainedto movebetweenfixed limits; in category(2),
it is compressedat the time of assemblyandremains in that fixed positionduring
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most (or at least part) of its use. Thedevicesin categories (3)and(4)use springs
that are generallyfree to deflect in proportion to the energyabsorbedor stored.
Exceptfor limits placedon the springsto prevent overload, they are unrestrained.
SYMBOLS
a
D
d
G
K
L
m
N
n
P
R
S
S
o
S
s
T
t
A
E
Subscripts
o
s
constant for a given material
mean spring diameter (in.)
wire diameter (in.)
modulus of rigidity (psi)
constant for a given material
relaxation
constant for a given material
number of active turns
constant for a given material
load (Ib)
spring rate
longtime shear stress
initial shear stress (psi)
stre s s
absolute temperature (° Rankine)
temperature (° F)
spring deflection (in.)
strain
initial
shear
COMPRESSION SPRINGS
The most common type of spring is the cylindrical, helical, compression spring. Its
primary stress is a shear stress caused by a torsional moment when the spring is
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axially loaded. This stress can be expressed as follows:
8PD
s = (i)
s _d 3
The deflection, due to load P, is
8 pD3N
A = Gd 4 (2)
From equation (2) we obtain the spring rate
Gd 4
R = (3)
8D3N
Equation (2) can be plotted as shown in figure 1. The spring rate is the slope of the
P - A curve when the relationship is linear, which is the case for elastic materials
that obey Hooke's Law. For a given load P, the energy in the spring is equal to the
area under the P - A curve shown in figure 1.
DEFLECTION A
Figure 1 Load Versus Deflection
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Equations(1), (2), and (3)assumethe spring to becompletelyelastic.
(2) and(3) are basedonthe modulusof rigidity G.
Equations
INFLUENCEOF TEMPERATURE
Whena spring is subjectedto a changein temperature, equations(1), (2), and (3)
are not sufficient to predict the spring behavior. Temperaturechangesmay result
in the following effects:
• Changein value of the modulusof rigidity G
• Creep (lossof dimension)or relaxation (lossof load)
• Changein shearyield stress
Modulusof Rig_at Elevated Temperatures
The modulus of rigidity for several materials is plotted against temperature in
figure 2. For simplicity, these curves have been linearized over the temperature
12
%
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v
©
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D
_3
O
10
range shown.
_IIXICONE L ,
I I I I I I I I
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Figure 2 Modulus of Rigidity Versus Temperature
They can be expressed in a straight line equation as follows:
G : (K - at) Z0 6 (4)
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where t is the temperature in ° F.
various m___ter__1s-
Valuesof K and a are shownin table 1for
Table 1
VALUES OF K AND a IN EQUATION (4)
Material K a
Music wire
18-8 stainless steel
17-7 PH
Inconel-X
11.5
10.5
ii.0
11.5
0. 00193
0. 00188
0. 00195
0. 00230
Equation (4) can be incorporated into equations (2) and (3) to develop a generalized
expression for deflection and spring rate as a function of temperature.
Relaxation at High Temperatures
The term, "high temperature," when applied to springs, generally refers to tempera-
tures above 400 ° F for steel and above 900 ° F for Inconel-X. Springs designed to
operate at these temperatures must also be designed for limited life, inasmuch as
relaxation continues until a spring collapses completely.
All springs, when subjected to high temperatures, creep or relax in time if in a loaded
condition. This increase in strain (creep) or loss of load (relaxation) is due to several
changes that occur in time under load. At temperatures below those causing metal-
lurgical change, the four most important factors are:
• Anelastic strain
• Relief of residual stress
• Transient creep
• Steady-state creep
Anelastic strain is a reversible process (as shown in figure 3a) in which the perma-
nent change of dimension is zero in time after the load is removed. This change of
dimension is relatively small, and its contribution to the relaxation process is
generally slight.
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(a) Anelastic Strain (b) Creep (c) Relaxation
Figure 3 Strain Versus Time
Residual stresses are present in the spring wire prior to manufacture, and additional
residual stress is introduced in the process of forming the spring. Residual stresses
result from cold-working processes and generally contribute to spring strength.
Increased temperature causes relief of residual stress. The higher the temperature,
the less the time required, and the larger the reduction of residual stress. Most
spring materials are relieved of all residual stress at temperature above 900 ° F.
Reduction of residual stress has the effect of loss of strength, and thereby contributes
to the relaxation process.
Transient and steady-state creep account for permanent or inelastic dimensional
changes. These are shown in figure 3b and in figure 3c as relaxation.
The foregoing factors, which contribute to loss of load and dimension under load, may
act concurrently. Tests run on springs have yielded data representing the sum of
these effects, which, although partially recoverable, can be considered as spring
relaxation.
It is possible to predict analytically with accuracy the relaxation of springs that
operate at very high temperatures and stresses, where relaxation is due primarily
to steady-state creep, and the effect of anelastic strain and release of residual
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stresses is small. At such temperatures, the creep rate does not become zero, but
continues until the spring reaches solid height.
Relaxation at Moderate Temperatures
At moderate temperatures- to about 400 ° F for steel and to about 900°F for
Inconel-X - relaxation proceeds rapidly at first, and continues at a rate that finally
approaches zero. The time to attain a practically zero rate, and the magnitude of the
loss of load are functions of several factors as follows :
• Temperature
• Initial stress
• Type of metal
• Heat-treatment history
• Degree of cold-work
• Spring and wire size
• Type of load and temperature cycle
Relaxation at moderate temperatures is due to the combination of anelastic strain,
transient creep, and relief of residual stresses. Analytic predictions based on a
process involving so many variables are not dependable because of insufficient data.
Relaxation data are available, however, for compression springs of various mate-
rials under several loading conditions and at a limited number of temperatures. The
most commonly used spring materi__ls are music wire (carbon steel), 18-8 stainless
steel, 17-7 PH stainless steel, and Inconel-X. Assuming a power relationship for
relaxation, the constants K, m, and n can be evaluated from the available data. The
relaxation equation can be assumed to be:
_S o / m T 'nL : K\1000/ (T6 ) (5)
Evaluation of constants based on a large amount of the available data results in values
for K, m, and n, as shown in table 2.
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Table 2
VALUES FOR K, m, AND n*
Material
Music Wire
18-8 Stainless Steel
17-7 PH
Inconel-X
K
-i0
52 x i0
-12
81.2 x i0
-16
34.5 × i0
-i0
26.4 x i0
m
0.6
0.44
1.13
0.453
8.63
i0.0
12.3
7.5
*See equation (5)
The log - log plots of equation (5) and table 2 are shown in figures 4 and 5. The
curves are straight lines which agrees well with the data from which the equations
were derived. As mentioned previously, relaxation is a function of spring size,
heat treatment, and degree of cold-work. The test data therefore vary with the
variation in the specimens tested, and the curves of figures 4 and 5 thus vary to
some extent with data from different sources. The curves and the table 2 data are
intended primarily for illustrative purposes and for use in preliminary design. For
situations requiring accurate relaxation predictions, relaxation tests should be run on
springs similar to the ones to be used.
In table 2 and in figures 4 and 5, the relaxation L is the percent loss of stress, load,
and deflection A of equation (2).
The curves of figures 6 and 7, derived from the relaxation equations, illustrate the
variation with temperature of the ratio of the longtime stress S to initial stress for
various values of initial stress.
Design for Moderate Temperatures
Data and theory are presently insufficient to predict precisely the behavior of a spring
when it is subjected to specific design conditions. Design depends on selection of the
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proper combination of material, heat treatment, and stress level. These factors
are interdependent, and a variety of combinations are possible in meeting design
requirements.
To a large extent, the selection of material depends on the chemical envirolmaent in
which the spring x_411 be used. The presence of fuel or acid vapors, or of oxidizing
fluids, may limit the permissible materials to 18-8 stainless steel, Inconel, or
other compatible alloys. Further, availability, cost, and delivery schedules may
impose additional restraints on material selection.
The mechanical properties of springs are related to the degree of cold-work and the
type of heat treatment to which they may have been subjected both before and after
manufacture. During the spring-forming process, the wire cold-works, with an
as soeiated ine rease in mechanic al properties and introduction of re sidual stre sse s.
This increase in streng%h _md residual stress adds to that present in the wire because
of cold drawing. Often carbon steel and other low-alloy springs are used, as wound,
or with a minor stress relief.
Precipitation-hardening metals, such as 17-7 PH and Inconel-X, are reheated after
fabrication, since the aging temperature is generally greater than the stress-relieving
temperature, and residual stresses are minimal. The greater the initial degree of
cold-work, the higher the initial mechanical properties and the less the high-temperature
stability. Spring-temper wire should not be used for springs that are to be subjected
to enviromnental temperatures above 250 to 300 ° F.
To aid in material selection, table 3 indicates temperature limits for the several com-
monly used spring material s; it should lie emphasized that the listed temperatures
are approximations and should be used only as general g_tides to selection.
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Table 3
MAXIMUMDESIGNTEMPERATURE
Material Temperature
(°F)
Music wire
Alloy steel
18-8 stainless steel
Inconel, 17-7 PH
Inconel-X
300
400
550
650
900
Improvement in the relaxation properties of springs can be obtained by heat soaking.
Heat soaking consists of heating the spring under load (approximately equal to the
service load) to a temperature in excess of the service temperature. The soak time
and temperature are functions of the type of material, stress level, and temperature
level. Heat soaking is accompanied by some reduction in both the length and the
mechanical properties of the springs at room temperature. However, heat soaking
reduces the relaxation at service temperature sufficiently to warrant its use, par-
ticularly where stability is important.
Design Stresses
The permissible stress level for a given material depends on the service temperature
and the allowable relaxation. As relaxation cannot be eliminated, it must be antici-
pated in design and limited to a tolerable value, for which compensation is necessary.
Using the curves of figures 5 and 6 or table 2 data - or other available data - for a
specified temperature and an allowable value of relaxation, a design stress S can
o
be obtained. If the applied load is cyclic, the stress SO should be less than the endur-
ance limit for the material at the service temperature in order to avoid fatigue failure.
For applications involving continually varying temperatures and stresses, the design
stress selection should be based on the maximum temperature and stress for a per-
missible relaxation.
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Sample Calculation
A representative problem and its solution are as follows:
• Problem. The wire size and the number of active turns of a compression
spring made of 18-8 stainless steel for use in a safety-relief valve are
selected to meet the following specifications: mean diameter = 2 in.,
load = 99 + 1 lb, service temperature = 540 °F, and spring rate = 300 lb/in.
• Solution. Since the required load may vary from 100 lb to 98 lb, a relaxation
of 2 percent is permissible.
Substituting into equation (5),
2 = 81.2 × 10 -12 44(540+460)10
,000i/ 100
S = 7,750 psi
o
"From equation (4) and table I
G = (10.5 - 0.00188 × 540) 106
= 9.5 x 106
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oSubstituting into equation (1),
° .
7,750
8 x 100 × 2
_cl 3
the wire diameter d = 0.403 in.
Substituting into equation (3),
N 9.5 x 106 x (0.403)4
8 x 23 x 300
= 13 turns
C ONC LUSIONS
The amount of relaxation exhibited by springs at elevated temperatures is affected by
many factors and is not often analytically predictable. The design approach is governed
primarily by the temperature level. The two basic high-temperature regimes result
in either constant relaxation with an associated limited life (measured in min or hr ) or
a decreasing relaxation rate resulting in long life (measured in thousands of hours or
longer ). Limited life occurs at temperatures above 400 ° F for steel and 900 ° F for
Inconel-X. Long life can be attained at temperatures below those shown in table 3.
Based on existing data, the amount of relaxation for various materials can be predicted,
at least for preliminary design, by using equation (5).
In cases where the loads and temperatures cycle, and where precise values or relaxa-
tion are required, tests should be run under the service conditions. By use of appro-
priate heat-soak techniques, the effective relaxation at moderate temperatures can be
reduced. The selection of soak temperature, load, and time are related to the design
parameters and can best be optimized by testing various combinations. As a preliminary
indication, soak temperature and stress should exceed the service temperature and stress.
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SIMPLIFIED SPACE MECHANISMS USING SUBLIMING SOLIDS
By Howard M. Kindsvater
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
The subliming solids technique can sometimes be utilized to solve difficult spacecraft
design problems. In this connection, comparison is made of the characteristics and the
suitability of subliming-solid and conventional aerospace devices in 17 spacecraft opera-
tions requiring 4 classes of mechanisms. To provide meaningiul conclusions, a matrix
methodolog_T is utilized.
INTRODUCTION
As spacecraft operational lifetimes and travel in deep space are increased, devices
requiring mechanical operation must be carefully evaluated to ensure that space
exposure problerns, such as lubrication loss, radiation effects, or cold welding, will
not affect the operational integrity of these devices. At the same time, new techniques
that minimize the need for or do not require mechanical operations should be sought,
and the operational characteristics of these new devices should be compared with
established equipment to ascertain where the new devices should be utilized. The use
of subliming solids is proposed as a new technique that requires a minimum number
of moving parts (or none at all), and the potential of this technique in the resolution of
certain aerospace problems will be evaluated. Subliming solids have been used, or are
being developed, for a number of spacecraft operations, including the following:*
• Applied Physics Laboratory Satellite (gravity-gradient damper spring-release
mechanism)
• Naval Research Laboratory Satellite (station-keeping system)
*Other aspects of previous work in this field are described in references 1 through 4.
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• NASA-Goddard AIMP-E Satellite (attitude-control system)
• NASA-Goddard ATS Satellite (station-keeping system; satellite inversion system)
Since the subliming-solid systems have already proved useful for certain satellite opera-
tions, this paper describes the evaluation of other potential uses for subliming solids
and presents a parametric evaluation of the several candidate mechanisms suitable
for a selected operation. Finally, the relative effectiveness of the various mechanisms
for the selected operation is indicated.
Four general classes of mechanisms are considered.
• Energy-release mechanism
• Flow-control devices
• Timing devices
• Force device
METHOD OF PRESENTATION
The methodology employed consists of the following steps:
• For a given aerospace operation or requirement, applicable devices or mech-
anisms are established.
• For a given requirement, parameters or factors that influence the successful
utilization of the mechanism are established. The relative importance of the
parameters is weighted on a scale of 1 to 5.
• Using the parameters defined in the preceding step, the relative effectiveness
of each mechanism is weighted on a scale of 1 to 5.
• By the matrix technique, utility of the different mechanisms for each require-
ment is indicated in order of effectiveness.
This methodology has been applied to 17 separate requirements in the 4 general classes
of mechanisms under study. The results are summarized in the following sections.
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ENERGY-RELEASEMECHANISMS
Spacecraftrequirementsonoperationsusingenergy-releasemechanismsare listed in
table 1. The relative importanceof different parameters in the various requirements,
andthe relative characteristics of various mechanismswith respect to the parameters
are also shown.
Table 1
ENERGY-RELEASEMECHANISMSTUDY
Aspect
Response
Time
Parameters
Power
Required Reliability Adaptability
Debris
Formation
Spacecraft
Operation
SpringRelease
Operation
Solar PanelRelease
AntennaExtension
StageSeparation
Operational
I
Requirements
Mechanism
Mechanism
Solenoid Device
Explosive Bolt
Squib-Actuated
Cable Cutter
Shaped-Charge
Device
Primaeord Device
Subliming-Solid Mass
Subliming-Solid Sup-
port Pin
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
3
5 2
5 3
5 2
5 3
Characteristics
4
5
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
5
4
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Selectionof the valuescited is basedon the experienceandknowledgeof the require-
ments. In rating the characteristics of the different mechanisms,however, it was
assumedthat oneor more of the devicesproducesthe highestweightingfactor for each
parameter andthat the ratings of the other mechanismsare incrementally lower.
Thecalculationsrequired to completethe matrix were accomplishedto provide relative
ratings of the energyrelease mechanisms,andrelated results are givenin table 2.
Table 2
RELATIVE RATINGOF ENERGY-RELEASEMECHANISMS
Me chan i sm
Subliming- Subliming-
Squib- Shaped- Primacord Solid Solid
Spacecraft Solenoid Explosive Actuated Charge Device Support
Operation Device Bolt Cable Device Mass
Cutter Pin
68 70 68 65 67 70 69Spring Release
Operation
Solar Panel
Release
Antenna
Extension
Stage Separation
78
63
69
79
66
75
76
64
72
71
62
72
71
62
72
77
65
66
78
65
72
These results may be summarized as follows:
Energy Solar Antenna Stage
Release Panel Release Extension Separation
Best Explosive bolt Explosive bolt Explosive bolt Explosive bolt
Mechanism Subliming-solid
mass
Second-Best Subliming-solid
Mechanism support pin
Solenoid device Subliming-solid
Subliming- mass
solid support Subliming-solid
pin support pin
Squib-actuated
cable cutter
Shaped-charge device
Primacord device
Subliming-solid
support pin
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Theexposivebolt appearsto be the best mechanismfor anyof thesespacecraft
operations, but the solenoid-actuateddeviceandthe subliming-solid devicesappear
of interest whereresponsetime is less critical.
FLOW-CONTROLDEVICE
Parameter ratings for operational requirementsandmechanismcharacteristics of
flow-control devicesare shownin table 3. Relative ratings of the flow-control
mechanismsfor the different spacecraftoperationare presentedin table 4.
Table 3
FLOW-CONTROLMECHANISMSTUDY
Aspect Parameters .Number ofDebris
Response Power Reliability Adaptability Formation FunctionTime Required
Operational Requirements
Spacecraft
Operation
Propellant
Dump
Attitude
Control
Station-
Keeping
Fail-Safe
Flow
Stoppage
Mechanism
Solenoid
Valves
Squib Valves
Shaped -
Charge
Device
l>rimacord
Device
Subliming-
Solid Plug
Device
3 2
5 4
2 5
3 2
Mechanism
2
2
4
Characteristics
3 4
4 5
5 5
5 5
2 4
3
4
4
4
5 5
4 3
3 3
3 3
5 4
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Table 4
RELATIVE RATINGSOF FLOW-CONTROLMECHANISMS
Mechanism
Spacecraft
Operation Solenoid Squib Shaped-Charge Primacord Subliming-Solid
Valve Valve Device Device Plug Device
Propellant
Dump
Attitude Control
Station-Keeping
Fail-Safe
Flow Stoppage
57
120
91
67
61
115
90
69
60
110
82
66
6O
110
82
66
59
116
94
71
The following is a summary of the findings:
Propellant
Dump
Attitude Control Station-Keeping
Fail-Safe
Flow Stoppage
Best Squib valve Solenoid valve Subliming-solid Subliming-solid
Mechanism plug device plug device
Second-Best Shaped-charge
Mechanism device
Primacord
device
Subliming- solid
plug device
Solenoid valve Squib valve
For one-function operations (propellant dump and fail-safe flow stoppage) the squib valve,
the shaped-charge or primacord devices, and the subliming-solid plug devices are of
interest. For multifunction operations (attitude control and station-keeping), the sole-
noid valve and subliming-solid plug formation device are best, the former being of par-
ticular importance when response time is critical.
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TIMINGDEVICES
There are many requirements for timing devices in spacecraft operations. Only four
representative operations, however, have been selected for consideration here.
Table 5 provides parameter ratings for the various operations and for the different
mechanisms. The wide rating differences, both in requirements and characteristics,
should be noted. The relative abilities of the various timing mechanisms to meet the
spacecraft operations are shown in table 6.
Table 5
TIMING DEVICE STUDY
Aspect
Spacecraft
Operation
Sequence Timer
Multiple-Event
W/Short Delay
Multiple-Event
Without Delay
Single-Event
Long Delay
Parameters
Mechanism
Electric
Timers
Electronic
Counters
CDF Time
Train
Pyrotechnic
Delay
Alloy Delay
Subliming-
Solid Delay
Time Temperature Reli-
Accuracy Effect ability
Number of
Simultaneous Residue
Events Left
Adapt-
ability
2
Operational Requirements
24 5 2
1 5 2
3 5 3
3 5
Mechanism Characteristics
2
1 5
5 3 5
5 3 5
4 4 1
3 4 3
3 4 3
3 5 2
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Table 6
RELATIVERATINGOF TIMINGMECHANISMS
Spacecraft
Operation
SpacecraR
Sequence
Timer
Multiple-Event
W/Short Delay
Multiple-Event
WithoutDelay
Single-Event
LongDelay
Mechanism
Electric
Timer
68
45
Electronic
Counter
73
48
CDF
Time-Train
65
47
71 76
62 66
77
58
Pyrotechnic
Delay
63
48
75
61
Alloy Subliming-
Delay SolidDelay
63 58
48
75
61
45
6O
73
Results of thesestudiesmay besummarizedas follows:
Spacecraft
Sequence Multiple Event Multiple Event SingleEvent
Timer W/Short Delay Without Delay W/Long Delay
Best Electronic Electronic counter CDF time Subliming-solid
Mechanism counter Pyrotechnic delay train delay
Alloy delay
Second-Best Electronic Electronic Electronic
Mechanism counter - counter counter
The electronic counter or electric timer are excellent timing devices where high time
accuracy and single events are requirements These devices are usually less desirable
for multiple events since several mechanical operations may be involved in initiating the
multiple events. The pyrotechnic delay or the alloy-burning delay are advantageous in
that several events may be started with one signal, and the built-in delay permits subse-
quent initiation without additional signal. Timing accuracy for these pyrotechnic devices
is lower because of burning rate variation as a function of temperature. The confined de-
tonating-fuse time train is excellent for simultaneous initiation of several events because
one signal may be transmitted to many points quite rapidly through the confined detonat-
ing fuse. The subliming-solid delay has the advantage that the device can be maintained
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indefinitely during launchpreparation andcountdownandfurther, it is not actuateduntil
the nozzleheater is activatedto permit proper functioningof the thrusting device. The
subliming-solid plug is completelyevaporatedsothat _u i-esiducremain_ to interfere
with the nozzleoperation.
FORCEDEVICES
Therequirements for force devicescanbe highlyvaried in spacecraft operations.
Parameterratings required by the operationsandproviding definition for mechanism
characteristics are presentedin table 7. Therelative ratings of the force mechanisms
for the various spacecraftoperation are givenin table 8.
Table 7
FORCEDEVICESTUDY
Parameters
Force Reliability Adaptability Power NumberofAspect Constancy Required Functions
OperationalRequirements
Spacecraft
Operation
Payload
Separation
NoseFair-
ing Removal
Spacecraft
Attitude Control!
Satellite Despin
Environmental
Controller
4
5 3
MechanismCharacteristics
3
3
Mechanism
Compressed
Spring
Bimetallic
Element
Yo-Yo Device
Subliming-
SolidsSystem 5 4 2
5
5
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Table 8
RELATIVE RATING OF FORCE MECHANISMS
Mechanism
Spacecraft
Operation Compressed Bimetallic Yo-Yo Subliming-
Spring Element Device Solid System
54 46 50 53Payload
Separation
Nose Fairing
Removal
Spacecraft
iAttitude
Control
iSatellite
Despin
Environm ental
Controller
43
66
54
7O
37
73
56
79
37
63
58
65
42
79
6O
71
The results of the table may be summarized as follows:
Nose Spacecraft Environ-
Payload Fairing Attitude Satellite mental
Separation Removal Control Despin Controller
Best Compressed Compressed Subliming- Subliming- BimetalliC'
Mechanism spring spring solid solid element
system system
Second-Best Subliming- Subliming- - Yo-Yo -
Mechanism solid solid device
system system
The specialized requirements of the operations and the unusual characteristics of
the mechanisms selected for evaluation have limited backup mechanisms for all
operations. The subliming-solid system is not competitive with the compressed spring
device where a single function is required, but it is normally best where several re-
peated functions are required. The yo-yo device would normally be rated best for the
satellite despin operation if only one operation was required. The use of the bimetallic
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controller for environmental con_rot capitalizes on the unique character of this
device. When the spacecraft faces the sun, the heat on the bimetallic element causes
a shutter to close, which excludes the radiatioa. As thc a,_!e ef the _p_cecraft changes
so the radiation is reduced, the bimetallic element opens the shutter, allowing more
heat to be introduced into the spacecraft. This simple mechanism for environmental
control proved highly successful for various space flights.
CONCLUSION
Comparing the relative effectiveness of various aerospace mechanisms in meeting
the requirements of the many spacecraft operations indicates that the subliming-
solid devices offer advantages for certain types of application. These devices are
highly versatile and can be utilized in many forms (e. g., as an energy storage device,
a support pin, a flow-control device without moving parts, an unusual timing device,
and a force-producing system), and other applications can undoubtedly be proposed
for this concept. Characteristics of the subliming-solid devices should be evaluated
together with those of conventional aerospace mechanisms to establish the best
candidate device for the requirement.
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ZERO-G TESTING OF SATELLITE INSPECTION MECHANISMS*
By R. N. I,abde
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
and J. W. Lebold
Lockheed-California Company
INTRODUCTION
In most present and future space programs, civilian or military, r_ndezvous an¢_
docking operations play a major role. This paper describes some of the results of
a study (ref. 1) concerned with the methods and means of testing the mechanisms
needed in support of such docking operations, with particular emphasis on inspection
of noncooperative targets. **
The emphasis on noncooperative targets introduces an element of uncertainty and
risk into the docking operation, which reflects in the flexibility and versatility
necessary for the docking systems. It also reflects on methods and types of
facilities required to test components and systems for such operations.
DOCKING CONCEPTS AND MECHANISMS
It was necessary first to define these docking concepts and systems. The result of
a literature search was supplemented by additional docking concepts based on a study
of the characteristics of chase and target vehicles, and of docking missions typical
of space systems scheduled to be operational by 1970.
Among the mechanisms considered in the study, one of the most promising for
handling a variety of targets is an extendable and storable boom (figure I). Attached
to the boom is a manipulator capable of rotation and making possible the attachment
*This paper presents some of the results of a study conducted by the Lockheed-
California Company under Contract AF 33(657)-10466, sponsored by the Air Force
Dynamics Laboratory.
**Orientation guidance to the Lockheed-California study, provided by W. C. Buzzard,
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 1 Boom and Manipulator
of its arms to a rotating target. The boom is a ribbon-type design permitting
storage inside a rotating drum. The entire unit can be swiveled for alignment
with the target. In extension of this design principle, various interchangeable
heads can be provided to suit particular target characteristics.
One important prerequisite for a docking operation in the case of a spinning or
nutating target is the despinning of the target, regardless of whether or not physical
contact is involved in the docking mission. These targets are likely to have such
protuberances as antennas or other sensors, solar panels, and/or attitude jets. An
important consideration of a despinning mechanism is to avoid damaging the ta_et.
One mechanism considered for this purpose uses electromagnetic breaking by means
of a large, dc-energized electrical coil. The chase vehicle is controlled so as to
place the spin axis of the target in the plane of the electrical coil. Eddy currents
are then generated in the target by movement through the magnetic field, tending
to reduce the rate of spin.
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Thecoil is superconductiveandcooled with LH2, and it generates a magnetic field
of approyAmate!y 60 gauss at its center. The coil, which can be folded for storage,
would be approximately 30 ft in diameter, have a cross section of 3 sq in., and
weigh 100 to 150 lb. It was calculated that a target 8 ft in diameter, with an aluminum
skin cross section of 6 sq in. would have a time constant of spin decay of approximately
7.5 min. Preliminary design indicates that, to further decrease the time constant, the
coil would have sufficient structural strength to permit active spinning against the tar-
get spin. Electrical power required to overcome losses in the non-superconductive
portions of the circuit is approximately 1 kw. The method requires the chase vehicle
to have an adequate sensor and maneuvering control system. The chaser's attitude
control would also cancel the effect of the despinning torque transmitted to the chaser.
The preceding examples are typical of the large number of docking mechanisms
examined as part of the Lockheed study. Most of these mechanisms were extracted
from existing literature, and extensive use was made of an Air Force report on
space vehicle attachment and connection (ref. 2). Additional guidelines for docking
systems were found in reference 3.
This survey aspect of the study had two main results: it narrowed down the number
of systems likely to be used in future docking operations, and provided a basis for
establishing design requirements for verification methods and systems.
TESTING METHODS
Following determination of a model of the verification needs of docking systems
in general, three methods of verification were studied:
• Analytical verification
• Ground testing of components and systems
• Flight testing
In accordance with the purpose and limited scope of this paper, only ground testing
of complete docking systems will be considered, and some results of design studies
on such systems will be presented in more detail.
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From the standpointof classification of testing, four primary methodshavebeen
considered:
• Fixed-basesimulators
• Buoyancyof a static fluid
• Drag of a movingfluid
• Mechanicalsupportsystems
Briefly, only themechanicalsupport-systemsapproachcombinesthe characteristics
of technical feasibility with flexibility of test applicationsanddynamicaccuracyof
testing; therefore, it appearsto be superior to the other methods. Fixed-basesimu-
lators are widelyusedandare consideredto beexcellentwherethe main objective
of the dockingsimulation is to test or train the humanoperator or to examinespecific
dockingconcepts. However, for thetask of generalverification testing of docking
mechanisms,suchsimulators lack the flexibility andversatility necessaryfor such
a facility.
ZERO-GSIMULATIONCONCEPTS
Oneof the main difficulties in simulating thedockingoperationwith mechanical
supportsystemsis the disturbing influenceof gravity. A basic approachto the
problem is to create forces equalandoppositeto theweightof the simulatedvehicles
andall gravity-affectedcomponentsof importance. Onerather accuratemethodof
balancingthe effectsof gravity consistsof suspendingthe two vehicles in mechanical
gimbalsandusingother mechanicalmeansto provide the translational motions.
Facilities canfurther beclassified with respect to the methodusedto create the
dynamicmotions of the two vehicles. In oneconcept, termed "computedmotion,"
the motions of thetwo vehiclesare generatedby servos controlled by a computer,
(analogor digital) whichtreats the equationsof motions andreceives measurements
of the contact forces as inputs. In the other concept, termed "natural reaction,"
the vehicles are free to follow the forces andtorques appliedin the dockingprocess
as if theywere actuallyunder theweightless, free-floating conditions of space.
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It hasnotbeenpossibleto establisha clear-cut superiority of either concept
becausesomeof the factors involved in the comparisonare sensitively dependent
onassumptionswhichcannotbeassessedwith sufficient accuracy, andwhichare
rapidly changingwith technologicalprogress.
The computedmotion conceptfeatures relaxedrequirements regarding massand
inertia duplication, balancing, andgravity compensation. Gravity compensationof
parts of certain complexdockingmechanisms,however, maybe just as important
as in the natural reaction concept, dependingon thecharacteristics of the mechanism
to be tested.
Thecomputedmotion conceptis burdenedwith greater computercomplexity. Another
disadvantageis the methodologyof instrumentingthe dockingsystem andthe vehicle
simulators in order to determineall forces required for computationof dynamic
motions. Instrumentationcanbeparticularly difficult for extended,flexible docking
mechanisms,andpractically impossible for somemechanisms. To set up this
elaborateinstrumentationwill also require muchtime, andthe tendencyto keep
testingcomplexity within reasonablelimits will leadto reducedaccuracyof the
simulation.
In contrast, the natural-reaction conceptis not burdenedwith theseproblems; however,
it requires careful balancingandfull-scale duplicationof the massandinertial values
of the simulatedvehicles. The gimbal systemsuspendingthe vehicles must be rigid
andfriction must bekeptvery low or servo-compensationof friction effects must
beprovided. Further, the actualpropulsionandattitude control forces must be
duplicatedin full scale.
In designingin accordancewith the natural-reaction concept, it is sometimesdifficult
to duplicatethe momentof inertia or the massin oneparticular axis whengimbal
andattachedcomponentsaddunequalamountsof inertia or massto different com-
ponentsof motion.
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This difficultycan be overcome through the application of the concept of "artificial
mass." In this concept, a servo adds or subtracts a force or torque to the particular
component of motion or rotation in proportion to the longitudinal or angular acceleration
of that motion as measured, for example, by an accelerometer. Required in this con-
cept is a force servo, a device which generates a force or torque output proportional
to an input signal independent of output position. Various solutions are available for
performing this task.
Ground-Sup_ported Vehicle Simulator
To obtain the necessary high degree of dynamic realism in simulating the two vehicles,
the chaser and target, each must be capable of accurate dynamic motion in six degrees
of freedom.
A good method of providing the three translational motions for the vehicle simulator
is to support it from a smooth plane and level floor by means of a truck equipped with
cycloid drive units (figure 2). These units are commercially available and are readily
adaptable to both the computed-motion and natural-reaction concepts. Also, smooth
operation of the cycloid drive unit was demonstrated in actual tests. Typically, the
/
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Figure 2 Floor-Supported Cycloid Drive Chase Vehicle
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vehicle simulator is supportedby three cycloid drive units. Eachdrive unit features
h--...... n*-11_-o*'_o_nteddisc, motor-driven at constantspeed, to which three supporting
coasterwheelsare attached. Axis orientationof the wheelis controlled by meansof
linkageto a control point locatednear the centerof thedrive unit andmovedby servos.
Movingthe control point in the horizontal x-y plane, in the x or y direction, generates
drive-speed componentsproportional to the displacementof the control point in the
y andx directions, respectively. Thedrive unit neednot, therefore, changeorienta-
tion in order to changedirection of travel. For computedmotion, the computeroutput
cancontrol directly the servosdriving the control point of the cycloid drive. For
natural reaction, a horizontal, low-friction bearingis usedwith a follow-up system
controlling the cycloid-drive servos.
Vertical motion is controlled by a servosystemanda motor-driven ball-lead screw.
This configurationrepresentsa completelynatural-reaction type of simulator. The
chasevehicle consistsof a cylinder 26 ft longand10ft in diameter, andcontains
properly distributed weights to simulate momentsof inertia of the lifting re-entry
chasevehicle. Thecylinder is gimballedandbalancedaroundall three gimbal axes.
It containsprovision for installation of the dockingsystemto be tested. A propulsion
systemcapableof providingthrust for all six degreesof freedom, alongwith the
necessarycontrol, is incorporated. The twooperator stations represent a universal
setupwherebythe controls for the dockingsystemcaneasily be removedto accom-
modatevarious dockingmechanisms. To counteractthe effect of unbalanceby a
cantilevered dockingstructure, anadjustableweight is mountedalongthe centerline
of the dockingmechanism.
An airpad systemcouldbeusedinsteadof a cycloid drive, andmay eventuallysurpass
the cycloid drive in accuracyandsmoothnessof operation. Disadvantagesof the
airpad systemare the difficulty of adaptingit to the computed-motionmodeof operation,
andthe needfor morepowerfor its operation.
Overhead, Suspended Vehicle Simulator
Another promising configuration is suspension of the vehicle simulator from an
overhead carriage or crane bridge. This overhead support principle, as in floor
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mounting, lendsitself to the computed-motionas well asnatural-reaction concept
of operation. Manywaysto mechanizeoverheadsupportwere studiedandpara-
metrically compared.
An overheadsuspensionusing a servo-balancedbeamis illustrated in figure 3. As
shown, the servomotorproviding the vertical motionis usedto counterbalancethe
weight, which leadsto rather high but not impractical power requirementsfor this
motor. Various means, suchashydraulic or pneumaticsprings, havebeeninvesti-
gatedto reducethis power requirement.
%
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Figure 3 Servo-Balanced Overhead Beam
PARAME TRIC ANA LYSIS
A parametric comparison placed the types of vehicle simulators into two categories:
mechanical configuration, i.e., airpad, cycloid drive, etc., and a method of generating
the simulated motion, i.e., computed motion, natural reaction, and combinations
thereof. The listing of simulator characteristics thus forms a two-dimensional matrix.
Further, all pertinent configurations in the matrix were rated in accordance with four
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rating factors-utilization, cost, authenticity, andversatility. Thesefactors are
actually headings,eachsummarizing a numberof contributions, which are discussed
in more detail in theAir Force report documentingthis study (ref. 2).
This parametric comparisonshowed,in general, that the natural-reaction concept
achievedhigher total scores thanthe computed-motionconcepts,a consequencedue
mainly to high weightingof the authenticityfactor. It mustbe emphasizedthat the
methodis somewhatarbitrary andthat selectionof the best vehicle simulator maybe
changedby changingthe weightingfactors; for example, if cost-factor weightingis
increasedrelative to authenticity factor, thecomputedmotion conceptbecomesmore
attractive.
For selectionof the entire facility, other factors appearin additionto thoseconsidered
in the matrix of vehicle simulators. In particular, it appearsthat the combinationof
onefloor-mounted chase-vehiclesimulator with oneoverhead-supportedtarget simu-
lator provides special advantagesto the facility not possessedbythe choiceof either
two floor-mounted or two overhead-supportedsimulators. Theadvantagesexist
with regard to overall test flexibility andfreedomof action, i.e. , motion of thetwo
vehicles relative to eachother, becausethis combinationaloneallows the simulated
test vehicles to passover, under, andaroundeachother. Also, this type of facility
appearsto havea greater growthpotential.
ASSUMPTIONSANDFUTUREWORK
The assumptionsuponwhichthis studywasbasedmay not havebeenaccurateand
complete in all respects. Also, if sucha facility is to bebuilt, changesof assumptions
warrantedby better definition andadvancesin technologymust be taken into account
before constructionbeginsbecause, in manyareas, theywill significantly influence
optimumtechnologyof dockingsystemtesting. Typical of suchareas are:
• Definition of target characteristics
• Dockingsystem design
• Dockingloadsandinfluenceon structures
• Advancesin attitudeandmaneuveringtechnology
• Advancesin sensortechnology
• Advancesin computertechnology
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SUMMARYANDCONCLUSION
Thefollowing desirablecharacteristics for a versatile dockingsystem validation
facility haveemergedas a result of this study:
• Use of true time scale, as essential for human operator control
• High fidelity in producing true dynamic motion of both vehicle simulators
by providing the possibility of using the natural reaction concept in angular
as well as in translational modes
• Full-scale duplication of masses and moments of inertia of both vehicles
• Possibility of using actual docking hardware
• Six degrees of freedom of motion for each vehicle simulator
• Largest possible range of motion
• Maximum freedom of relative motion between target and chase-vehicle
simulator
• Accuracy of balancing and freedom of friction such that the maximum error
force due to unbalance or friction is 1/3,000 of the weight of the vehicle
• Flexibility of installation of different types of mechanisms
• Flexibility of testing a variety of target configurations
The facility which was finally recommended features a floor-mounted cycloidal drive
truck for the chaser (figure 2) and an overhead-supported target suspended from a
carriage which travels on an overhead bridge. Counterweights balance the vertical
load of the target vehicle. The realism of simulation and freedom of relative motion
obtainable with the proposed combination floor-mounted overhead-supported vehicle
simulators is shown in figure 4.
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A CONCEPT FOR THE DESIGN OF VARIABLE-VISCOSITY,
VARIABLE-STIFFNESS DAMPERS
By Jerome J. Lohr
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
This paper discusses a design concept for damping mechanisms Which permits an-
order-of-magnitude increase in damping efficiency compared with that of existing
dampers. The concept utilizes polymeric materials at temperatures in the region
of their glass transition temperatures. In this region (which may extend over a
bandwidth of 10 ° to 50°C or more), configurational rearrangements of the polymer
chain backbones allow very high mechanical energy absorption. Both free- and
forced-vibration systems were used to study the properties of mechanical systems
employing such dampers.
INTRODUCTION
Aerospace systems often are exposed to extreme shock or vibration. Typical
sources of shock and vibration are booster ignition, retro-rocket firing, docking
maneuvers, and planetary impact. The effects of these environmental parameters
are often accentuated by the design configuration and weight limitation.
For example, solar cell panels must be light in weight and easily deployed. Shaker
tests on Ranger Block IH solar cell panels (ref. 1 ) have indicated panel-tip struc-
tural gains of 50 times the input at the spacecraft base. These high gains could
result in structural yeilding and failure if they occurred during a mission. As another
example, planetary impact - whether soft or hard - imposes severe restraints
(ref. 2) on design of instruments capable of withstanding impact decelerations.
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In eachof the aboveexamples, vibration or shock-attenuationdeviceswill beusedto
decreasethe stress onvarious systemcomponents. Shockandvibration dampingsys-
tems, if they are to be usedin the aerospaceenvironment, must beboth reliable and
efficient. Reliability is often enhancedif the designcanbekept simple. Efficiency nor-
mally meanshighenergyabsorptionrelative to the weightof the dampingmechanism.
Theproposeddampingmechanismconcept,promising to fulfill the requirements for
simplicity andefficiency, utilizes polymeric materials at temperatures in the region
of their glasstransition temperatures. This region is characterized asthat wherein
the polymeric material changesfrom a relatively stiff material to a relatively soft,
rubbery material. Thedampingcapability often increasesby anorder of magnitude
in this region (ref. 3).
The conceptis not entirely newin that manufacturershavecompoundedvarious special
materials whichpermit very high dampingat ambienttemperatures. Actually, the
compounderswere formulating materials that havenear-ambientglass transition tem-
peratures.
In the aerospaceenvironment, temperaturesmay deviatewidely from earth ambient
temperature; thusthesematerials might be relatively ineffective dampers. However,
by understandingtheconceptof the dampingmaterial operatingin its glass transition
range, a designercouldchooseefficient dampingmaterials simply by selectingmat-
erials whoseglass transition temperaturerangecoincidedwith the operating temper-
ature of the system. Alternatively, the designercouldcontrol the temperatureof the
damperso that it wouldoperate in its glass transition region. Thepurposeof this
paper is to indicatethe increase in dampingcapacitythat occurs in the glass transi-
tion region of several thermoplasticmaterials, andto suggestsomeways in which
this capability mightbeutilized.
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ANALYSIS
Free oscillations of a body supported by a viscous damping isolator _m_y be described
by the equation (ref. 4 )
my = -ky - cy (I)
where m is the mass of the body, y is its displacement, k is the damper spring
stiffness, and c the damper viscosity. The ratio of the amplitude of successive free
oscillations is commonly used to indicate the degree of damping in a system. The loga-
rithm of this ratio is known as the logarithmic decrement A and is related to the
viscosity c by the relation
2v (c/c c )
A = (2)
_/1 - (C/C e)2
where c = 2 k_ and is called the critical viscosity. Damping capacity greater than
c
c does not allow oscillatory motion of the vibrating member. The damping ratio
c
c/c c may be determined from measurements of the logarithmic decrement A and by
use of equation (2).
For a forced-vibration system, the motion of a body mounted on a vibration isolator
which is itself attached to a vibrating support, may be described by the equation
m_} = k(s - y) + c(s - y) (3)
where, as schematically shown in figure 1, m is the mass of the vibrating body, k
is the spring stiffness, c is the viscosity of the dashpot, and y and s are displace-
ments as shown.
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Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of Viscously Damped Single-Degree-of Freedom System
The initial transient vibration is assumed to disappear as a result of the damping, and
the mounted body is assumed to oscillate with forcing frequency w . If the amplitude
of motion of the support is s o and that of the body Yo ' then the ratio Yo / So ' called
the transmissibility T D , is given by the equation
where _ is the resonant frequency of the system. Comparison of experimentally
determined transmissibilities by use of a plot of T D versus w/p. at various values of
c/c c allows determination of the damping ratio. The damping ratio should be a basic
property of a material at a specified temperature.
EXPERIMENT
Free-vibration measurements were made with a torsional pendulum (ref. 5). The
measurements were made in the approximate frequency range from 0.4 to 2.5 eps at
temperatures accurate to within ± 1/2 ° C.
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A systemthat loadsdisksof polymeric material in shearwas used for the forced-
vibration experiment_. The significant portion of the system is shown in figure 2.
REMOVABLE LIN
LOAD CELL
LV
®
__ TEST
SPECIMEN
m__ (k and c)
RAM
FURNACE
Figure 2 Test Fixture for Forced-Vibration Experiments
The disk acts as a spring and supports the weight immediately beneath it. The disk
and its supporting flanges can be replaced by various commercial isolators. The linear
variable differential transformer ( LVDT ) immediately above the disk is used to measure
displacement of the disk core as the disk and its support move up and down under sinu-
soidal excitation. The cage holding the disk, weight, and LVDT was mounted on a
hydraulic ram. Sinusoidal oscillations over a frequency range from 1 to 100 cps were
programmed with a closed-loop servo-controlled hydraulic system. The output of the
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ram-control LVDT andthedisk-core-displacementLVDT was recordedonanoscillo-
graph. Thetest fixture wasenclosedin a chamberwheretemperatureswere controlled
within + 1/2°C.
The system was allowed to equilibrate for 20 min at a given test temperature. The rod
extending out of the furnace was then connected, through a removable link, to a load
cell and the system oscillated at 0.1 and 1 cps to measure the sample stiffness. In all
cases, ram displacement was 0. 050 in. or less. The load cell was then disconnected.
With the weight supported only by the disk, the "frequency spectrum was then scanned,
with amplitudes of vibration recorded at 10-cps increments. For all forced-vibration
tests reported here, the total weight used was 0. 597 lb.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The increased damping that occurs in the range of the glass transition temperature T
g
may be seen by examining the free-vibration curves for poly-methyl methacrylate
( PMMA ) shown in figure 3.
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Figuc¢_ 3 Typical Free-Oscillation Decay Curves for PMMA
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The left curve is a typical vibration-decay curve determined at temperatures below
Tg . The middle curve shows that damping at 120°C is so high that essentially no
oscillation occurs "_ter the material returns from its initial perturbation; this would
correspond to a damping ratio of 1.0 or greater. The curve measured at 150°C, which
is above the Tg region, shows decreased damping capability and a lower resonant
frequency, owing to the decrease in stiffness of the PMMA.
An indication of the magnitude of the Tg region and the increase in damping that occurs
in the region may be seen from figure 4, where logarithmic decrements and damping
ratios are shown as a function of temperature for several different materials.
I0
.0160 I I I 1 t I I I t I I
- -40-20 0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 160
TEMPERATURE, °C
Figure 4 Logarithmic Decrement and Damping Ratio as a Function of
Temperature for Various Materials
The data for this plot are the same as those used in ref. 6, wherein they were used to
determine Tg The dashed lines indicate that, with the torsional pendulum system
which was used, it was impossible to measure damping ratios above about 0.4. Depend-
ing on the damping level of interest, the temperature range of greatly increased damping
may be seen to be from 10 ° to 50°C in extent.
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One limitation on using thermoplastic materials for isolators is their tendency to creep
or slump after carrying a load at temperatures in the T region. If the materials areg
lightly cross-linked, they will have a built-in memory and return to their original
shape when heated to temperatures above T These cross-linked materials stillg
show essentially the same damping behavior, as shown in figure 5 where A and c/c c
are again indicated as functions of temperature. These materials were synthesized
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Figure 5 Logarithmic Decrement and Damping Ratio as a Function of
Temperature for Cross-Linked PMMA
from varying ratios of methyl methacrylate (MMA) and ethylene glycol dimenthacry-
late (EDMA), a trifunetional monomer, which allows formation of cross-links. The
cross-link densities were measured under contract to NASA (ref. 7 ). Materials
numbered 2, 3, and 4 have cross-link densities in the range of commerically available
rubber materials.
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• A graphic method of comparing the damping capability of materials in their T range
g
with that of commerical isolators from Lord Manufacturing Company is shown in
figure 6. The data were measured with the system shown zn iigure 2 _xcept +_'-+ +hbllC._bt* bile
o LORD ISOLATOR PH-I
[] PVC of 87°C- I/8" THICK
0 PMMA at 122°C-- I/8" THICK
z_ PMMA at 142 ° C-I/8" THICK
I
20 40 60 80 I00
FORCING FREQUENCY, eJ, cps
Figure 6 Displacement Amplification Versus Forcing Frequency for Different
Damping Systems
specimen LVDT was mounted directly on the vibrating system. Thus, the displacement
amplification Yo/So is a measure of how much the damping disk deflects. As may be
seen from figure 6, resonance for the commercial isolator occurred at about 20 cps.
Although it cannot be seen in this figure, resonance for the polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
and PMMA occurred at frequencies varying from 30 to 55 cps with corresponding dis-
placement amplifications of 0.3 to 0.4. Above the resonance point, the displacement
amplification approaches 1.0 because the body is effectively motionless. Figure 6
shows graphically that the position of the driven body, when the PVC or PMMA is used
as a damping material, is well controlled at all frequencies.
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Using damping materials in their Tg regions also allows some stiffness variation. The
T region coincides with the temperature region where there is a marked decrease in
g
stiffness of the material. The sitffness is related to the resonant frequency by the
equation (ref. 4 )
(5)
where w is the weight of the vibrating mass. Resonant frequencies for various mater-
ials were calculated from the measured stiffness and are shown in table 1. In general,
they agree with the measured values quite well. In the next paragraphs, more will be
said about the results in this table.
Table 1
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINING
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Specimen
Lord PH-1
Lord PH 377-3
Lord PH-12
1/8 in. PVC
1/32 in. PVC
Temperature
(oc)
Ambient
I
Ir
78
r
87
96
106
78
87
96
Frequency for Stiffness
Measurement w
( cps )
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
1.0
gt c al _ exp
( cps ) ( cps )
18.5 20.5
29.5 29.5
56.8 55.0
45.8 _ 60
55.5
34.0 45
39.2
35.1 43.0
38.3
34.5 42.0
38.8
25.1 38
34.5
22.1 } 27.0
24.4
17 13 22.5
21 2
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Transmissibilities measuredwith the systemshownin figure 2 were normalized by
dividing the forcing frequency by the resonant frequency. These results for commercial
isolators, as well as theoretical transmissibility values from ........ '" _ are Ch_,_ int2Lltl_t I'*ull _'_1, ........
figure 7. A damping ratio of c/c c equal to zero is, of course, the solution for an
undamped system. As may be seen from figure 7, the amplitude of the driven member
increases to as much as 9 times the driving amplitude. This corresponds to damping
ratios of approximately 0.05 to 0.10.
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Figure 7 Transmissibility as a Function of Normalized Frequency for
Commercial Isolators
Transmissibilities of a nominally 1/8-in.-thick sheet of commercial PVC as a function
of normalized frequency are shown in figure 8. These show that at temperatures of 78 °
and 87°C, which are in the T region, the transmissibilities near resonance are of the
g
order of 1.25 or less, which corresponds to a damping ratio of approximately 1. As
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Figure 8
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Transmissibility as a Function of Normalized Frequency for 1/8-in. PVC
the temperature is increased to above the glass transition region, to 96 ° and 106 ° C,
the transmissibility increases, as one would expect, because the material is now in
its rubbery region. As we saw in figure 7, in the rubbery region the damping ratios
are much lower.
An interesting aspect of forced-vibration tests of these high-efficiency damping mat-
erials is that it is difficult to observe where resonance actually occurs because there
is so little amplification of displacement. Even observing the change in the phase
angle between the forcing and the following displacement is difficult, because for highly
damped systems the phase angle changes slowly (ref. 4). Consequently, the frequency
used to normalize the data was calculated from the measured stiffnesses using equation
(5). This presented a minor difficulty, in that the stiffness is frequency dependent.
This does not lead to a major error, however, because the resonant frequency calcu-
lated from equation (5) changes only about 10 percent for a one-decade increase in
forcing frequency, as may be seen from table 1.
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W• For those combinations of temperature and material where the reso*nant frequency
could be experimentally observed, it was found to be about 10 percent higher than the
calculated resonant frequency. Thus, the calculatcd frequency ,::as incro_ed by 10
percent to normalize the 78 ° and 87°C data in figures 5 and 6. For the forced-vibration
tests, damping at temperatures just below the glass transition temperature region was
not determined. This was because available test specimens were not thin enough to
give stiffnesses that would produce resonant frequencies below the 100 cps capability
of the test equipment.
In summary, increased damping capability shown by materials in their T region
g
presents a designer with many possibilities. There is a wide choice of available poly-
meric materials, so he may choose one whose Tg region corresponds with his applica-
tion temperature. Alternatively, he may plasticize materials to lower their T regions
g
to his operating temperature. Or, he might imbed heating wires in the damping mat-
erial , and by controlling temperature, control both stiffness and viscosity. By
controlling the temperature of the damper, he could also use the damping materials
as near-rigid supports for part of a mission, and as very efficient damping materials
for another part. Understanding the phenomenon of increased damping in the T
g
region of polymers therefore gives the designer an additional degree of freedom in
designing reliable and efficient systems that can significantly surpass those formerly
available.
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ANALYSIS OF A SATELLITE ANGLE-OF-ATTACK SENSOR
By William E. Frye
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
SUMMARY
The direction of the deceleration due to airdrag on an attitude-stabilized satellite is
sensed by a simple pendulum immersed in a damping fluid. This paper considers the
manner in which the device responds to perturbations caused by attitude oscillations,
variations in air density, orbit eccentricity, gravity gradient, and internal instrumental
perturbations. Restrictions on the location of the device relative to the center of mass
of the vehicle and the choice of damping fluid are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Since satellite drag force caused by the residual atmosphere is directed along the
negative velocity vector, any device that can detect the effect of this force can be
used, in principle, to determine the satellite attitude in pitch and yaw relative to the
velocity vector, i.e., the angle-of-attack. The drag force will cause a small deceler-
ation (acceleration in the negative velocity direction) proportional to the air density,
the speed of the satellite, and the projected area normal to the velocity (since the satel-
lite is moving in a medium where free molecular flow prevails). By the Einstein
Equivalence Principle the effect of this deceleration on a pendulum can be illustrated
by a pendulum with its support point at rest in a weak uniform gravitational field with
the gravitational acceleration equal to the drag deceleration. If the satellite is in a
circular orbit, if the air density is constant at that altitude, and if the area of the
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satellite projectednormal to thevelocity vector remains constant(i. e., a well-
stabilized vehicle), then the drag decelerationis constant, andthe equationof motion
of the pendulumis thewell-knownonefor a simple pendulumsuspendedby a flexible
string from a fixed support in aweakgravitational field. If dampingis present (e.g.,
thependulumis immersedin a fluid that offers viscousresistanceto motion of the
pendulumbob)thependulumshouldeventuallyhangat rest in the direction opposite
to the drag force vector, regardless of any initial angular velocity or position that
thependulummighthavehad.
Severalperturbing influencescandisturb this idealequilibrium positionof the pendulum.
If the point of supportis displacedfrom the center of mass of the vehicle, attitude
oscillations of thevehiclewill causelateral accelerationsof the support. This will
affect the positionof thebob relative to the supportpoint. Similarly, thrust pulses
from attitude-control jets in pitch andyaw that donot form pure torque coupleswill
causeaccelerationof the supportpoint.
Variations in the density of the air throughwhichthe vehicle is passing (ref. 1) will
causevariations in the drag decelerationand, under certain conditions, parametric
excitationof the pendulum. Densityvariations canarise from suchcausesasthe
day-night influenceon air-pressure altitude, influenceof solar particle bombard-
mentvariations onthe upperatmosphere,andthe altitude variations of aneccentric
orbit.
Variations in projectedarea presentedto the airstream becauseof attitude oscilla-
tions will causevariations in the drag force, andresult in variations in the equivalent
accelerationactingto restore thependulumbobto its equilibrium position. If the
attitude excursionsare small (asfor awell-stabilized vehicle), it canbe expected
that this effect will besmall andcanbeneglected.
Earth gravity andgravity-gradient effects on the pendulumcanbe expectedto be
negligible if the instrument is locatedclose to the center of massof the vehicle.
Thependulumwill normally lie close to the local horizontal, and, since the pen-
dulum is quite short, the gravity gradient forces will be negligible.
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Perturbation effects internal to the penduluminstrument canoccur if care is not taken
in the dc_._,o_-_......Tb_ suoDort.,thread for the pendulumbob shouldbeperfectly flexible
sothat the tensionof the thread passesthroughthe point of support, andno spuric,us
forces or torques act onthe bob. Proper choiceof material for the thread can, hope-
fully, minimize this perturbation.
Becauseof the almost zero-g environment, convectioncurrents in the fluid surround-
ing the pendulum,causedby localizedheating, shouldnot be a problem. In anyevent,
the effect can be minimized by proper thermal isolation andstabilization of the
instrument.
DYNAMICANALYSIS
Thesimplest form of dampingof the pendulummotion canbeprovidedby immersing
the pendulumin a hermetically sealedcancontaininga fluid. A gaseoustype is prefer-
able sincenobubbleprpblem exists with a gas. Becausethependulumwill movevery
slowly, the Reynoldsnumber is small -- typically less thanone. Stokes' Lawof viscous
drag (ref. 2) shouldbe valid. Thus
Drag force = 3_vd -- KFV
for a sphere of diameter d moving at a speed v in a medium having a viscosity coefficient u.
Typical values of viscosity coefficient for several gases are listed in table 1.
Table 1
VISCOSITIES OF VARIOUS GASES AT 20°C (a)
Viscosity
(micropoise)Gas
Air
Argon
Helium
Krypton
Neon
Xenon
(a)
180
220
194
246
311
226
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 44th ed.
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Of the common gases, neon has the largest value at room temperature, and it can
therefore be assumed that it will be used to fill the pendulum container. Since vis-
cosity is independent of the pressure and density of the gas, there is no advantage
to high pressure and a subatmospheric pressure can be used (e. g., 5 psi).
Vehicle attitude oscillations about the center of mass (measured in pitch and
yaw relative to the velocity vector) tend to be somewhat random, as the attitude
control system functions whenever the dead band is exceeded. For our purposes the
oscillations can be approximated by a sinusoidal function of time with a period of typ-
ically 100 sec and an amplitude equal to the dead band, typically 1 deg. These motions
have the following effects:
If the pendulum support is displaced from the vehicle center of mass,
acceleration of the support point R_" occurs.
Rotation of the case causes a force on the pendulum through the damping of
the gas in the case (-KFr_) where R is the distance of the pendulum support
from the vehicle center of mass, and _ is the vehicle angle-of-attack.
From figure 1, the equation of motion of the pendulum, including the effects of vehicle
deceleration, vehicle attitude oscillations, orbit eccentricity, and damping of the pend-
ulum motion can be written as follows:
m(r0" + R_') = -m asin _ - KFr
where the drag deceleration is approximately a = a° + b sin wt for elliptic orbits and m
is the mass of the pendulum. If the angles are small, this equation applies equally well
to motion in pitch and yaw.
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Figure 1 Pendulum and Vehicle Configuration
The desired motion of the pendulum is for _ to damp out to zero and for _ , the meas-
ured quantity, to indicate the angle of attack _.
The equation of motion in terms of _ is
K F a + b sin wt 2 KF
+ __ _ + o sin_ = R_ w _ sin w t +-- _v_bo cOSwvt
m r r v o v m
where _b =_o sin Wvt represents the attitude oscillations of the vehicle. This equation
is nonlinear and has a time-dependent coefficient. It can, of course, be programmed
on a computer and solved for particular values of the parameters and conditions. The
boundedness of the solution for the homogeneous equation (right-hand side equal to zero,
or no attitude oscillations of the vehicle) can be tested by the method of Petty and
Leitmann (ref. 3).
An alternative approach consists of linearizing the equation by replacing sin _ by q5
(small angle approximation) and transforming the equation into the form of the Mathieu
differential equation, and then applying the Floquet theorem (ref. 4) to investigate the
stability and boundedness of the solutions.
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In lieu of a more exact treatment, the linearized equation can be solved for the partic-
ular case of the vehicle in a circular orbit with constant air density. The steady state
error can easily be estimated, assuming typical values for the constants in the equation.
Such an analysis indicates that the distance R of the instrument from the center of mass
of the satellite should not exceed 10 cm if the steady state error is not to exceed 1 deg.
INSTRUMENT DESIGN
Pendulum Suspension
The pendulum string must be flexible enough so that in the steady state the bob hangs
along the resultant acceleration direction. It is necessary, of course, that the string
also be strong enough to withstand the launch accelerations. Experience with pendu-
lums that hang in such a low acceleration field as 10 -5 to 10-6g is so limited that it
is difficult to predict the behavior of any particular string material. One suggestion
is to make the string as a chain of small links, each coated with Teflon to minimize
friction. Since the instrument is basically simple (figure 2), it is suggested that a
test program of orbiting several units with different suspensions to obtain experimental
data would be relatively easy and economical.
Pendulum Position Sensor
The position of the pendulum bob can be measured optically in a straightforward way by
using the Radiation Tracking Transducer (RTT) XY20. * Figure 2 shows how it is used
in the instrument. The surface of the spherical bob (a hollow aluminum sphere or
aluminized ping-pong ball) is highly polished. The image of the "point light source"
reflected in the sphere is focused by the lens on the RTT. The output from the RTT is in
the form of a pair of signal voltages giving the orthogonal coordinates of the focussed
spot. These voltages are proportional to the orthogonal angular deflections of the
pendulum bob.
For an angular range of pendulum motion of ±15 deg for a pendulum length of 10 cm,
a lens of 6.5-mm focal length can be used. A standard wide-angle lens for 8-mm movie
*Micro Systems, Inc., San Gabriel, Calif.
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Figure 2 Angle-of-Attack Instrument
cameras could probably be used. The external case of the instrument could be cylindri-
cal with a length of about 20 cm and a diameter of about 10 cm.
C ONC LUSIONS
Compared with other methods of sensing satellite attitude, such as force balance accel-
erometers, a horizon sensor, or a star tracker, this device has the following
advantages:
Simple principle, straightforward design, and inexpensive to build
Radiation link to external world not required
Low mass
• Small volume
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Low powerrequirement
Direct measurementof angle-of-attack
Disadvantagesandlimitations of this devicecanbesummarizedasfollows:
• Limited accuracy (not a high-precision instrument)
• Limitation on location (must be close to vehicle center of mass)
• Uncertain performance of pendulum-supporting thread under low acceleration
• Limitation to relatively low satellite altitudes that assure sufficient drag
deceleration
Analysis of the application of the angle-of-attack sensor as an element in the satellite
attitude-control loop has not yet been attempted, and a model of the sensor has not yet
been built or tested.
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EXPLOSIVELYACTUATED
(PYROMECHANICAL)DEVICESFOR
SPACECRAFTAPPLICATIONS
By A. G. Benedict
Jet PropulsionLaboratory
California Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
N b-367/5"
The Iightness, compactness, and variety of available explosively actuated devices
make them attractive for many spacecraft applications, but their inherent "single-
shot" characteristic makes adequate reliability attainable only by avoiding mis-
applications, by scrupulous attention to good design practice, and by intelligent
testing.
In this paper, rough ffuidelines are given for application, design, test, and economy;
emphasis is placed on avoidance of nonanalytic devices.
INTRODUCTION
The compact energs,-storage quality of explosives lends itself to the design of a wide
variety of explosively actuated (pyromechanical) devices which are often much lighter
and smaller than their mechanical, electromechanical, or pneumatic counterparts -
particularly if a single-shot operation is acceptable. Pyromechanical devices are
therefore attractive for stage separation, latch release, fuel-valve operation, and
other comparable functions on board a spacecraft.
The single-shot characteristic of the pyromechanical device is an important design
consideration because it precludes proof testing of flight hardware. A faulty electro-
magnetic release can hopefully be detected by preflight operation whereas a faulty
pyromechanical release can provide no such inexpensive feedback to the designer.
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Pyromechanicaldevicesrequire unusualattentionto detail in design, fabrication,
inspection, andtest. It is particularly important that samplesconsumedin destruc-
tive testingbe substantiallyidentical with units intendedfor service in actual flight.
The cost per unit of pyromechanicaldevicesoften comparesfavorably with electro-
mechanicalor other equivalentsystems. However, the samplequantitiesneededto
demonstratethe reliability of space-qualifiedhardwareare usually relatively large,
tendingto make theoverall cost extremely high for short-run applications.
APPLICATION
It is convenientto classify pyromechanicaldevices into twogeneral groups- analytic
andnonanalytic. Devicesthat usepropellant-typeexplosivesfor developmentof a
high-pressure gasexpandingadiabatically in a piston andcylinder (heatengine)
arrangementare usuallyanalytic, in that their mechanicaldesignlends itself to
analysis;devicesthat usedetonatingexplosivesmust be designedona cut-and-try
basis (all reassurancesto the contrary). Operationof nonanalyticdevices is analo-
gousto the trick of jerking a tablecloth from beneatha groupof water glasses; if the
trick works - Bravo! Let's do it again!
Analytic Devices
Analytic devices, of which pin pushers and cable cutters are typical, tend to have
marginal qualities in the smaller sizes. Electrical initiation (e. g. , a l-w, 1-amp
squib)* or percussion initiation (e. g. , a spring-driven firing pin) typically requires
an input on the order of 1 in. -ib of energy; this input may in itself be adequate for
direct (nonexplosive) actuation of small mechanisms such as lens-cover latches.
The mechanical work available from explosive mixes is typically of the order of
i0 ft-lb per O. 001 cu in. of explosive; the design of devices requiring less than
i0 ft-lb of energy may involve practical problems in manufacturing tolerances.
*In this paper, "cartridge" refers to both electrically and mechanically initiated car-
tridges, and "squib" is loosely used in reference to electrically initiated cartridges.
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Nonanalytical Devices
Devices that use detonating materials (developing peak p_-_ui-es po3sibly we!! over
105 atm) and those depending heavily on structural details such as crimped joints, are
typical of designs that may be classified as nonanalytic. Some nonanalytic devices
have remarkable and tantalizing performance characteristics, but development and
proof of reliable designs can be an extremely expensive process.
General Guidelines for Application
The following guidelines are offered for achieving maximum economy, schedule
adherence, and reliability in the application, design, and testing of pyromechanical
devices :
• Careful comparisons should be made against reasonable alternative devices,
such as electromechanical actuators, before specifying a pyromechanical
device.
• Pyromechanical devices may not offer easy solutions to problems for which
other types of device do not seem particularly suitable.
• Envelopes should not be restricted so that necessary peak pressures are
much greater than about 25 percent of practical seal strengths.
• Caution should be exercised when specifying pyromechanical devices where
the necessary work output is less than about 10 or 20 ft-lb.
• Nonanalytic devices should be used only after careful review of the potential
problems they present.
• Noncritical acceptance of information relating to proven reliability of pyro-
mechanical devices should be avoided.
DESIGN
The design of analytic devices is rather straightforward, but it requires careful
attention to detail. The designer must foresee trouble rather than wait for a failure
in service to highlight a design weakness.
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Particular attentionshouldbepaid to the following aspects:
• Adversecombinationsof dimen-
sional tolerancestackups
• Variations in manufacturing
processes
• Lack of uniformity in raw
materials
• Specifiedenvironmentalex-
posuresandoperating
conditions
• Possibleadverseeffects re-
sulting from variations in heat-
treating
• Possiblehydrogencmbrittlc-
meat (whichmayoccur during
heat treat or plating)
• Possibleacousticalresonance
• Stress concentrationsresult-
ink from threads, small fillets,
roughsurface finishes, etc.
• Assemblyandmountingstresses
• Differential thermal expansion
• Reductionin firing-pin energ)Tas
the result of high g-loading, fric-
tion, or over-stressing of springs
• Low-temperaturereductionof
notchstrength
• High-temperaturereductionof
yield strength
• Thrust andcouplesonmounting
bolts
• Possibility of O-rings freezing at
reducedtemperatures, or extrud-
ing at high temperatures
• Details lendingthemselvesto error
or confusionin manufacture, field
assembly, installation, or field
checkout
• Breakawayfriction
• Variations in strength of shear
pins, rupture diaphragms, etc.
• Possibility of vacuumwelding
• Practical limits of inspectionand
test
• Needto ensurethat results of sample
tests are meaningful
• Reductionof percussionprimer sensi-
tivity as the result of firing-pin
eccentricity, or of damageto the
primer during assembly
Most of the foregoingitems represent establishedengineeringprecepts whichare
often ignored in the interest of whatmight best bedescribedas faulty economy. If a
desig_ is good, thereshouldbeno room for buy-off in procurementof flight items
(other thanfor apparentdeviations, suchas workmanship, whichmay haveto bebased
onopinion).
TESTING
Test ln'ogramsshouldbedevisedto achievethe following goals:
• Exploreworst-easedesigll
tolerances
• Make lTlaXillltllrl USe of non-
destructive techniques
Take advantage of tests by var-
iables rather than tests by attri-
butes in order to obtain maximum
information from a minimum number
of samples
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• Exploreeachpotentialfailure
modesothat limiting failure
•-atesca_ be established for
each mode
• Isolate failure cases when com-
bined environments are involved
Ensure that test operating con-
ditions are comparable with those
anticipated in flight; and that these
can be dupizcated in Lhe _vent w_
failure
Avoid applying needlessly severe test criteria
Ensure that Bruceton-type tests, * if any, are
conducted and interpreted in a defensible
manner
Too many test programs involve little more than the indiscriminate firing of a large
number of samples at low, room, and high temperature after exposure to a range of
environments. The criticism that can be leveled at such a test program for a pin-
puller latch release might include the following:
• The tests are tests by attributes for which, as an example, over 3,200
no-fail tests are required to demonstrate a reliability of 99.95 percent
at 80-percent confidence; as few as 30 or 40 samples may be sufficient
to demonstrate the same reliability if tested by variables.
• The test results may be meaningless unless the test items bear some
analytical relationship to flight items.
• The tests give no indication of how marginal the device may be, and the
results cannot be extrapolated to cover last-minute changes in operating
conditions.
It is not uncommon to hear a claim such as "2,000 of these units have been tested
without a failure," which raises a need for defining failure; for example, the pin-
puller latch release may cause partial or complete mission failure if released prior
to initiation because its shear pin is broken by vibration. Similar failure might
result if the device unlatched successfully, yet caused one or more of the following
malfunction conditions :
• Rupture following release, with consequent damage to adjacent wiring
• Venting of smoke, contaminating nearby optical surfaces
*Princeton University, Statistical Research Group: Statistical Analyses for a New
Procedure in Sensitivity Experiments. Applied Mathematics Panel Report No. 101,
Princeton Press, July 1944, p. 40.
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• Rebound of latch release, jamming the cover it was intended to free
• "Tearing free" of the pin-puller latch release from its mounting
• Imposition by release of unrevealed dead short, preventing the
operation of other mechanisms
• Disturbance of a magnetic field
• Operation slower than required
• Premature operation resulting from r-f field or static discharge
• Operation only because of inadvertent "undertorquing" of mounting
bolts
Sample Size
Well-desig_aed pyromechanical test programs are characterized by the comparatively
large number of expensive samples consumed in test, a characteristic resulting from
the one-time quality of the cartridge if not of the device itself.
The number of samples required to demonstrate high reliability at a high confidence
level in destructive tests by attributes is so large as to make such tests almost eco-
nomically impractical. As previously noted, the demonstration of 99.95-percent
reliability at 80-percent confidence requires a sequence of over 3,200 no-fail tests;
a sample size twice as large is needed if even one failure is recorded.
As a rough guide only, a qualification test program based on tests by variables, for
a pin puller and squib combination, may require a total of about 250 squibs (costing
possibly $50 to $100 each) and about 20 or 30 pin pullers (costing possibly $100 to $200
each). The high proportion of squibs is attributable to the fact that many squib tests
are, of necessity, destructive.
Control Samples and Spares
The troubleshooting of anomalies in pyromechanical test results is not always easy,
and duplication of yesterday's test results before proeeeding with today's tests is
almost certainly the most reassuring way of approaching this problem.
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Suchanapproachrequires not only that the test program provide for systematicuse of
control samp!es,but also that a liberal quantityof sparesbe carried to allow investi-
gationof theanomalies. Sparesshouldalso becarried throughall environmenLalex-
posuresto allow prompt coverageof suchcontingenciesas instrument failure or an
error in test techniquesleadingto a loss of results during a destructive test. Control
samplesof squibsor cartridges shouldalso bekept onhandto allow comparisonwith
newlots which mayhaveto be purchasedlater.
Types of Tests
Tests in which pyromechanical devices may be involved include those conducted for
developmental, design evaluation, calibration, quality control, quality assurance, lot
acceptance, and qualification purposes.
Calibration tests for cartridges are conducted to determine quantities of a particular
lot of explosive material required to meet a performance specification; quality control
tests may be viewed as in-process tests of production items, and quality assurance
tests as tests on finished lots prior to delivery.
Qualification tests should always be preceded by lot acceptance tests, if for no reason
other than to prove that lot acceptance tests have no significant adverse effect on the
items.
lO0-PercentInspection
Many qualities of pyromechanical devices lend themselves to complete nondestructive
testing, and every advantage should be taken of this possibility, partly to minimize
the risk of accepting a faulty item for flight, and partly to ensure that there are no
significant differences in items which would negate the value of destructive tests per-
formed later on a random sample basis.
Design and production engineering should take into account the desirability and useful-
ness of 100-percent inspection, e.g. , the designer should consider the practical
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difficultiesinvolved in precise inspection of the radius of a stress-relief filletat the
bottom of a hole - can the radius be measured reliably within the limits imposed by
the drawing ?
Tests by Variables
Tests by variables involve estimating such parameters as the mean and standard
deviation of an assumed distribution curve, and the use of the estimated parameters
to make reliability-confidence calculations.
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the log-normal distribution may be found
useful for this purpose. The risk entailed in such an assumption is part of the penalty
we pay for the reduction in sample size that tests by variables allow as compared with
tests by attributes; every effort should be made to ensure that test results are indeed
consistent with the assumed distribution.
The other part of the penalty associated with tests by variables is that the reliability
confidence calculations must be pessimistic; this penalty factor decreases very
rapidly with sample size up to a quantity of about 5 or 6, and very slowly with sample
sizes above 10 or 12. Once the sample size has grown to 10 or 12 it may be econo-
mically prudent to discontinue testing and start again with a less marginal design.
One attractive feature of tests by variables is that they are sometimes tolerant of
one wild test result which may be quantitatively outside specification limits but still
within statistical limits. Further, specification of tests by variables for lot accept-
ance provides a strong and fair incentive for the manufacturer to achieve uniformity.
Analytic Versus Nonanalytic Devices
From a test or inspection standpoint, the main difference between analytic and
nonanalytic devices is that the former typically allow a larger proportion of non-
destructive tests and hence a smaller sample size. The cost of samples for a
thorough evaluation of a nonanalytic device may be prohibitive at times, particularly
since tests by variables may require fabrication of special components involving
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specially preselecteddimensionalvariations. Nonanalyticdevicesmay also create
_ffic,!lt problemsin the establishmentof adequatequality control procedures, and
in theestablishmentof economicalquality assurancetests.
ECONOMY
The "necessary" prices for procurement and test of a comparatively simple analytic
device (e. g., a pin puller) complete with squib could be estimated as follows :
Item Cost
Proposal
Engineering*
Fabrication Costs**
Flight Units and Spares (50 assemblies)
Developmental Units
Calibration, Quality Control,and Quality Assurance
Lot Acceptance Test
Qualification Test
Test
Quality Control and Quality Assurance
Acceptance Tests
Qualification
Documentation
Quality Control and Quality Assurance
Acceptance Tests
Qualification Tests
3,000
10,000
6,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
12,000
3,000
5O0
10,000
2,000
100
1,500
$52,100
*The allowance for engineering assumes that the cartridge involves only a minor
modification of a proven unit; development and qualification of a new cartridge to
high standards could easily cost over $200,000.
**Fabrication, including all associated overhead and profit, at $80 per device and
$40 per squib. The prevailing prices to cover engineering quality control, etc.,
might be $120 for the device and $80 for the squib.
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Three elementsof the foregoingcost breakdownare as follows:
• The flight units at $6,000 represent only about 12 percent of the total cost.
• The example is for an analytic device; comparable figures for a simple
nonanalytic device could easily be higher by a factor of 3 or more.
• The total cost, even for an analytic device, is so high as to make considera-
tion of alternatives very desirable.
In addition to the necessary costs, economy may be viewed from the standpoint of
possible additional but "unnecessary" costs. These costs can be considered with
respect to five areas of expense- proposals, engineering, fabrication, testing,
and documentation.
Proposals
The inherent costliness of proposal preparation is apparent. If, for example, each
of six companies competing for business habitually spends $5,000 per proposal, and
each company wins only one in every six proposals, the cost figure per company for
that winning proposal is $30,000. (The estimate previously presented allowed for
$1,000 proposes from each of three companies. )
Since the bidder for contracts must prepare proposals matching those of his com-
petitors in scope and quality, in order to be competitive, there is little he can do
beyond improving his internal efficiency in proposal preparation. Hence, the initi-
ative for economy in proposal preparation rests with the customer who should uti-
lize every opportunity to limit the number of bids sought and the volume and finish
of acceptable proposals.
Engineering
The assumed cost of $I0,000 for necessary design* is about 20 percent of the total,
and is not a high figure for a short-run item. This figure allows $9,000 for actual
*As indicated previously, the $10,000 is associated mainly with development of the
device, it being assumed that only minor modifications to a "proven" cartridge are
required.
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design, and$1,000for insuranceagainstfaulty design. (I_veryordnancecompany
makesmistakeswhich sometimesma_"torcdcsig___to discarding of a large lot of
faulty items, andpossibly to the needfor repeatingseveral monthsof work onqualifi-
cation tests. )
In the faceof price competition, themanufacturermayprefer to assignpossibly only
$3,000to designand $5,000to insurance, for a potential reductionof $2,000 in the
total cost. However, his designeffort will beso marginal that his designerswill have
time only to meet the superficial rather thanthe basic requirementsof the specification,
andan important oversight in the specificationmay not benoticedby anyoneuntil near
the endof thequalification program. This oversight could lead to redesignandloss
(to the customer)of possibly $40,000worthof work -- a highprice to pay for a saving
of $2,000. (It shouldbenotedthat the $5,000insuranceadoptedby the manufacturer
is intendedto cover oversightsby his designers, not error or oversight in the
specifications.)
Fabrication Costs
With test samples representing about 30 percent of the total cost, it is obvious that
economy depends on well-planned test programs directed toward extracting the maxi-
mum amount of useful in.formation from the minimum number of samples. Under-
estimation of quantity requirements, for example, can prove very expensive because
an additional 20 assemblies would cost not only $2,400 for fabrication of delivered
assemblies but a further sum (e.g., $6,000) to cover hardware for delivery, calibra-
tion, quality control, quality assurance, and lot acceptance tests, plus the associated
testing and documentation.
As previously noted, ill-devised test programs can increase costs by useless increases
in sample size; the effect on direct testing costs is self-evident.
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Documentation "
As with all other spacecraft hardware, it is easy to waste money on needless documen-
tation. Qualification test reports on pyromechanical devices, for example, tend to be
bulky because of the number of individual tests involved, and editing problems tend
to cause report costs to increase exponentially with entries (and pages). Voluminous
test reports may look impressive, but the related effort to produce it costs money,
and few if any people have time to examine thick reports in detail. (As a rough guide,
test-report compilation costs about $30 to $100 per page. ) An alternative approach to
achieve economy in this area is simply to ensure that raw data sheets are stored
safely and available for reference, and to allow test reports to present data in com-
pressed form.
The Potential for Waste
The following tabulation demonstrates how a "reasonable" cost of $52. 100 for the
pin puller and squib could increase to $138,000 by ignoring economies :
Necessary costs
Waste on many elaborate proposals
Waste attributable to inadequate engineering
Waste attributable to underestimating quantities
Waste attributable to ill-devised test programs
Waste attributable to excessive paperwork
Total cost
$27,000
40,000
6,000
10,000
3,000
$52,100
86,000
$138,100
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DEVELOPMENTOFA PASSIVEDAMPER FORA
GRAVITY-GRADIENTSTABILIZEDSPACECRAFT
By E. J. Buerger
SpacecraftDepartment
GeneralElectric Company
SUMMARY
Gravity-gradient stabilization is possible onlyif existing oscillatory motionsof a
spacecraft canbedampedout by someform of energydissipation. This paperde-
scribes the configurationof a componenthat combinestwo forms of magnetic, passive
damping: aneddy-current damperanda hysteresis d_mper. Thesedampersare so
constructedthat either onemaybeengaged,andthe other disengaged,uponcommand.
These dampers and the auxiliary components for switching, a unique angle indicator,
and a caging device (used during the launch environment) are housed within a single
envelope designated as the Combination Passive Damper.
INTRODUCTION
In 1967, NASA will place in orbit a gravity-gradient stabilized satellite -- one of a
series of spacecraft known as Applications Technology Satellites (ATS). One of the
primary purposes of the ATS series is to evaluate the characteristics of gravity-
gradient stabilization as a means of satellite attitude control.
The General Electric Company (GE) designed the stabilization systems for this series.
The systems utilize four 132-ft primary gravity-gradient rods (in the form of an "X")
rigidly attached to the satellite, and a secondary or damping boom (consisting of two
45-ft collinear rods) coupled to the spacecraft by a damping mechanism and a torsional
spring. Gravity-gradient control utilizes the differences in gravitational forces
acting upon the distributed masses of the primary booms to maintain a constant
attitude with respect to earth.
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Stabilizationfor ATSis possible only if oscillatory motionsof thevehicle canbe
dampedby someform of energydissipation. Couplingof the damperboomarray to
the ATSandits primary stabilizing boomsis accomplishedby a Combination
Passive Damper (CPD). Figure 1is a schematicof the CPDfunctions; figure 2 is
an isometric view. The CPDcontainstwo forms of damping. Either may be selected,
andeither is capableof dampingout the oscillations. Oneof the primary functionsof
this ATS flight is to evaluatethe two typesof magneticpassivedampingcontained
within the CPD: eddy-currentdampingwith diamagneticsuspension,andhysteresis
dampingwith torsion-wire suspension. (Becauseof the inherent longlife of gravity-
gradient stabilization systems, only passivedampingdeviceswithoutwear-producing
friction were consideredfor thethree-year flight of ATS.)
The CPDpackageis designedto permit selectionandoperationof either damperby
anappropriate commandto the spacecrafttelemetry system. In addition to housing
the two dampers, theCPDmust also provide for boomshaft alignmentto the dampers
andspacecraft anda meansof cagingthe damperboomandboom shaft of the CPD
during launch.
COMPONENTDESCRIPTION
Eddy-Current Damper
The damping, suspension, and torsional nulling characteristics of this system are as
follows:
Damping. The torque developed by an eddy-current damper is proportional to
the comparative velocity between the elements whose relative motion is being
damped. It can be said, therefore, that eddy-current damping is velocity
dependent, i.e.,
T d = CdW
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where Td = Damping torque
_nO"
C d = Damp_._, coefficient
w = Relative angular velocity
In the CPD for the ATS, eddy-current damping is generated by the inter-
action of an aluminum disc that moves in the fields of appropriately placed
magnets as shown in figure 2. In this figure, the two sets of Alnico V
magnets and the damping disc can be seen.
Suspension. Since the damper is to be used in the essentially zero -g field
of the orbiting spacecraft environment, only very small suspension forces
are required to maintain proper spacing between the rotor and stator of the
damper. It has been found that a stable bearing, using a constant magnetic
field, could be attained only if the suspended element had a permeability of
less than unity, i. e., a diamagnetic material. For the ATS-CPD, pyrolytic
graphite is used. In figure 1, the elements of the suspension system can be
seen to include the pyrolytic graphite placed in the field of two groups of
magnets to achieve radial support in two perpendicular directions as well as
the axial direction of the CPD. For the ATS, system studies showed that the
radial force in any direction would never exceed 50 dynes (a dyne being
about 1/30, 000 of an oz) nor the axial force, 10dynes. The cocking torque
that might be applied externally to the damper boom was calculated to be
2, 500 dyne centimeters (a dyne-cm being about 1/70, 000 of an oz-in. ).
Performance testing of the damper has shown that the suspension system,
as designed, meets the specified value.
In this design, pyrolytic graphite is mechanically held in place by a metallic
snap-ring arrangement and bonded with a flexible epoxy to the rotating struc-
ture. The design has successfully withstood 19-g vibration forces with no
adverse effects. Mechanical stops are used to prevent the magnets from mak-
ing contact with the pyrolytic graphite during launch environments.
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Torsional Nulling. This particular configuration of diamagnetic suspension
has no restoring torque or preferred angular orientation. (This fact was
used by GE in the earlier development of a truly frictionless bearing capable
of continuous rotation. ) It was therefore necessary to develop a torsional
restraint technique with very low hysteresis loss and lateral force character-
istics, but with the required tangential force levels. System studies showed
that the minimum torsional restraint requirement would be 3.5 dyne cm/deg.
A suitable element for this purpose was achieved in the CPD (figure 2) by
the use of a properly shaped pattern of magnetic material. Two of these
shapes were than placed in the fields of two sets of magnets.
In table 1, the requirements for the types of damper have been summarized.
Separate values are given for medium-altitude and synchronous-altitude
dampers. The initial flight is a medium-altitude orbit, with the two sucees-
sive flights to be at synchronous altitude. From this chart it can be seen that
the damping torques involved in the synchronous-altitude configuration are
much lower than those for the medium-altitude flight.
Hysteresis Damper
The damping, suspension, and torsional nulling characteristics of this system are as
follows :
Damping. Characteristically, hysteresis damping torque is independent of
relative velocity between the damped members. In the hysteresis damper
for the ATS, the torque developed is constant over the limits of angular
travel that may occur between the rotating and stationary parts of the damper.
The hysteresis damping element is an annular disc of 0. 003-in.-thick chrome
steeI. This disc is on the rotor and placed so that the flux of two sets of
permanent magnets can pass through the disc. As this disc is moved through
the magnetic field, magnetic domains in the disc are subjected to a reversal
of the magnetic field environment. Energy is dissipated in proportion to the
area of the hysteresis loop of the material used for the disc. The disc is a
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magneticmaterial attracted to the permanentmagnetswith a relatively high
force level; therefore, adiamagneticsuspensionsystemof a reasonablesize
for a magnetichysteresis dampercannotbeused.
Suspension and Torsional Nulling. In the hysteresis damper, a torsion wire
provides suspension and torsional hulling. As an indication of the magnitude
of the torque involved for both dampers, the torsion wires for the medium-
altitude and synchronous-altitude configurations are about 1.0 in. long, with
diameters of 0. 005 and 0. 0035 in., respectively. These diameters are only
slightly larger than that of a human hair. To keep the torsional wires taut,
cantilever springs are used at each end of the suspension wires to attach
the rotor to the stator. A suspension system for the hysteresis damper with
the specified spring constant is several orders of magnitude stiffer than one
for the eddy-current damper. In fact, no caging is required for the hystersis
damper rotor when the boom is not attached to it -which is the configuration
of the CPD at launch.
The hysteresis damper as configured for the ATS-CPD is a separate, self-
contained unit which, as shown in figure 1, is attached to structural elements
of the C PD so as to position it coaxially with the eddy-current damper and
other rotatable elements of the package.
Switchover
One of the more intriguing problems to be solved in developing the CPD was that of
providing a means for switching over, or clutching, between the two dampers. Because
of the very low levels of damping forces associated with these dampers, there could be
no frictional drag from any type of clutch-actuating device. The torque that had to be
transmitted through the clutch was very low. However, because the CPD must be
tested in earth's gravitational field, the forces holding the clutch elements together had
to be sufficient to support the weight of the eddy-current damper during testing.
• Clutch. The clutching scheme utilized in the CPD can be seen in figure 2.
It is shown in cross section in figure 3a. The clutch housing is directly attached
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to the damper boom and has a mating clutching surface for each of the dampers.
The halves of the clutch faces associated with each of the dampers are in
juxtaposition with the corresponding housing clutch face. The clutch faces
are V-shaped in cross section and are circular in planform. The force to
hold the two halves of the clutch in the engaged position is provided by a
specially designed diaphragm spring, somewhat resembling a Belleville
washer when in use. This square, fluted diaphragm is shown in detail in
figure 3binits flat, as-formed conditim. In the assembly, this diaphragm is
constrained by the clutch housing so that its outer diameter is less than when
it is in the fiat form. V_aen thus constrained, it behaves as an over-center
toggle mechanism, assuming one of two stable, conical positions; this pre-
cludes the possibility of the clutch "hanging up" at an intermediate position
with neither damper engaged. The diaphragm, clutches, and clutch housing
are designed to provide approximately 8 lb of holding force when the clutch
is in either of its two stable positions.
Solenoid. The actuating element for the clutching system is a double-acting
solenoid. The end of the solenoid plunger is fitted with a spool designed so
as not to be in contact with the diaphragm at either end of the solenoid travel.
When the solenoid is actuated (by supplying electrical power to one of the two
coils) to either "push" or "pull" the diaphragm, the spool must travel about
0.1 in. before it makes contact. A detent at each extreme of travel in the
solenoid holds the plunger at that position (and out of contact) until actuated.
Angle Indicator
To permit evaluating the performance of the dampers, an indication is required from
the CPD of the angle between the damper boom shaft and the stator of the CPD. This
angle is a direct measure of the position of the damper boom relative to the spacecraft.
Again, because of the low level of forces associated with the CPD, there cannot be any
physical contact or reaction torque between the rotor and stator due to the angle indica-
tor. Another factor that complicated the design of this indicator arose from the rela-
tively large movements that can occur between the centerlines of the damper boom shaft
and the stator when the damper is in the eddy-current mode. In this mode, the shaft can
move =L0.10 in. axially and ± 0.06 in. in any radial direction.
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’ Angle indication is accomplished by mounting on the damper boom shaft an encoding 
disc ,  with appropriately arranged slits, through which light is passed onto an array 
of phototransistors to provide a digital readout of angular position. 
of the elements is shown in figure 4. Encoder disc slits a r e  arranged in a Gray binary 
code. By taking advantage of the fact that the accuracy requirement decreases as  the 
shaft moves away from null, only five tracks or code bits a r e  required for the i 45-deg 
rotation. 
angles from 0 to i 4  deg; i 1 .50  deg from 14 deg to + 20 deg: and i 10 percent of the 
reading + 0 . 5  deg from i 20 deg to 5 45 deg. The angle indicator as  applied here there- 
fore is designed to use a minimum number of bits (and thus minimize spacecraft telem- 
etry requirements) xicl yet give the system analyst the accuracy required to evaluate 
performance of the spacecraft stabilizing system. 
The arrangement 
The angle indicator is designed to provide an accuracy of =- 1 deg for the 
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An incandescent lamp with redundant filaments provides the necessary light. 
diately adjacent to the lamp is the entrance aperture of a fiber optic asseiiibly that was 
developed for the angle indicator. 
emanating from the lamp, it was necessary to divide the entrance area into the 
smallest possible increments and randomly distribute these increiiients to the five 
Imme- 
Because of the non-uniformit;- of the light output 
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exit areas. To achieve this randomization, the entrance fiber-optic bundle was divi-
ded into approximately 250 incremental elements (each about 0. 005 in. in diameter).
The light from each exit bundle is focused by a short-focal-length lens onto photo-
transistors mounted in the same structure as the light transmission system.
Interposed between the exit lenses and the phototransistors is the thin (0. 010 in. )
beryllium copper encoder disc, mounted in a suitable support structure attached to the
rotor of the CPD. The encoder disc consists of two sets of identical patterns located
diametrically opposite each other. By utilizing a separate angle indicator head with
each of these patterns, the required accuracies are achieved regardless of lateral
motion between the rotor and stator of the CPD. In addition, the important element
of redundancy was obtained.
Boom Shaft Caging
The relatively large mass of the CPD damper shaft and damper boom dictates that these
elements be securely fixed or caged with respect to the CPD stator (and, consequently,
the spacecraft .structure) during launch. As shown in figure 5, the caging is an integral
part of the baseplate by which the CPD is mounted on the spacecraft. Caging of the boom
shaft (to which the damper boom is attached by means of a mounting flange) is effeeted
by four pins constrained in guides on the baseplate. A tensioned stainless-steel cable
forces the tapered ends of the caging pins into mating recesses on the boom shaft when
itis caged. Auxiliary pins, constrained by the shaft caging pins, are used to cage the
eddy-current rotor during launch. Both sets of pins have powerful retraction springs
to withdraw them from engagement when tension on the cable is released. To uncage
after launch, a command signal fires the pyrotechnic cable cutters. This action releases
all tension on the cable (retained on the baseplate by appropriately placed clips) which,
in turn, allows the various springs to withdraw all caging pins and permit the rotor to
float free. The desired damping mode can thus be selected, and damping of the space-
craft motions will start.
DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Two engineering models and a flight prototype unit have been built. One of the
engineering models has been subjected to the entire qualification testing program,
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including both functional and environmental performance evaluation. Functional
performance has met or exceeded all established specification values. In spite of
its complexity, this unit also successfully passed acceleration and vibrational testing,
which subjected the CPD to accelerations as high as 19 g. Testing of the other two
units is in progress, as is the fabrication of a second prototype and the three flight
units.
Very sophisticated and highly specialized test equipment has also been designed and
developed to measure the miniscule forces associated with the eddy-current and
hysteresis types of damper. A discussion of the configuration and performance of
this test equipment could well be the subject of another paper.
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AN EXTENDIBLE STRUCTURE FOR SOLAR ELECTRIC POWER IN SPACE
By D. E. Lindberg
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
This paper describes an extendible structure used to angularly position four
planar surfaces of solar-sensitive cells for a spacecraft electric power system.
It includes the system requirements, the type of mechanisms used, and the
ascent support structure. Since the assembly cannot be operated in a 1-g environ-
ment without support, a description of the equipment used for ground test is also
included.
INTRODUCTION
The needs of certain space experiments have required the development of a
mechanism capable of extending solar array panels from a spacecraft in orbit,
and of positioning the panels so they function effectively as solar collectors.
Rather stringent design requirements were imposed by the power and configuration
requirements of the spacecraft itself. Further, since high reliability was essential,
a simple mechanism was called for.
The resulting design can be described as four "jack-in-the-box" modules, each
containing a simple slider-crank device which extends and positions a solar panel
in a single, continuous cycle. The modules have been fabricated and qualification-
tested and will be flight-tested in the near future.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements for the extendible structure for the solar electric power
system were developed on the basis of spacecraft power and configuration require-
ments. It was therefore necessary to design, fabricate, and flight-test a solar
array system consisting of 4 independent modular assemblies (with arms positioned
as shown in figure I ).
AFT SOLAR ARRAY
(EXTENDED POSITION)
AFT SOLAR ARRAY
(STOWED POSITION)
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Solar-Array System Configuration
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Eachmoduleassemblyconsistsof 3 parts:
• An arm assembly capable of mounting standard solar-collector
panels (and with the external dimensions shown in figure 1 )
• An erection mechanism for extending and positioning each arm
assembly within 30 to 90 sec
• A support structure for supporting and retaining the folded
arm assembly and the erection mechanism during ascent and
for supporting the extended arm assembly while in orbit
The centers of mass of each arm assembly are controlled within prescribed param-
eters compatible with the spacecraft attitude-control requirements.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
After a series of studies, a solar array configuration was designed in the form of
four jack-in-the-boxes, each with four mechanical tie-downs and an electrical
interface. Each box contains an extendible arm assembly powered entirely by
springs and controlled by liquid damping. The lid on the box, also spring loaded,
is released by the action of two squib-operated pin pullers. When the lid is released,
the arm automatically extends to a prealigned position.
Two features are typical of each component in the modules. First, all rotating or
sliding joints have either the shaft or the journal coated with a baked-on, solid-film
lubricant to minimize friction and prevent electrochemical action. This protection
is necessary since each joint has dissimilar metals. Second, all exposed surfaces
of the structure are finished to specific thermal-control requirements for collector-
panel temperature control.
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STANDARDCOLLECTORPANEL ,.
The standard panel used in each arm is an assembly approximately 14 by 18 in. Its
surface is covered with photovoltaic cells which, in turn, are covered with glass
slides for reducing the effects of radiation and temperature. The cells are assembled
into submodules and then bonded to a magnesium grid. The back of the panel is coated
with a thermal-control finish to maintain specified panel-operating temperatures.
THE EXTENDIBLE STRUCTURE
The extendible arm is simply a "lazy-tong" type of mechanism, consisting of a number
of connecting links (figure 2). One-half of the links (leaves) are hinged together in one
continuous assembly, providing support for the collector panels. The other half of the
links (inriggers) are hinged together and pivot about pins fixed within each leaf assembly.
When fully extended, the leaf sections are in line, forming one planar surface; the
inriggers remain at an angle of 150 deg with each other (15 deg with the leaves). With
this linkage arrangement, the assembly is less flexible and the leaves are held in a
flatter position than would be possible with the inriggers in the leaf plane. Although this
arrangement causes some shadowing of the panels adjacent to the inriggers, the resulting
power losses are actually quite small because the inriggers are designed to a minimum-
diameter cross section.
To give an indication of strength capability, the assembly in this position has been designed
to withstand l-g load across its width and 0. l-g cantilever load when supported by its
inboard links.
In a folded position, the array arm envelope is made as thin as possible by nesting the
inriggers into their respective leaves. This also assures that mounting-bed preloads
are directed through the leaves and not sidetracked into the inriggers. Tapered
grooves are cut normal to the hinge lines on each side of the folded assembly to
accommodate the mounting-bed center fittings.
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Internal vibration of the components is minimized by stiffening the outboard leaf x_4th
additional structure and preloading it over spacers as it is assembled into the mount-
ing bed. Also, small elastic pads are bonded to the cell side of each collector panel
to slightly deflect and assure panel separation when the arm is folded.
The power for extension of the arm is distributed over the entire arm assembly. Small
torsion springs replace two or three lobes at each hinge section. These are comple-
mented by larger torsion springs installed at each inrigger joint. The load is uniformly
distributed in this manner because of the size of the arm and the very thin sections from
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which it is fabricated. Theforward arm assemblyis 8 ft wide, 16ft long, andonly
0.5 in. thick; theaft assemblyis 5 ft wide 20 ft long, and0.5 in. thick.
Thewiring of anextendiblestructure canbequite difficult, but the lazy tongdesign
lendsitself fairly well to solution of this problem. Thewires are installed alongthe
backsof the leaves, oppositethe cell side. Wherehingelines occur, they pass
either throughor aroundthe hinge in sucha way that a loop is formed. This loop is
bondedin place, but enoughflexibility remains sothat repeatedextensionandretrac-
tion of the arm _411not result in failure.
Theforward andaft solar array arms are identical in principle andconstruction. They
differ, however, in capability andtilt angle. Theforward arm assemblycancarry a
total of 61collector panelswith a 40 degclockwise tilt angle; the aft arm assembly
cancarry 45collector panelswith a 40degcounterclockwisetilt angle (figure 1).
Beforeeachpanelis installed into the arm, it is weighedandpositionedso asto pro-
vide control of the center-of-mass of the arm.
ERECTIONMECHANISM
The erection mechanismis theheart of the jack-in-the-box, andtherefore requires
ultimate simplicity for maximumreliability. It is a simple slider-crank device that
rotates under theaction of a single liquid-dampedspring actuator, thus extending
andangularly positioningthe array in a single, continuouscycle (figure 3). The
mechanismconsistsof a frame, anadjustableliquid-dampedspring actuator, a bell-
crank, a slider, anda supportassembly. Theinboard leaf is rotated abouta fixed
pivot on the supportassembly. The inriggers are attachedthrougha single fitting
to the slider. Duringa cycle, the actuator rotates the bell-crank, whichforces the
slider alongthe supportassemblytubeuntil the full-extension position is attained.
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The actuator is used to control the extension rate and complement the a r r ay  a rm forces  
when they are approaching their minimum output. A fluorosilicone fluid is used a s  the 
damping medium because of its relatively stable temperature characteristics. Rate 
control is adjusted by throttling the fluid flow with a needle valve within the piston rod. 
A compression spring surrounding the actuator, aided by the mechanical advantage of 
the mechanism, complements the forces built into the ~ ? I I  zssembly. 
Full a r m  extension and position is accomplished by adjusting the erection mechanism 
when it is installed in the mounting bed. Since it is not practical to adjust the mecha- 
nism lvith the a r m  attached. a tool that simulates the inboard leaf linkages i s  used. 
This tool is aligned to the mounting-bed feet. 
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ASCENTSUPPORTSTRUCTURE(MOUNTINGBED)
The mountingbedsuppliesthe ascentsupportfor the arm assemblyanderection
mechanism(figure 3). It interfaces with thevehicle at four surfacesprealignedto
the geometric axesof the spacecraft. Thebedcanbeconsideredasa containerfor
the jack-in-the-box. It consistsof a frame andtwo retaining clamps.
Themounting-bedframe is an integral structure with journals for the retaining clamps
alongeachside. Theretaining clamps are integral spring-loadedstructures which
rotate in the frame journals. Eachfitting of the retaining clamps containsa set screw.
tightenedto specific torque requirementsfor retaining the folded arm assembly.
The center fittings oneachretaining clamp matewith the grooveson the arm assembly
to providemajor acceleration supportfor the arm. Thegrooveandthe clamp fitting
are both taperedto assurefree separation. A tie rod is fastenedto the outboardleaf
of the arm andlinks thetwo retaining clamps. A squib-operatedpin puller mountedto
eachcenter clampjoins the tie rod andthe retaining clamps. Whenthe arm anderec-
tion mechanismare assembledinto the mountingbed, the tie rod is preloadedwith an
adjustmentnut. Theretaining clamp set screwsare thentorquedto preloadthe arm
assembly. Oncethe pin pullers are fired, the retaining clamps are released, andthe
array arm is free to extend.
GROUNDTESTING
Sincethe array systemcouldnotbe extendedwithout support in a 1-g environment, a
series of studieswasconductedto establish the best techniquesandequipmentfor use
in extensiontesting. The studiesresulted in a system of support poweredonly by the
spring forces in thesolar-array module(figure 4). In this system, the array arm is
supportedat the centerof eachleaf by low-friction roller assembliesthat ride in an
overheadtrack. Eachroller assembly is adjustedto supportonly the weight of the
leaf to which it is attached. The inboardleaf is held sothat only rotation canoccur,
andthe remaining leavesare allowedto both rotate andtranslate alongthe overhead
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Figure 4 Qualification Test LIodule - Ground Extension 
track. 
f reely to its prealigned position. The bed is supported 11)- a pedestal m d  counter- 
balanced about the support point to reduce the loads imposed on the a r ray  assembly. 
The only remaining loads a re  then the friction and inertia of the moving ar ray  niodule 
and ground-test equipment coiizpoiients. 
Il'hile the a r ray  a r m  is estending. the mounting bed is alloi\-etl to orient itself 
An operation cycle of this system consists of extension and reti-action of the aril1 
~ s s e m h l y .  Extension is initi:ited by remotely operating the flight pin pullers ivith a 
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pneumaticactuator. This action releasesthe mounting-bedretaining clamps and
allows free extensionof the array assembly. Retraction is thenaccomplishedby
applyinghandpressure at the tip of the arm assemblywhilemanuallyoperating a
mechanicaldevicethat forces the erection mechanismactuatorto close. Thetwo
retraction operationsare coordinatedto preventthe inductionof excessiveloads
into the arm assembly.
Thearray moduleandextensionequipmentsystemhassuccessfullycompletedmore
than200test cycles. Includedwere theacceptancetests of thefirst flight modules.
During theseacceptancetests, recordings of the pin-puller operation, retaining
clamp operation, rate of extension, andtime required for completeextensionwere
obtainedby the flight instrumentationof eachmodule. Eventuallythesedatawill be
comparedto flight datafor performanceevaluation.
CONCLUSIONS
The extendiblesystemfeasibility hasbeendemonstratedby the actualdesign, fabrica-
tion, andtest of theforward andaft modules. Bothmoduletypes havebeenqualified
by'test to their predictedflight loadsandfunctionedto demonstratetheir operating
capabilities. Thefirst flight units havealso beenfabricated andacceptance-tested
andwill be flight-tested in the near future.
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